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ABSTRACT

This study investigates the structural behaviour of

winter inversions lasting not less than 10 hours in the

lowest 810 feet at !'Iinnipeg. Attention focuses on the

development and decay processes in relation to synoptic

meteorological conditions. The temporal range of inversion

d,evelopment and decay is examined. Inversion cases represen-

tative of Bell's (L97 4) classification scheme are identified

and analyzed. The synoptic situation associated with each

case study is determined and, an attempt is then made to

evaluate the structural behaviour in terms of weather pro-

cesses. The results are interpretated with a view of pro-

viding an insight into their revelance to air pollution

potential studies.

This study uses temperature and wind. d.ata observed on

the C.B.C. television tower at SÈarbuck, Manitoba, hourly

synoptic observational daÈa from llÏinnipeg International Air-
port and daily weather maps (Surface, 500 and 850 m.b. CharÈs).

A model based on the cyclical component of dj-urnal

temperature variation is used to assess the temporal d,istri-

bution of inversions in two layers (25-200 and 35-810 feet).

The majority of Èhe 35-200 feet layer inversions develop in

the radiative heat loss period from 1500 to OTOO hours and
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d,ecay in the radiational heat gain period from 0800 to 1400

hours. The greatest hourly frequency of development occurs

at the mean time of sunset (f700 hours), and Èhat of d'ecay

at the mean time of sharpest increase in temperature

(1100 hours). The model is adjusted by a 2-hour factor to

accomodate the temporal distribution of inversions in the

deeper 35-81-0 feet layer.

BelI's (L974) numerical classification of winter 35-

2OO feet inversions lasting not less than one hour is

adapted for use in this thesis. Among the 13 inversion

clusters, 6 clusters include predominat,ely inversions of

duration not less than 10 hours. The selected clusters are

approportioned into two groups identified as the 'Radiative

Clusters' and the 'Advective Clusterst.

The structural behaviour of inversions in the radia-

tive clusters is significantly related, to the diurnal effects

of solar radiation heating. The 35-200 feet layer inversions

develop and decay first, and the processes are observed wíth

a lag of up to 3 hours in the deeper 35-810 feet l+yer.

The irregular comPonent of advective heating and

cooling induced by air mass movement is the important factor

controlling the structural behaviour of inversions in the

advective clusters. The dynamic character of this component

provokes complexities with respect to inversion structures

and related weather processes. In general, the 35-810 feet
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Iayer inversions form before, and dissipate simultaneously

with, the inversions in the 35-200 f,eet layer.

This study indicates that intense radiative inversions

conducive to the highest air pollution potential hazard occur

when the weather scene is influenced by an anticyclonic

circulation of clear, cold Arctic air (cA). The higher

inversion is presumably sustained by atmospheric advection,

while the lower inversion is subject to temporary daytime

decay around noon. This presumably facilitates an increase

in the depth of the effective mixing layer so that air

pollutants can be dispersed and d.iluted more read.ily.

Intense advective inversions conducive to the greatest

accumulation of potential air pollutants are associated with

the ad.vection of warm Maritime Polar (mP) westerly air under

the control of a cyclonic system (usually Alberta low). A

critical feature is the strong wind.s associated with these

inversions which presumably aid the horizontal dispersion of

air pollutants even in the presence of low leve1 inversions.
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The study of inversion struct,ures is an important

climatological problem, but one that is seld.om considered

and therefore not extensively studied in the literature.
This thesis is an investigation of the structural behav-

iour during the development and decay of wínter inversions

Iasting at least 10 hours in the lowest 810 feet near

Winnipeg. The formation, maintainence and dissipation
of inversions are significantly related to prevailing

weather conditions. The latter are thus inescapable in
any explanatíon of inversion structure behaviour. Satis-
factory description and. explanation of thís relationship
is lacking, especially with respect to specific synoptic

systems in a particular area. It, seems desirable there-

fore, Èo conduct, an extensive investigation into inversion

structure behavíour responsive to slrnopt,ic meteorological

conditi-ons in a continental environmenÈ.

It is expected that a climatological survey of
this kind will be useful in air pollution potent,ial stu-
dies. This arises because the fate of pollutants emitted

into the atmosphere is largely a function of weather pro-

cesses. The constraints imposed by natural processes are

1

CHAPTER I

Introd.uction



therefore the principal determinants of both inversion

structure behaviour and. air pollut,íon accumulation.

The height and exÈent of inversion layers play

crit,ical roles in influencing the dispersion of air pollu-

tion by restricting vertical mi-xing (Williamson, L973,

P. 158). A progressive subsidence of air aloft in a slow

moving or stagnant ant,icyclone, for example, can cause

formation of a low-level inversion. Consequently, the

scale of the effective mixing layer is decreased. This

induces a greater pollution hazard as less pollutants.

are dispersed and diluted due to poor ventilation.

Many of the severe air pollution episodes (for

example: Meuse Valley, Belgium, 1930; Donora, Pennsyl-

vania, L948¡ London, England, ]-952) occurred in the winter

months ín the northern temperat.e zone when adverse meteoro-

logical cond,itions, such as stable stagnating air masses

with shallow inversions, impeded ventilat,ion and dispersion.

Only a change in weather condít,ions such as the passage of
a frontal system, can alter the existing lapse rate char-

acteristics (Bach, L972) .

All weather processes which influence both lapse

rate character and the dispersion of air pollutants take

place in Èhe lower atmosphere or the planetary boundary

layer. A thorough understanding of the climatology of

the lower atmosphere is thus of considerable importance.



Unfortunately, âs the boundary layer is a very complex

domain,.description and expl.rration is generally inade-

quate, especially for particular arêas. Awareness of and

concern about this lack of knowledge prompted BeIl (1974)

to perform a comprehensive analysis of the vertical d'is-

tribution of temperature, lapse rate and wind i-n the lowest

8I0 feet near Winnipeg.

The objective of Bell's (L974, p. 2) work was

"to obtain a description useful for air pollution potential

studies , of the variat.ions of temperature, lapse rate,

wind and inversj-ons in the lower 8I0 feet, due to díurnal,

seasonal and synoptic changes. " The present stud.y is a

direct outgrowth from the availability of this det'ailed.

information. In particular, that. area of Bellrs research

(Ch. 9) pertaining to the classification of winter inversions

in terms of the normal observed.meteorological elements,

forms a basic conceptual framework of this study.

1. I Objective

The objective of this sÈud.y is to investigate the

structural behaviour of winter inversions of duration not

less than 10 hours in the lowest 810 feet. Attention

focuses on the development and decay processes in relation

to synoptic meteorological cond.itions. The temporal dis-

tribution of inversion development and. decay is examined.



Inversion cases reasonably representative of Bell's (L974)

classification scheme are id.entified and analyzed,. Once

Lhe inversion case structure associated with a synoptic

situation is determined., an attempt is then mad.e to

evaluate the results in terms of weather processes. ït
is hoped that a climatological survey of this kind, in
add.ition to its general scientific value, will be speci-

fically applicable to air pollution potential studies.

1.2 Data

From Èhe Atmospheric Environment Service (l{innipeg

Internat,ional Airport) regular hourly synoptic observa-

tj-onal data were obtained and. merged with the tower data

collected by BeII (]rg74) to form the data base of this
thesis. Daily weather maps (Surface, 500 and 850 m.b.

Charts) were obtained t,o provide a general insight into
synoptic cond,itj-ons. Only data for the core winter
months December, January and February were used in the

present st,udy. All units of measurements used in this
thesis are imperial.l

The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (C.B.C. )

1000 feet high Èelevision tower at St,arbuck (latitude

49o46'north,97o3Lt west), located 19 miles

1. Conversion lab1es are provided. in Appendix 1.



Ì¡rest-south-west of the centre of !,iinnipeg, $ras instru-
mented with temperature and. wind sensors (Figure f.1).
Be11 collected the data on computer compatible magnetic

tape over a 33 month period, from tT¡e winter of 1969 to the

summer of Lg72. Fi-gure L.2 shows the data acquísition
system.

Temperatures at five heights (35, 2OO, 4OOt 600,

and 810 feet) $rere measured using platinum bulbs (Rose-

mount 104 MACCA) mounted in aspirated Beckman and

Whitley Radiation shields. Readings $¡ere taken every

30 seconds throughout the d.y; and, the error from one

read.ing was found by summing the squares of the

individual errors and taking Èhe square of the sum.

For a lO-minuÈe mean (20 read.ings) Be1l det,ermined a

standard d.eviation of o.012oF in d.ifferential mode, and.

0.039oF in absolute mode. In this thesis only the temper-

aÈure data at three levels (35, 2OO and 810 feet) were

used.

The Bend.ix-Friez model 120 aerovanes mounted aÈ

35 and 8I0 feeÈ levels measured both wind speed. and wind

direction. A Hewlett-Packard programmable calculator
and digitizer replaced the earlier system of wind data

collecÈion from charts by vísual scaling once per hour.

"A ten minute average accurate to +3o for wind direction
anð, +I/2 m.p.h. for wind speed, $/as taken from the hour



Figure LI

Temperoture ond Wind Mefeoro[ogicol lnslruments,

C. B. C. tfower, Stqrbuck
SOURCE: BELL .1974l.



Figure l. 2

Doto Acquisition System, C. B. C. Tower, Storbuck
SOURCE: BELL 11974)



to ten minutes past the hour" (8e11, L974, p. 44).

The temperature and wind data were run through

various error routines on the computer and bad data

$¡ere eliminated. ,.The data were edited several times

and then placed on one reel of tape.

l. 3 l'lethodoloqv

The approach of this study is primarily descrip-
tive. Structural behaviour of inversions during

development and decay are investigated with the aid. of
tower data, regular hourly synoptic meteorological

data and daily weather maps.

In Ch. 2 winter inversions of d.uration not less

than l0 hours2 are extracted from the 35-2OO and the

35-810 feet layers tower dat,a and subjected to a temporal

examination. A model of the diurnal distribution of
inversions is applied.

Utilizing six meteorological variables BeIl (I974

Ch. 9) classified inversions using Ward.,s (1963) algo-

rithm for cluster analysis, !'fith respect to purpose of
classification and. efficiency measures, BelI ident,ified.

13 clusters among Èhe 35-200 feet layer winter inversions.

2. Criteria of inversion dr¡ration not, less than 10 hours
arbitrarily selected.



In this thesis these clusters are exposed to a d,ispersion

technique to facilitate the selection of clusters reason-

ably representat,ive of inversions lasting at least 10 hours

in duration. The selected clusters are then subdivided on

the basis of dissimilarity in their inherent properties (Ch. 3).

Inversion cases representative of each selected. clus-
ter of the resulting typorogy are chosen for detailed study

of their structural behaviour during development and decay.

once the inversion structure of each case study associated

with a synoptic situation is d.etermined, an attempt is then

made Èo assess the resulÈs in terms of weather processes

(Chs. 4 and 5). Since a multitude of synoptic situations
may contribute to eíther the thermally produced radiation
inversion or, the mechani.cally produced advectíon inversion,
the processes involved in each are examined in the respec-

t,ive chapters through case studies.

In concluding, Èhe results are interpreted with a

view Èo providing an insight into their relevance to air
pollution potential studies.



CHAPTER IT

Tempgral Distribution of Development

and Decay of Inversions

2.L Introducti-on

Lapse rates vary considerably both in space and

time. since the spatial co-ordinate is fixed in a contí-
nental environment, the Èemporal range must be identified.
if meaningful patterns are to be esÈabrished. with order
introduced to the temporal distribution of inversions

developmenÈ and decay, the subject of inversion struct.ure

behaviour can be betËer appreciated and understood.

A diurnal cyc1e, characterízed by the episodes of
sunrise and sunseÈ, provides a rational framework for the

temporal examination of inversions frequency distributj-on.
winter inversions lasting at least 10 hours in duration
in the lower 35-200 feet layer and the higher 35-Bro feet
layer are abstracted from the sampling period (October

1969 to June l.g72) and examined

The view is crolnronly held that lower lever inversion
occurrences are closely related to the t.imes of radia-
tional heating and cooling near the surface. During the

hours of daylight, from short,ly after sunrise to just

before sunset, temperature generally decreases with

10



height in the lower 100-300 meters, rapidly in the lower

layers and more slowly at greater heights (Sut,ton, 1953,

p. f90). For the most, part, variations in the energy

loss of the atmosphere are caused by changes in the

radiative loss to the surface (Vowinckel et â1., 1964,

p. 49I). Solar radiation which governs the heat exchange

by day is lacking during the nocturnal period; and, with
the development of an inversion both the atmospheric

radiation and the net radiation will decrease (Liljequist,

1956, p. L27). It transpires that there is a definite
bias for nocturnal stabilizat,ion (inversion) and. daytime

instability (ad.iabatic lapse conditions) .

The above discussion is idealized, represent.ing

the cyclical component of diurnar t,emperature variation
which is a function of solar radiation heating. Other

meteorological factors, such as the state of the sky and

advective processes, can effect irregular diurnal tem-

perature changes. For inst,ance cloud cover, particularly

a low overcast one, reduces the diurnal variaÈion by

proportionally increasing the d.iffuse radiation. The

connection between inversion and cloud cover is well docu-

mented (see Geiger, 1950; Best et â1., L952; 8e11, L974) .

There is a favourabre tendency for inversions to increase

when the sky clears due to cooling near the ground, with
a reverse tendency when the sky becomes overcast.

11



The efforts of Hosler (1961), Stewart (L967 ) and

Munn et al. (1970) provide considerable insight into the

behaviour of inversions in relation to a diurnal cycle.

An attempt was made by Hos1er to d.elineate, geo-

graphically and clímatologically, the percentage frequen-

cies of low-level stabílíty for the entire United. States.

He found that the mid-section of the country, with a

pronounced continental type climate, has inversion fre-

quencies closely related to a d.j.urnaL cycle; that is,

there is a d.efinite tendency for nocturnal stabilization

and daytime instability ín the lower levels.

The work of Stewart (Lg67) and. Munn et, a1. (1970),

geographically based in Canad.a, showed similar results.

Speaking of the diurnal cycle during the life of an in-

version, Stewart (p. 25) stated that its intensity grad-

ually increased during the night and rapidly decreased

after sunrise. A study of ground-based inversion fre-

quencies by Munn et a1. (f970) indicated that, in virtua-

Ily all instances, frequencies are closely related to

sunrise and sunset

L2

2.2. À Model of the Diurnal Distribution of Inversions

In this section

basic descriptive mod.el

diurnal d.istribuËion of

it is proposed to formulate a

useful for an examination of the

inversions development and decay.



The fundamental feature of the model is the division of
a 24-hour d,ay into two periods by the ti.mes of sunrise

and sunset. This procedure is not without inherent short-
comings. For exampre, sunseÈ marks the inception of the

nocturnal period, but it does noÈ dictate the init,ial
time of radiational cooling at the surface. prior to sun-

set the radiation balance of the ground is negative; that
is, outgoing exceeds incoming radiation and consequently

nocturnal cooling set,s in before nightfall (Geiger, 1950,

p. 62).

The utilization of indices of "average tíme of
diurnal maximum and minimum temperature" and "changes in
temperature during the previous hour" will assist in
smoothing incidental deÈail and in arlowing fund.amental

aspects of reality to appear

The model is discussed in a Winnj-peg context for
the representative winter months of December, January and

February.

For the above months, the mean times of sunrise
(0816, 0815, 0739 hours) and sunset (1939, 17OO and L745

hours) are calculated from Labelle et a1., 1966, Figure
25- The average winter times resolved for sunrise and

sunset are 0803 and L706 hours (C.S.T. ) respect.ively.
By virtue of the importance of the two regimes to

the model, the validity of the average times so ascertained.

13



should be considered. The meteorologicar observations of

"Tota1 Daily Rad,iation Received on a Horizontal Surface"

(Atoms. Environ. Service, Monthly Radiation Summary) and

"Mean Per Cent of Bright Sunshine Regístered in Each Hour

of the Day" (Dept. of Transport, Monthly Record), can be

used for this purpose. On both a daily and monthly scale,

hourly rad.iation is received predominantly between the

hours end,ing at 0800 and 1700 hours. An insignificant
amount (not greater than 1.0 and 0.4 langley) ís received

between 1700 and 1800 hours in the latter winter month of
February (Figure 2.I).

Basically, the above generalízations are applicable
to the mean percentage frequency of hourly bright sunshÍne

registered in wínter. fhe majority of hourly bright sun-

shine is received between the hours ending at.0800 and 17oo

hours. Mínor amounts occurring outside the described

period. are observed in Èhe months of December and February

(Figure 2.2) .

Although these relationships are not perfectly
identical, these two meteorological elemenÈs do provide

apt guid.elines for appraisal of the average winter times

of sunrise and sunset.

Average times of diurnal maximum and minimum temper-

atures, and changes in temperature d.uring the previous hour

(Table 2.L) were compiled. from data based on hourly weather

T4
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Rodiqtion Received in Winter of Winnipeg
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Figure 2.2

Meon Percentoge Frequency of Hourly Bright Sunshine

in Winter qt Winnipeg
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Figure 2.3

Averoge Hourly Temperotures in Winter of Winnipeg
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Chonges in Temperoture During the Previous Hour
in Winter ot Winnipeg

Figure 2.4
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1700 hours. In the latter period, greatest change occurs

primaríly at 11OO hours with a secondary at lO0O hours.

Thusr on an average, greatest, radiatíonal cooling

occurs around sunset or two hours after maximum tempera-

ture is attained. On the other hand, with half an hour

d.ifference between minimum temperature and. sunríse, great-

est radiational heating occurs roughly three hours after
sunrise

This brief survey has sketched the backcloth for

assessing the implicat,ions of the model. The designated

mean times of sunrise and sunset have partitioned a day

into two periods. The daytime period (0800 to 1600 hours)

represents a period of solar radiation recej-pÈ; the noc-

turnal períod (1700 to 0700 hours) represents a period

when solar rad,iation is absent. These periods are further

modified. to accomodate the times of maximum and minimum

temperatures. That is, the period of radiational heat

gain is now consolidated between 0800 and 1400 hours,

whj-Ie that of heat loss is encompassed. in the period from

1500 to 0700 hours. Each of the periods ís mosÈ fully
developed by 1100 and 1700 hours respectJ-vely, Èhe times

of largest amplitude of temperature changes from the

previous hour

The model (Figure 2.5) postulates that inversions

develop in the period of radiational heat loss (1500 to

2t



Figure 2.5

Model of the Diurnol Distribution of lnversions
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0700 hours) and decay in the period of radiational heat

gain (0800 to 14OO hours). The greatest frequency of

development is at 1700 hours, and that of decay is at
I100 hours.

The applicability of the proposed model is
assessed through a temporal examination of inversions

development and decay distribution. Two sets of inver-
sions are subjected to examination: a) lower 35-200 feet,

layer inversions b) higher 35-8I0 feet layer inversions.

Investigatíon follows the simple format of finding the

percentage frequencies of inversion development and decay

for each hour of the day. Before proceeding however, it

is worth emphasizing certain fact,ors that should be firmty

borne in mínd. in the following discussion.

The model is based on the cyclical component of

d.iurnal temperature variation whích is a function of solar

radiation heatJ.ng. Though the loss of lonEvave rad.iation

is known Lo be the principal cause of low-level inversions,

its effect becomes less significant at higher levels in-
cluding the free atmosphere (Staley and Jurica, 1968).

In thi,s perspective, it is perceivable that the model

may have t,o be mod,ified, for temporal examination of the

higher layer 35-810 feet inversions. Moreover, the model

is formulated. irrespective of, the irregular component, of

diurnal temperalure variation. This componenÈ arises

23



essentially from ad,vective heating and cooling ind,uced

by air mass movement.

!,Iith d.ue consideration to these factors it is un-

reasonable to expect that the mod.el wíll furly account

for the Èemporal behaviour of inversions. Therefore, in
chs. 4 and 5 inversion eases that both adhere and d.epart

from the model will be subjected to a more rigorous
analysis using a wid.er spectrum of meteorological para-

meters.

2.3 Lower 35-200 Feet Layer Inversions

conceptually, by reason of proximity to the surface,
inversion behaviour in the lower 35-200 feet rayerr ês

opposed to that ín any other rayer, should be most con-

sistent with the moder. Analysís detected for the wínter
sampling period an inversion population of 100 cases at
the lower layer.

Seventy-six per cent of inversion development

occurred, in the nocturnal period from 17oo to o70o hours.

The remaining 24 per cent developed in the dayright, period,

from 0800 to 1600 hours. rn the radiationar heat loss
period, 1500 to 0700 hours, develop.ment frequency increased

to 96 per cent. The greatest hourly frequency (30 per cent)

was exhibited at sunset, 1700 hours, when there is greatest

hourly heat loss (Figure 2.6) .
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The 4 per cent of inversion development contained

in the radiational heat gain period., occurred between

1200 and 1400 hours. All of these inversions were sus-

tained. for not less than 20 hours d.uration. BeIl (Lg7 4)

found that inversion d.urations are highly correlated with

inversion intensities, with an increase in intensity
yielding an increase in duration. The work of Baker et al.
(f969 , p. 751) supports this finding. It therefore seems

reasonable t,o state that only intense, persistent inver-
sions develop in the radiative heat gain period..

Of the 96 per cent of development occurring in the

heat loss period, 68 per cent were assembled in a virtual
beIl-shaped frequency distribution between 1500 and 1900

hours. This indicates Èhat some two-thirds of development

lay less than one standard d.evíation ar^ray from the mean at

1700 hours. Furthermorer îo inversíon development differ-
ed from the mean by more than two standard d,eviations.

An interesting feature of the average duration of
inversions was observed in this dístributi-on. Of the

seventeen inversion cases lasting at least 20 hours, ten

were conÈained. in the period 1500-1900 hours. Seven of

these developed in the two hours prior to 1700 hours (Fig-

ure 2.7). It transpires that more intense, persístent

inversions form prior to sunset, when outgoing exceeds in-
coming radiation.
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In Èhe d.evelopment period, 1500 to 0700 hours,

natural breaks occurred as no inversions developed at
2200 and 0400 hours. The two hours, 20oo and 2100 hours,
prior to the natural break at 2zoo hours, contained L2

per cent of the development and these inversions averaged.

14.5 hours in duration. Between the natural breaks, the
period 2300 to 0300 hours, incruded 13 per cent of the

development. The average duration of these inversions
was 11.5 hours. onry 3 per cent. inversions developed in
the period from 0500 to 0700 hours.

From the preceding discussion several general

features emerge. Average inversion duration and d.evelop-

ment frequency progressively decrease with approach to
sunrise hour. The observations of Baker et al . (1969,

p. 7521 and Goff and Hudson (1972, p. 29) support these

results. speaking of inversion duration, Baker et al.
reported that inversions that formed after midnight

decreased. in duration as inversion format,ion hour approached.

the time of sr:nrise. Gof f and. Hudson found that lower-level
inversíons form quickly after sunset because of heat loss
by long-wave radiaËion and are most frequent prior to mid,-

night; thereafter, thene is a gradual downward. trend in
development frequency.

Temporal examination of the 35-200 feet layer in-
version data has indicated that the d.evelopment period can
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be divided into two sectors separated by three transi-
tionar zones. An analysis of frequencies of ground-

based. inversions according to hour of d,ay at sarnia for
the suflrmer months indicated that frequencies are character-
ized by two regimes, day and night, with transitional
perÍods of approximately three hours ín the morníng and

again in the evening (Munn et al., 1970, p. 57).

The transitional zones detected in this study are

reflections of significant. changes in the diurnar radia-
tive cycle. This arises due to the low angte sun and

the high reflectivity of the sno$r covered. surface.
The two transitional zones relative to sunrise

(0500 to 07oo hours) and, sunset (l2oo to 14oo hours) des-

cribe periods when the surface is ad.justing to the addition
of and ross of rad.iant energy. The other transitional zone

(2000 to 2200 hours) represents a somewhat d,ifferent
physical process. There is a gradual decrease of out,going

radiation with d.ecreasing temperature. The surface layer
is progressivery coored and the net radiation d.ecreased

until stabilization or equilibriu¡n cooring is more or less
attained.

A plausible though idealized explanation was for-
warded by Best et al. (1952, p. 30) to account for this
physical effect. They explained. that a rapid falr in
temperature at the surface due to snov¡ cover, combined with
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an originally lower temperature at sunset, produces a

net result in which the temperature gradient at levers

near the surface is enhanced and equilibrium reached

quickly, after which temperature falls no further. ïrexler
(1936) adopted. a model based on this physical effect, in
his stud.y on "Cooling of the Lower Atmosphere and the

Struct,ure of Polar Continental Ai-r".

At.tention is now focussed on a temporal examination

of inversion decay. of the 100 winter ínversion cases

counted, all d.ecayed in the period from 0100 to 1400 hours

(Figure 2.8). The model postulaÈes however, that decay

is restricted to the heat gain period, og00 to 14oo hours.

Consequently, decays that occurred prior to 0800 hours do

not. conform to the model.

The unconforming period, 0100 to 0700 hours, in-
cluded 28 per cent of inversion decay and these inversions

were of shorter average duration. This period included

the decay of three of the total seventeen inversions last-
ing at least 20 hours in duration.

Seventy-two per cent of inversion decay occurred

in the radiational heating period. Times of sharpest

increase in temperature, 1000 and 11OO hours, accounted.

for 36 per cent of decays. No inversíon decayed after the

attainment of maximum temperature at 1400 hours. rnversions

contained in this period were principally of longer
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Figure 2.8

Hourly Frequency of lnversion Decoy

in the 35-200 feet Loyer
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durationr âs is reflected by the fourteen inversion cases

not less than 20 hours duration. More than half of these

intense, persistent inversions decayed at, 1200 and 13oo

hours, the times of maximum totar rad.iaËion receipt (Fig-
ure 2.g) .

From temporal examination of inversion d,ecay three
significant d.elímiting times emerge, 0goo, 1ro0 and 1400

hours. rnversions of medium duration d.ecayed. in the per-
iod 0800 to 1100 hours, while those of ronger d.uration

$¡ere encompassed in the period of greater solar heating
1200 to 1400 hours. The unconforming period, o1o0 to rToo

hours, accounted primarily for d,ecay of weak or short in-
versions

The above results for the radiative heat gain

period is suggestive of the association between the re-
flectÍon properties of a snow surface and the angle of
solar incidence. Gerdel et al. (1954) claimed that, in the

upper layers of snow a diurnal temperature cycle is
effected by change in the balance between shortwave and

longwave radiation. solar heat,ing of the surface and the

subsequent transfer of heat to the lower atmosphere read.s

to instabilíty. This is accomplished soon after sunrise
for the less intense inversÍons. several hours of heating
aæ requiredhowever, for dissipation of the stronger per-
sistent inversions. sufficient potential instability has
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Figure 2.9

Averoge Durotion of 35-200 feet Loyer lnversions

Decoying in Eoch Hour, ond Hourly Frequencies

of Decoy of lnversions Losting ¿ 20 Hours
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to be generated

can circulate in
energy upwards.

2.4

in the near surface air
the vertical direcÈion

It is instructive that temporal examination of
higher 35-810 feet layer inversions be viewed in relation
to its distance from the earth's surface. BeII (Lg74),

in his analysis of mean diurnal variation of temperature

at five different heights, reported. that heating above the

ground lags initial heating of the surface, and this lag

of time is a function of height and season being five hours

in winter and four hours in sunmer between 35 and 810 feet.
other investigators have reported results of a similar
nature (Goff and Hud,son, L972) , (Sutton, !953) , (Best et
â1., L952) . The lag in time for the transport of heat

higher into the planetary boundary layer arises because

convective mixing is a slow process, especiarly in wínter.
Duríng the winter sampling period Èhere were g2

inversions in the higher layer. Thus, this layer yielded

less cases than the lower 35-200 feet rayer. This finding
is not in agreement with the work of Baker et aI. (1969)

and DeMarrais (1961). They found that the occurrence of
inversions at the lower 70-L70 feet layer was less fre-
quent than at the higher 170-500 feet, layer, Their

Iayer before air

and convect

Inversions
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respective investigations $/ere geographically based in
St. Paul-Minneapolis and Louisvílle, and. inversíons last-
íng at least two hours and one hour vTere counted.

This irregularity is probably incurred by the

greater percentage of inversions of d,uration not less

than 20 hours (37 vs L7 cases) in the higher layer. In

this duration category, the higher layer assembled 45

per cent of iÈs total inversions, whereas the lower layer

assembled only L7 per cent (Figure 2.7 vs Figure 2.f0).
T\renty-eight per cent of inversions in the higher

layer were of duration not less than 24 hours, compared

to a meagre 7 per cent ín the lower layer. The ímport,ance

of this information cannot be over-emphasized because

the proposed model is founded on a diurnal cycle (24-hours)

of two periods. This phenomena demonsÈrates that surface

heating is not sufficiently st,rong on several occasions to

break-up intense higher layer inversions.

In Èhe nocturnal period, 1700 to 0700 hours, ín-
versions d.eveloped with a 78 per cent frequency. The

residual 22 per cent were contained in the dayliEht period

from 0800 to 1600 hours. Development frequency increased

to 93 per cent ín the heat loss period.r 1500 to 0700 hours.

In accordance with the model then, the heat gain períod

accounted for 7 per cent of the development (Figure 2.II).
The higher layer is lacking the normal frequency
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distribution manifested, between 15oo ar¡d 1900 hours at the
Iower layer. Moreover, peak frequency previously dis-
cerned at 1700 hours is now

hours. This indicates that
development is delayed with

Examination detected

three transitíonal zones:

0700 hours and 1200 to 1400

relative to sunríse and sunset, are partially assimilated
in the heat loss period to form an adjusted development
period for the higher 35-g1o feet layer. This adjusted
period,, r3o0 to o5o0 hours, exhibited a 96 per cent fre-
quency development, the said percentage found for the lower
layer ín the heat loss period

Rather than a transitional zone, zzoo hours can be

assessed. as d,emarcating the adjusted d,evelopment period.
The sector, 1300 to 2100 hours, with 7g per cent of the
development, was conti-guous with regards to inversions of
duratíon not less than z0 hours and. accounted for g4 per
cent of the 37 inversions of this duration scale. The

other sector, 2300 to 0500 hours, with lg per cent d.evelop-

ments had only 11 per cent ínversions lasting at reast 20

hours in duration (Figure 2.lO).
rnversion decay in the higher layer was not rigidly

confined to a contiguous period. of day. Nevertheless, the

distinguishable at 1900

maximum inversion frequency

height.

for the lower inversion d,ata

2000 to 2200 hours, 0500 to
hours. fhe two latter zones,
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period. from 0200 to 1800 hours constituted a 95 per cent

frequency and demonstrated r¡ninterrupted hourly decay.

The balance of the day accounted for the other 5 per cent

which periodically decayed at irregular hours. In accor-

dance with the model however, 64 per cent of decay is
attributable to the heat gain period 0800 t,o 1400 hours.

The greatest hourly frequency of decay occurred at 1300

hours (Figure 2.L2) .

The above informaÈion indicates that the radiational
heating period. for the higher 1ayer, further removed from

the surface, should be adjusted. This period. may be

adjusted. to sunset, L700 hours. Reasoníng is based princi-
pally on inversions average duration.

An assemblage of 72 per cent of decays in the

period, 0800 to 1600 hours, formed an r:nbroken chain of
hours that accounted for 73 per cent of inversions not less

than 20 hours duration. At irregular hours ín the rest of
the day, the other 28 per cent d,ecayed. and 27 per cent of
inversions of duratíon not less than 20 hours were contained

(Figure 2.13) .

Sunrise time is decidedly significant for the

change-over from sÈable to unstable conditions for both

layer heights. For the higher 35-810 feet layer however,

the decay period was adjusted to 1600 hours. This cir-
cumstance suggests that the change-over from unstable to
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stable condi.tions is a slower

Johnson et al. (1935, p. L2)

i-s nearly simultaneous change

sion to positive lapse; buË,

built upwards gradually.

2.5 Conclusion

Temporal examination of the development and decay

of winter inversions in the lower 35-200 feet layer yield.ed,

results consistent with the tenets of the fund.amental mod.el_.

The other set of higher 35-810 feet layer inversions re-
quired that adjustments be mad.e to the model.

The model postulated. the d.emarcation of a 24-hour

day into two períods, one for inversion development and

the other for d,ecay. Examination of the lower inversÍon

data revealed. that these peri-od.s can be divided ínto three

sectors separated by three transitíonal zones. The re-
defined. model is schemat.ically presented. in Figure 2.!4.

Virtually alL inversions developed in the period

of rad.iative heat loss from 1500 to 0700 hours which en-

compassed two sectors. The sector, I5O0 to 1900 hours,

described by a normal frequency distribution, accounted for
the major portion of inversion development, many of which

were of long duration. The other sector, Z3O0 to O40O

hours, contained a minor portion of d.eveLopments and

process at the higher layer.
found that in the morning there

at all heights from inver-
in the evening inversion is
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Figure 2.14
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accounted for inversions that v¡ere for the most part of
shorter duration. Tt is worth emphasizing that this sec-

tor also contained a small percentage of anomalous inver-
sion decay. Nonetheless, inversions d.ecayed maÍnIy ín
the period of heat gai-n from 0800 to 1400 hours. Decay of
intense, persistent inversions $/as confíned. maÍnly to Èhe

latter hours of this period.

As stated, the model has to be modified if it is
Èo be consístent for the higher 35-810 feet layer inver-
sions. The question thus to be considered. is what, magni-

t,ude of adjustment is necessary. An adjustment factor of
two hours is satisfactory.

The perj.od.s, 15OO to 0700 hours and 1300 to 0500

hours, respectively accounted for the major portion of inver-
síon development at the 35-200 feet and the 35-810 feet
layers. Maximum d.evelopment frequency at the lower layer

occurred at 1700 hours, but for the higher layer at 1900

hours. The period between 0800 and 1400 hours assembled

the major portion of inversion decay at the lower layer,
with peak frequency at 1100 hours. For the higher layer,
the period from O8O0 to 1600 hours with peak frequency at

1300 hours, described the major decay pattern.

It is apparent that the foregoing information d.eter-

mines a two-hour time differentíaI. Accordingly, if the

model is adjusted, by a factor of two hours it will be
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better suited to a temporal study of higher layer 35-810

feet inversions (Figure 2.L5).

!,iith adjustment to the periods, per cent frequencies

resolved were identical to that reported for the lower

layer. Higher 35-810 feet inversions developed with a 96

per cent frequency in the adjusted period, 1300 to 0500

hours, and decayed. with a 72 per cent frequency in the

adjusted period, 0800 to 1600 hours.

In summation, temporal examination has implíed that
a model based on the diurnal cycle of radiatíon heating

and cooling at the surface can aid comprehension and under-

standing of inversions lasting at least 10 hours behaviour

at development and decay. Depending upon the height of the

Iayer, a time adjustment to the model has to be inÈrod.uced.

Some care must be exercised in interpretaËion however, for
neglected in the formulation of the model was the irregular
component of diurnal temperature variation. Relationships

were thus imprecise, and several questions were left un-

answered.. An attempt will be mad,e to bridge this gap,

particularly in Chs. 4 and Srwhen a detailed study of
selected. inversion cases will be pursued ín a wider field
of meteorological parameters.
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A Revíew of Bg11's Classífication of Inversions

3. I Introd.uction

A classification devised for a specific purpose

is seldom equally effective for another purpose. Bell's
(L974, Ch. 9) numerical classification of winter 35-2OO

feet layer inversions not less than I hour, is adapted,

for use in this thesi.s. A key feature of the present

work however, is the study of inversions lasting at least
10 hours in duration. consequently, the classification
will be used to study inversions d,iffering in d,uration

from those for which it was devised.. rt is essential,
therefore, that this classification scheme be reviewed,.

The importance of such an exercise cannot be

gainsai.d, because inversion cases of the specified d.uration

that are reasonable representat,ives of this classification
scheme are abstracted for detailed structural analysis in
chs. 4 and 5. These chapters present the major theme of
this thesis.

CHAPTER III

For many purposes it is for,urd more useful to
group data into classes rather than treat the whole fre-
quency distribution. classification produces ord,err ên-

ables the transmission of knowledge and permits ind.uctive
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generalization. Classification must follow a d.efinite
plan, and there are two main methods for the grouping

of ob jects into classes: by logically sr-rbdividing a pop-

ulation or by agglomerating like ind,ividuals (Abler et âI.,
L97L, Ch. 6),

Both methods of classífication were utilized. by

Bell (L974, Ch. 9) ín devising a classification scheme

for inversions in two layers (35-200 feet and 35-810 feet).
The interest of the present thesis focuses howeverr on

the method for numerically grouping like individuals
using Ward's (1963) alogrithm for cluster analysis. This

cluster Èechnique is quite general and can be used to per-

form all types of classífication. Further deÈails and

examples may be forrnd in Spence (1968) , Wishart (1969)

and, Sneath and Sokal (1973).

Classifigation can achieve clarifi-cation. Each

time observations are grouped into classes detail is lost
in order to facilitate interpretation. For example, Bel1

found that the id.entification of 13 clusters using six
inversion variables led to a 5 per cent loss of detail
and efficiency. The variables in question were inversion

duration, inversíon int,ensity, cloud cover, wind speed,

temperature, and pressure (Table 3.1).

Purpose determines the criteria selected (0 var-

iables) and the number of regions (13 clusters) delimited
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Table 3.1

Results of 6 Variable Cluster Analysis for the 35 ZOO

reffiu (re74)l

Cluster
Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

l1

L2

13

ATL

Size Yariables Active ín ClusteringAvg. Avg. Avg.
Inv. Inv. $find Avg. Avg.Du¡n. fnten. Speed Obs. femp

(Ifours)(T/100O) (m.p.h.) (tenths) (.F)
28.L -29 .4 13. 5 2 ,3 2!.4
19.6 -38. I 7.9 0.8 -25.4
14.1 -24.5 10. 7 3.4 2 .5

14.9 -26 .0 9.6 L.7 -L2.9

5 .7 -5.7 11.9 7 .7 14.5

3.9 -4.6 12. 3 7 .5 L9 .7

15.6 -39. 7 9 .8 L.7 -0. I
16. I -53.1 9. I 1.5 13.5

5.7 -5.9 13. 1 3. I 0.6

6.1 -5.1 15.0 L.7 -11.6
6.3 -18.8 9.4 6.6 L4.2

4. 0 -8. 5 7 .2 4.3 -0.1
3.4 -3.9 5.3 2.Q -ts. 3

8.7 -14.3 10.8 3.8 0.5

7

7

16

31

25

25

9

4

24

30

11

27

14

230

49

Avg.
Pres.

(m.b. )

1016.2

1030.0

1017.6

L026.L

L022.5

1005.1

L026.7

1011.6

1012.5

1023. 3

r008.5

1025.0

1031.8

r020.0



(Chor1ey and Haggett, 1969). Bell's numerical classifca-
tion was d.eveloped, for the purpose of ascertaining whether

certain wind, dírections favoured particular types of in-
versions d,uring light to ¡aedium winds. This informat,ion
was required in the analysis of the general problem of air
pollutant dispersion in the Winnipeg area.

some of the inversions classified by Berl were not
of the required duration specified for this stud.y. con-

sequently, some of the clusters, if not all, wirl either
have to be modified or deleted from consideration. rt
is therefore essential that an investigation of this
question be r¡nd.ertaken if appropriate clusters are to be

selected for a meaningful study of inversions rasting not
less than 10 hours. This phase of inquiry is pursued. in
section 3.2. As the sample size is redefined, the question

of relationship between the temporar distribution of in-
versions in the selected. clusters and in the 35-200 feet
layer sample population becomes a critical one (section

3.3). From the ensuing results, an attempt is made in
section 3.4 to logicalry subdivide the representative
clusters on the basis of dissimilarity in their inherent
properties.
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3.2 Clusters Re

The thirteen clusters for the wínter 35-200 feet
layer data included 230 inversion cases. Of these, 97

1cases- (42 per cent) were of duration not less than l0
hours, with the remaining 133 cases of shorter d.uration.

rf the 97 cases were fairry uníformly distributed in each

cruster, then all the clusters would warrant further
investigation. This was not the case howeverr âs some

clusters included very few inversions of duration not less

than 10 hours.

Clusters I to 4, 7 and I includ.ed only 74 inver-
sion cases (32 per cent of the total), yet they contained,

68 inversions (90 per cent) of duration not ress than 10
)hours-. The other seven clusters included. 156 cases

(68 per cent) of all inversions, and 29 cases (17 per

cent) of invers j,ons lasting not less than l0 hours.

Therefore, the former set of clusters contained, 70 per

cent of ínversions of the st,ipulated. duration for this
study, while the latter contained only 30 per cent of

NoÈ Less Than 10 Hours

resentative of Inversions of Duration

51

1. Minor díscrepancy arises (91 vs 100 cases) as j_nver-
sions that extended either into or out of the corewinter months are counted.

Original Cluster numbers from Bellrs (L974) classifi-
cation scheme are used (see Tab1e 3.1).
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these inversíons.

Since this thesis studíes inversions lasting
not less than 10 hours, the unrepresentatíve 133 cases

are eliminated. from further consid,eration. Eleven of
the 97 cases retained are also eliminated, because of
missing data. Of the 86 cases remaining, the set of six
clusters (f to 4, 7 and 8) included 60 cases (70 per

cent) and the remaind.er occurred in the other seven

clusters (Tab1e 3.2) .

In each of the six selected clusÈers, inversions

lasting not less than I0 hours constituted over 68 per

cent of all inversions. The lowest, percentage mani-

fested in Cluster 3 does not reflect a high frequency

of brief inversions buÈ rather a high frequency of

missing d,at,a. Converselyr rro cluster in the r:nselected

seven clusters included a 28 per cent frequency of in-
versions not less than I0 hours in duration.

A question that deserves consideration is whether

it ís justífiable to use the six selected clusters for
a structural behaviour study of inversions lasting not

less than 10 hours. This raises the quest,íon of magnitude

of d,ifference between inversions of this duration in the

six selected clusters and in the seven r¡nselected clusters.
The graphical t,echnique of a dispersion diagram (Figure

3.f) focuses on presenting some insight to this inquiry.
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Cluster Original
Nueber Cases

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

11

L2

13

Table 3.2

Original Cases
210 llrs.

7

7

16

31

¿5

25

9

4

24

30

11

27

14

No.

7

6

t5

28

6

2

I
4

5

10

3

3

0

Data !4issing
( cases onitted)

100

86

94

90

24

08

88

100

2t

33

27

11

00

No. t

2

I
4

0

I
0

1

0

0

2

0

0

0

Cases ¿ l0 Hrs. Extracted
(cases csritted) Cases210iìrs.
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00
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The dispersion diagram shows that there is no

overlap between the two sets of clusters. The lower
quartire of the six selected clusters is greater in
magnitud.e than the upper quartile of the seven unselected.

clusters. A clear space on the diagram is thus d.iscern-
able between the ranges of the central 50 per cent of
the two cluster sets. This indicates significant d.iffer-
ence (Gregory, L963).

A scrutiny of various inversion duration scales
ílluminates basíc differences between both sets of.

clusters (Table 3.3) . The set of seven unselected,

clusters (26 cases) shows a disportionatly high 77 per

cent incidence of inversions of duration not greater
than 15 hours, while low frequencies of 15 and g per

cent respectively describe duration scares of not greater
than 20 hours and of not less than 20 hours. On the

other hand, the set of six selected. clusters (60 cases)

shows reasonably uniform distribution with correspond.-

ing frequencies of 32, 46 and ZZ per cent. For the g6

cases in all thirteen clusters, the corresponding

frequencies are 45, 37 and 1g per cent.

IÈ transpires that the percentage frequencies

for the six selected clusters diverge far ress from those

for the thirteen clusters than do the frequencj-es 'of the

seven unselected clusters. rt thus seems advantageous
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Dilqtribution of rnversions within various Duration

Duration
ScaIes
(¡rrs . )

1
Selected Clusters

(!12 r3r4t7 ,g)

u10

>15

220

TOTAI,

Table 3.3

No. t

¿ 18,

120to

I9

28

I3

60

Unselected Clusters All Clusters
(5 ,6 ,9 r 10 , 11 ,L2 ,!3',)

to use the six selected clusters for a structural behaviour

study of inversions lasting at least 10 hoursr ês they con-

tain a better sample of inversions of various duration
scales.

32

46

22

I00

No. t No. å

56

20

04

o2

26

3.3 Temporal Distribution of Inversions in Selected

Clqsters

As the sample size is redefined, it is Ímportant

that the relation between the entire 35-200 feet inversion
2

sample population' and inversions in the six selected
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clusters be assessed.ì A comparative temporal d,istríbution
sÈudy through application of Ëhe mod,el (Ch. 2) is attempted..

A total of 60 (100) inversion cases occurred, in
the six serected crusters. A temporal examination of
these ínversions deríved rèsurts that are consistent with
the sample populatíon.

rn the nocturnal period, 1700 to 0zo0 hours, in-
versíons developed with a 72(76) per cent frequency.

This frequency enlarged to 93 (96) per cent in the radia-
tionar heat loss period from 1500 to 0700 hours. The

remainder !.¡as constituted. in the Èransitional zone between

1200 and,1400 hoürs. An hourly peak 27 (30) per cent of
developments similarly occurred at sunset, !700 hours
(Figure 3.2).

The transitional_ zone, 2OO0 to 22OO hours, parti-
tioned the radiational heat loss period, into two sectors.
rn the sector, L500 to 1900 hours, a true.normal fre-
quence distributíon of inversions was exhibited. This

sector accounted for 75 (6e¡ per cent of the development

and included. 9 (10) of the f3 (f7) inversions lasting not
less than 20 hours. The other sector, 2300 to o3o0 hours,
contained 12 (13) per cent of the development and these

inversions were of a shorter average 13 (r1.5) hours dura-
tion (Figure 3.3).

All inversíons decayed ín the period, from o2oo to
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Hourly Frequency of lnversion Development

for the Six Selected ClusTers

Figure 3. 2
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Figure 3.3

Averoge Durqtion of lnversions Which Develop in

Eoch Hour, Among the Six Selected Clusters
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1400 hours (Figure 3.4). Sunríse time, OgO0 hours, di-
vid,ed this period. within the radiationar heating period,
O8O0 to 1400 hours, was g0 (72) per cent of the decay.

At the time of greatest rad.iational heatj-ng, 1100 hours,
a peak 27 (20) per cent frequency of decay was observed.

The major decay period included the decay of
72 (82) per cent of inversions rasting not less than
20 hours in duration. These inversions decayed with
greatest frequency 62 (52¡ per cent in the maximum solar
radiation receipt period between 12oo and. 1300 hours.
The decay of shorter, less intense inversions was the haII-
mark of the minor decay period (Figure 3.5).

In this section, a comparative discussion was

attempted to demonstrat,e the relation between the temporal
distribution of ínversions in the sampre population and

in the six selected clusters. The results are more sug-
gestive than conclusive, but there exist strong indications
that these two groups are positÍvely correlated. This con-

clusion is supported when it is recalled that the estimate
of the character of a population is more accurate the
larger the sample size.
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3.4 Typology of Selected Clusters

The thirteen clusters computed using six variables
$¡ere subjectively tagged by eelt (1974, Ch. 9) as being
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Figure 3.5

Averoge Durotion of tnversions Which Decoy in
Eoch Hour, Among the Six Selected Clusters
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primarily of radiative and advective origin since other
formation processes (sr:bsidence and frontal) cannoÈ be

adequately detected by applying ward,s (1963) method to
the data available. Bell included the sr¡bsídence type
among the radiative inversions, and the frontal type
among the advective inversions. Belr cautioned that care
must be exercised. in interpretation, because subjective
tagging is riable to induce errorr ês marked variations
of the variables existed within each cluster. Table 3.4
presents the subjectively tagged clusters.

This section endeavours to devise a Èypology of
the six selected clusters based on dissimilarity in their
inherent propertíes. Table 3.5, which contains varues of
seven properties of these clusters is a modified version of
Table 3.1. This modification was necessitated, by the re-
duction ín the original nu¡nber of cases. Furthermore, the
values exemplified in Table 3.5, unrike the arithmetic
means of Table 3.1, are the mean values of the central 50

per cent of inversion occurrences in each cluster. They

were found using the relat,ionship:

Inter-quartile Range (+) or (-) Lower/ltpper euartile
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This was implemented. to alleviate
siderable variations that exist,ed

to some degree the con-

within each clust,er.
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Table 3.4

rom Be
version Characteri

Medium
Inversion

2 Variable

Surnmary

SW winds, long inversíons, high
temperatures, low pressure and
high wind speed,s a1l point to
advection inversions.

Classical radiation inversionswith light winds, low cloud,
and high pressure.

tics b
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Medium-
Short
Inversion

S

Cluster

s&svÍ

Advection inversions.

Iligh radiation input.
Cont,ains both advection and radia-
tion inversions. Evidence suggests
radiation inversions destroye¿-Uy
changing synoptic conditions.
RadiaÈion inversions

11

IO

9

5

wrNweN

Short
Inversion

w&sI{
NW,W&N

NWrW&N

l{W & variable

L2

6

13

Advect,ive/frontal inversions

RadÍation inversions.

Short radiation inversions.

Radiation,/advectÍon inversions

Variable

swrN&W
NllrN&W

Mainly radiational inversions.

Ad,vection and frontal inversions.
Radiatíon inversions.



Table 3.5

l4eqn Values of 7 Variables Characterístíc of

r1' oÉ ç¡1 !f iH r{ .96^ .3.:S 1 1 H6 Ë^ g^
^ oH o ln.drl¡ orno .q .C ¡È Èr,. i.g Ðo +r t{+rrt r{É-l .6-ì gT õJ Ajõ- ir.q1 qg s¡o prdã a¡0:r õõg{ 'tJöo. ó- n.9 aÊ t¡.¡ >!.q Þ+p¡- ÈE-:' Èof >,>r g öEt F{5 Fr.É{ çpt ÉCö ¡Õ.8 :;.qE #'Þ' õ H-ç9 ez uuj HnJ H-fi_ Bõ-s Ëõe 6; E; p.

A

2

4

7

TOTAL

05

28

07

40

20.0 -36.1

16.0 -26.9

19.0 -35.1

t8 . 3 -32.7

1

3

I
TOTAI
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05

11

04

20

09.2

LO.2

08.1

09.2

26.0 -26.9

13.0 -24.3

17.0 -53.7

18. 7 -34.9

The temperature variable was examined first to pro-

vide a basic framework for the better assessment of the other
variables.

The mean temperature of the inter-quartile range

(+1.3oF) was resolved using the average temperature of each

of the six selected clusters. Based on this measure, the

clusters were apportioned into two groups. clusters z, 4

and 7 formed a group distinctive from clusters 1, 3 and g.

03.6 0.5

08.8 1.1

07.0 I.3
06.5 r.0

14.0

10. 7

09.1

11. 3

-22.5

-L4.2

-01. 5

-t2.7

18.1 1.s

11.6 3.2

05.6 L.2

11.8 2.0

1030.1

t025.9

1028.4

1028.1

2L.7 1019 . I

4.L 1016. 7

13. 7 1009. r

13.2 1015. 0



At this juncture, Èhe former clusters are termed Group A,

with the latter designated. Group B.

In Group A, Cluster 2 had the lowest temperature

(-22oî), while Cluster 7 (-I.5oF) approached. the mean tem-

perature value of the inter-quartile range, Clusters I
(+2L.7oF) and 3 (+4.loF) in Group B, displayed a símilar
but reversed pattern. It transpires that Clusters 4

(-14.2 oI') and. I (+13. 7oF) assumed. íntermed.iate positions

in thej-r respective groups. Since Clusters 7 and 3 are

the least apart in a temperature context, they are regarded

as transitional or merging clusters of the two groups

This phenomena can be viewed ín different ways.

Wíth Clusters L and 2 aL the apex of their respective
groups, the oLher clusters extend outward as variegated

shades with distance qualifying the degree of colour
(Figure 3.6). For instance, Ín Group A, Cluster 2 had the

brightest colour while the palest colour distinguj-shed

Cluster 7.

Average pressure values showed marked differences

between both groups. Group A exhibited higher pressure

than group B. High pressure systems are generally

associated with low temperatures, sunny skies and 1ight
winds, Consequently, the former group had. lower average

values of sky obscurity, wind speed and wind shear than the

iatter.
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Clusters I and 2 were of the longest average in-
version duratíon in thej-r respective groups. Inversion

duration should vary with inversion íntensity as they are

highly correlated, (Cn. 2). In general, this association

was observed in Group A; but it was grossly transgressed

by Clusters 3 and, I in Group B. According to Fritz (1958,

p. 131), it ís not valíd to generalize about inversion

magnitude, because the question of whether or not it
increases or decreases as surface temperature fa1ls, de-

pends on the rate of change of atmospheric temissivityt

with air temperature. Baker et al. (1969) have pointed.

out that basic relaÈions between inversion duration and

inversion intensity are not yet fulty understood.

The equated, typology of the selected clusters
may be strengthened through an Ínvestigation of monthly

frequency distribution of inversions. Inversions in
Group B, marked by higher temperatures, showed a d.efinite
preference to the months of December and February. On

the other hand Group A inversions, distinguished by lower

temperatures, demonstrated strong relation with the month

of January (Table 3.6).

Labelle et al. (1966) determined that at Winnipeg

January is normally the coldest month of the year and that
prolonged cold spells are not infrequent. Temperature

has fallen lower than -30oF for as many as sixteen d.ays in
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Table 3.6

Monthly Treq.uengy Dislributíon of Inversions
in the Six SeIe

a) Individual Months and. Clusters

Month
& Year

Cluster
2

Dec.
1969

Dec.
1961

No. t No. å No. z

GROUP A
Cluster Cluster

47

Jan.
L970

Jan.
197r

1 3.6 3 42.9

2 7.2 2 28.6

40. o

40. 0

Feb.
t970

Feb.
L97L

Cluster
I

69

No. å No. eo No. Z

t4.4

42.4

GROUP B

T2

Cluster Cluster
38

T"OTAL

20.o

20.0

20. 0

b)

5 100

2L.6

10.8

Monthly and Group Means

Month
& Year

9.2 --

18.3 --

28 100

20.0

Dec.
'69 & t7L

Total
Cases

14.3

14. 3

Jan.
,70 

&

Total
Monthly Cases

7

9.2

Feb.
'70 & t'7L

100

40.0

8x1.5=12

,7L

t3

18.3 --

Group

25. 0

20x1.5=30

60
x40

5

A

100

or--

12x1.5=18

Total
Per Cent

4 36.6 3 75 .O

25

tl 100 4 100

44.5

Total
Monthlv Cases

66;6

22

5x3.0=15

37. 5

Group B

5 x 3.0 = 15

60
x20

60

I0x3.0=30

Total
Per Cent

55. s

33. 3

62.5



one year, For the same geographically locality, Bell
(1974) estimated that the normal temperature cycle is at

its lowest (-lof) in the period January 17-27.

Application of the mod.el of the diurnal dístri-
bution of inversíons (Ch. 2) to both cluster groups pro-

duced some interesting results.
Inversl,ons in Group B (20 cases) developed with

a 75 per cent frequency in the period. from 1400 to 2000
Å,hours'; and, with a 15 per cent frequency in the period

from 2300 to 0300 hours. For identícal periods, Group A

(40 cases) had corresponding frequencies of 88 and 10 per

cent (Figure 3.7). The former group included. five inver-
sion cases (25 per cent) of duration not less than 20

hours. These inversions developed in the period I L200 to

1600 hours, with individual hours accounting for 100 per

cent frequency of cases. Comparatively, the latter group

contained eight inversion cases (20 per cent) of this
duration scale. They developed in the period between 1200

and 1800 hours and for individual hours the minimum fre-
quency v¡as 10 per cent (Figure 3.8).

All inversions in Group B decayed in the period,

0200 to 1400 hours, which is one hour earlier and one hour
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later than for inversions in Group A. From sunrise time,
0800 hours , 75 per cent of inversions d,ecayed in the for-
mer group as opposed to g3 per cent in the latter (Figure
3.9). rnversions rasting not less than zo hours in
Group A decayed only in the period from 1000 to l3oo

hours, with 75 per cent decaying at l20o and. 13oo hours.
rnversíons of the same duration in Group B, decayed in
the period from 0500 to 1600 hours, with 60 per cent d.ecay-

ing between 1200 and l4OO hours (Figure 3.10).
rt is reasonable to suspect from the above infor-

mation that the deveropment and decay of inversions in
Group B are less dependent on the effects of radiaËive
heating and. cooling.

the six selected clusters have been divided. into
two groups primarily on the basis of seven variables.
This typology was also established on measures of the
daily and monÈhry frequency distribution of inversions.

Group A, comprísing CJ_usters 2, 4 and 7 , h¡as

characteristic of lower temperature, sky obscurity, wind
speed and wind shear, but higher pressure; prevalently
occurred in the coldest month, January; and appeared more

dependent on the diurnal effects of solar rad.iation heating.
on the other hand Group B, incruding clusters l, 3 and g,

was characteristic of higher temperature, sky obscurity,
wind speed and wind shear, but lower pressure,. displayed.
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preference to the warmer months, December and February;

and appeared less dependent of the diurnal effects.
The clusters included in Group A are typed as

tRadiative Clusters', while those contained in Group B

are typed as rAdvective Clustersr . This typology pro-

vid.es ease in interpretation and analysis, for groups

and thus clusters are distinguishable by certain attri-
butes. It must be firmly borne in mind however, that of
the six selected clusters, only Clusters I and 2 are

distinct, the others are variegated shades in their
respective groups.

Inversion cases that are reasonable represen-

tatives of each selected cluster of the typology are

identified and analyzed in Chs. 4 and 5. Structural
behaviour of the chosen inversion cases during their
development and d.ecay is investigated. Once the

structure of each inversion case associated with a

synoptic situation is determined, an attempt is then

mad.e to assess the results in terms of weather processes.
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in the Radiative Clusters

4.1 General Comments and Method

The previous discussion \^ras centered, around selec-
tion and typology of clusters from Bell's (1g74) classi-
fication scheme. An attempt wilr now be made to study
the development and decay structures of inversions using
representative case studies of each cluster ín the
radiat,j.ve group. The synoptic situation associated with
each case study is id.entified and an attempt is then made

to evaluate the structurar behaviour in terms of weather
processes.

The sÈructurar behaviour of inversions d,uring

their development and decay rÀ¡as investigated with the aid
of tower data collected by Belr (1974), regular hourly
synoptic meteorologicar d.ata (Atmos. Environ. service),
and daily weather maps (surface, 500 and 950 m.b. charÈs).

Data were monitored for the development and. the
decay period of each ínversion case study. preliminary

anarysís determined the length of the periods that would
provide sufficient insight, into inversi_on sÈructure and,

related weather processes.

77
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It was essential that the atmospheric circula-
tion be considered., since this is the setting within
which the weather elements ultimately have to be under-

stood. A description of the atmosphere was obtained,

principally from synoptic daily weather maps. However,

certain problems should. be borne in mind in the discussion

to follow, since the interpretation of weather maps pre-

sents special difficulties. No two weather maps are

identi.cal. Tn combination with the almost infinite
variety of synoptic patterns, synoptic systems d.iffer
markedly in size and intensiÈy throughout their
individual life cycle and from one sequence to the next
(Barry and Perry, 1973, p. 92).

T\ro princípal types of information were d,erived.

from weather maps: 1) source and movement of air masses;

2) migratory high and low pressure systems and the

weather fronts associated with them. The import,ance of
studying air mass types cannot be overstated, since

both the radiative and convective fluxes between the

surface and the atmosphere depend upon the nature of the
prevailing air masses (Catchpole, 1969, p. 263).

Although research on aír mass types has been

quite extensive in the climatological literature for
example, study on properties of North American air
masses (Willet, 1938) (Anderson et ê1., 1955) , and the
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study of air mass climatology (Miller, 1953) (James,

1970) -- yet, special problems of classifying air mass

types still exist. No attempt is made here to discuss

fundamentals of d.efinition or analysis; instead, the air
mass types ident,ified by Bryson (1966) and presented in
Figure 4.1, will be applied,

Winnipeg is in the middle of the belt of the

circumpolar westerlies and is principally affected by a
westerly aÍrflow. This can be sr:bd,ivided, into south-

westerly, westerly and northwesterly flows. Frequently

these wesÈerly airflows involve Maritime polar (mp) air
but they can involve other air masses.

Maritime Polar southwesterly originates in the

Pacific and moves inrand via Mont,ana-Dakotaf s before

angling north-eastwards towards Minnesota. The main dis-
turbance associated, with this air mass moves to the

south of lfínnipêgr and is important for it can increase

cloud amounts and. moderate temperatures in the winnipeg

area. Notwithstanding, a southwesterly flow can also

involve Maritime Tropical air (mf¡, though frequently,
this ai.r mass type movement is southerly across the Great

Lakes

A common air mass is the mild and moist Maritime

Polar westerly which is usually accompanied by depressions
(Alberta-Saskatchewan-Manitoba low), but can also come
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COIVIPOSITE CHART OF REGIONS DOI'IINATED BY THT

VARIOUS AIR I{ASS TYPIS, Tl1E SIiADED REGIONS ARE

OCCUPIED trORE THAN 50 PER CENT OF TllE TII{E

FIGURE 4.1

TED AIR IVIASSES
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under the control of a warm blocking or a warm travelling
anticyclonic system. This air mass type normalry crosses

the coast in southern British colu¡nbia and. spreads in-
land via southern Alberta.

Maritime Polar northwesterly frequently crosses

northern gritish columbía to the yukon before moving south-
eastward.. rt involves the cooler variety of air origina-
ting from over the Pacific, cold continental Arctic air
(cA) which pred,ominates from the north, arso comes from

the north-west and north-east, and. usuarly does so under

the contror of a hígh pressure system. These air masses

are expected to favour inversions mainly of rad.iative
and nocturnal origin for they frequently replace warmer

aír and experience advective heaÈing.

Presumably the air mass associated wíth each

case will be representative of the air mass generalry

assocíated with the cluster from which the case is
derived. rf sor concrusíons can then be drawn for the

cluster, and subsequently, for the typed cluster group.

It is relevant to outline the method adopted in
selection of the inversion cases. selection is based

chiefry on a temporal examinatíon of the deveropment and.

decay of inversions using the model described in Ch. 2.

Arralysis detected that not all inversíons refrect the

general features of the model and consideration will be
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given to such cases in selection. rnversion cases that
are consistent with the model are also serected,. rn this
circumstance, one of the inter-quartile cases, preferabry
the median case is selected. rn sum, the method, permits

reasonable representation of both consistent and incon-
sistent cases within a cluster.

4.2 Cluster 2

4.2.1. Preliminary Remarks

crust,er 2 is distinctive withín the radiative
cluster group especially with regard to temperature cond,i-

Ëi-ons (see ch. 3). This cluster was identified by Belr
(L974) as constituting classical radiation inversions with
long duration during the long níght, little cloud, cover,
row wind speed and, high pressure. Average properties of
each inversion in cluster 2 are tabulated. in Table 4,1.

Of the five inversion cases in this cluster,
equivalent to g per cent inversions of the selected clus-
tersr four occurred in the cordest month January. The

other case occurred early in February.

rnversions of the cluster developed, between 1400

and. 1800 hours and decayed between looo and l3oo hours.
These periods support sharp radiative heat loss and, heat
gain, during which many intense, persistent. inversions
developed and decayed. The foregoing information is
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consistent with the model of the diurnal distribution of
inversions (Ch. 2).

A cursory examination of Cluster 2'inversions
reveals that the lower 35-200 feet layer inversj_ons

developed, aft,er and decayed before assocj.ated, higher 35-

810 feet layer inversions. That is, the former are en-

compassed, in the latter, consequently, the average dura-

tion of the lower inúersj-ons is only 20 hours compared to
an average 45 hours for the higher ínversions.

4.2.2 Selected Inversion Cases

rnversíon cases 11 and 161 are chosen for detaÍled
analysis. The former is Èhe median case of the cruster.
rt developed, early at 1400 hours, lr¡as maintaj.ned, for 23

hours, and decayed aÈ the expected. time of greatest sorar
radiation receipt, L200 hours. The latter case is of zo

hours duration, which is similar to two other cases. This

inversion deveLoped, one hour prior to sunset, at 1600

hours, and decayed at the primary time of sharpest

temperature increase, I100 hours. Both inversion cases

occurred in January.
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!-L.2t (a) InversÍon Case 11

This inversíon case behaved in accord.ance with
the model (Ch. 2). Tt developed, wíth initial rad,iative
cooling and, due to its strength, several hours of heat-
ing were required to induce decay. The associated

higher 35-810 feet layer ínversion was less significantly
affected by this process. under an anticycronic circu-
lation system, the higher inversion was very likely
sustained by atmospheric subsidence.

Analysis detected that the inversions in each

layer actually developed símultaneously at o2o0 hours.

The lower inversion however, d.ecayed between l20o and

1300 hours before redeveLoping as case 11. shortly after
the decay of this inversion, another formed; but, it was

destroyed two hours later at 1500 hours. For the

remaind,er of that day positive lapses were established
in this layer. This event is unexpected. because ít,
followed a nocturnar radiative period. The higher inver-
sion persist,ed for 50 hours until 0300 hours the next day.

It seems reasonable to postulate that Case 11 is
an extensíon of the inversion that, preceded ít. A mom-

entrs reflection on the basic prínciples of the daily
rhythm of radiati-ve heating and cooling lends support to
this assumption.
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4.2.2. (a) (1) Development of Case 11 I

I

on the 14th of January the day of d.evelopmdnt ot
I

case 11, wínnipeg's weather was described, as "co1d.
I

Partly cIoud.y. Snow to 2 .26 a. m. ïce crystals,, (ad*o" .
IEnviron. service, Monthly Meteor. summary, L}TL). drr"r-
Icast skies with heavy amounts of snowfall covered sduthern
IManitoba on January 13. These condítions were repl{ced by
Iclear, cord weather as a strong high pressure ridge lrorcea

a northerly flow of Afctic air (ca¡ southward.. tne lerctic
Ifront was well to the south of winnipeg. on the wesltern
Iboundary of the area of high pressure was a southwarld
l

extending stationary front from a well-d,efined depression
off the southern British columbia coast (Figure 4.2) .

An interesting point is ad.vanced by regard,ing

the weather situation. The simultaneous d,evelopment of
the inversions in both layers at 02o0 hours coincided
with the culmínation of snowfall. rhis snowfall had., sig-
nificantly, persisted throughout the preceding day when

there were posítive lapses in the lowest glo feet.
Hourly synoptic conditions for a development

period from 0700 Èo 1600 hours are presented in Tabre 4.2.
As the Arctic high pushed southward, pressure rose from

1021.8 to 1028.4 m.b. sky obscurity was not greater than
5,/10th's covered. with AC and CI cloud types. At the
lower 35 feet level light westerly wind.s were dominant,,



SYilOPTIC SITUATION ON

SURFACE WEATHER MAP AT 0600 HOURS

FIGURE 4.2
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Table 4. 2

Synoptfc Condltíons DurLng Development, perl_od

of Case ll

{J
É tttooat, -l O tûi å 'Ë .5 .T^ Ë5

d å^ ñ '4vt {rôÞ' Ê 8ä 8€C¡¡J',off -l d .'! itr^ oi o oH .{an r{ ø du é.{fr Ë$ ã fr* #r #flË rÅ..r õs Ft 58Êl Ulv
0700

o800

0900

1000

1100

1200

1300

1400*

1500

1600

-37.3
-6L.4
-33.1
-24.6

-13.9
7.7

4.4

-1o.3
-o.9

-10.9

-14.O

-19. O

-16.9
-15.8
-r3.3
-6.2
-3.6
-7.8
-5.4
-3. 5

270

280

280

270

270

270

250

260

230

250

-20.2

-23. 3

-21.8
-21.1
-19. I
-15. 4

-13. 1

-I4.5
-l_3.4

-13.5

-13.2
-16. 3

-17.O

-16.8
-16.6
-13.8

-12.8
-13.3
-11.7

1021.8

LO22.6

ro23.4

1024. 3

LO24.6

1025.4

1026.4

1026.6

LO27.7

1028.4

T2

t2
I1
11

L2

L2

'10

TO

11

I

13

L2

lo
6

4

4

7

4

I
4

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

12

o8

T2

L2

T2

L2

12

15

15

15

o

0

7

10

10

lo
10

10

10

9

330 25

330 24

330 2L

310 L7

3lo 16

310 16

290 I7
290 L4

300 12

310 L2

-9.4 I
-8.6 2

-a.7 2

-8.9 I
-8.8 r

-IO.5 2

-10.3 4

-8.5 5

-9.2 5

-1o.8 2

AC,CI 10.O-27.O

AC,Cl 10.O-27.O

AC IO.O

AC 10.O

AC,Cl 10.O-27.O

sc,cl 6.5-27.O

ACrCl I3.O-27.O

ACrCl 13.O-27.O

Àc,cl 13.0-26.o

8.57.6

*rnversion developed at 14oo hours Ln the 35-2oo feet layer. æ
co



while at Èhe higher 810 feet level fairly strong north-
westerly winds decreased in speed with approach of the

developrnent hour. Speed shear2 was mod,erate and. dropped

to less 8 m.p.h. from 1000 hours.

On the development day sunshine was recorded

for 7.6 hours out of a possible 8.5 hours. Continuous

sunshine was recorded from 1000 to 1600 hours. It is
generally agreed, according to Munn (1966, p. 99), that
during intense inversions temperature profiles are con-

troLled mostly by rad.iation.

At the 35 feet leve1 temperature continuously

increased, by l0.2oF in the period from 0800 to 13oo hours.

This ûarming trend intensified at the expected time of
sharpest, change in temperature, 1100 hours. rt was during

this period. of increased warming that the inversion that
preceded Case 11 decayed, As temperature declinedr the

inversion case developed. A 4.2oF warming between 1000

and 1400 hours occurred. at the intermed.iate 200 feet
level. Although the temperature trend at the 810 feet
level were irregular, there was a short period of warming

from 1200 to 1400 hours. At this level, temperature

varied over a narro\.r 2.3oF range throughout the

89

2. !üind speed at, Èhe top level (810 feet) mj.nus wind
speed at the bottom level ( 35 feet,) .



development period..

The temperature stratification in the lowest gl0
feet (Figure 4.3) demonstrated, a sÍgnificant red,ucti.on in
the diurnal temperature variation, and, a temporal shift
in phase of the temperature $rave with ascent. Goff and
Hudsonrs (rg7z) investigation of the thermal structure of
the lowest half kilometer in central oklahoma showed that
the surface mean temperature range from 6.zoc at 0600 hours
to 16.6oc at 1500 hours, and at 444 meters mean temperature
range from 8.4oc at 1000 hours to 1r.3oc at 1600 hours.
other researchers have obtaÍned, results of a similar nature
(Best et aI., |rgSZ) , (Sutton, 1953), (8e11 , L974,) .

The development of the 35-200 feet layer inversion
case 11 appears to be dependent on radiative coolÍng.

when the surface of the earth is heated by the
absorption of solar radiation it becomes a source of long-
wave radiation. The effective outgoing radÍ.ation from the
surface is the difference between longwave energy emitted
from the surface, and, counter-rad,iation from the atmos-
phere which is a function princípally of temperature,
precipitable water vapour and, cloud, cover (Sellers , L965).

During the d,evel0pment period the water vapour
content of the atmosphere was probably smaIl due Èo the
small water holding capacity of air at 10w temperature.
winter Arctic flow originates from a source region that ís

90



Temperoture ond Sunshine Voriotions During

Development Period of Cose I I

Figure 4.3
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characterized by uniform surface conditions and distribu-
tion of insolation. I{inds from thÍs region, where rarge

semipermanent high pressure zones are formed, are light,
so that, the air in contact with the surface for a long

time becomes cold and dry (Bilello, L974, p. g).

Cloud cover of any type and height responds to
the effective outgoing radiation. Table 4.2 shows that
during the development period. the sky obscurity was not
greater than 5/10th's covered with high AC and. cr cloud.

Èypes

Budyko (1974, p, 15) explained that high clouds

radiate less than a black body due to their smalr density
and comparatively low temperatures; and, iÈ can be con-

cluded that their effect on net longwave radiatj.on is
negligible in comparison with the clouds of rower and,

middle layers. Gerdel et a1. (1954 ) reported Inlarlen' s

conclusion that the decrease in incoming 'rad.iatíon is
sma1l with less 5/L0th's cloud cover; but between 5/I0th's
and complete overcast, the decrease becomes rarge. Bell
(rg74) found that the average d.uration of 35-200 feet
inversions at winnipeg decrease with increasing cloud.

amounts, and the decrease is noticeable with greater than

5/t0thrs cloud cover.
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In the development period, outward radiation was

presumably negligibly compensated by re-radiation from the



atmosphere. This was induced by the low sky obscurity
and the low wat,er vapour content of the atmosphere. As

the air temperatures were werl berow freezing, the energy

lost by radiati-on from the surface courd not be compen-

sated through heat conduction from the rayers beneath the
snow surface. The surface and the air in contact with
the surface coored. rad,iativery, and caused the d.evelopment

of inversion case 11 in the 35-200 feet rayer. ït is
known, according to Goff and Hudson (rg7z), that longr,rave

radiat,ion is the principal cause of low level inversions,
producing stronger inversions than any other source.

Analysis detected that the d.iurnal effects of
radj-atíve heating and cooling are less significant in the

higher 35-810 feet 1ayer,

fn some portions of the boundary layer, certaín
atmospheric processes such as radiation, advection and

subsidence are more influential, than in others. The

higher lever boundary layer is influenced more by factors
of air mass process (subsidence or advection), rather
than radiation (Goff and Hudson, I972). Gol'tsberg (1967)

forrnd that in the mid-latitud.es, low revel inversions
only grow to average heights of 150-200 meters. At
$Iinnipeg, Bell (I974) determined that at levels above 400

feet there is líttre change in the diurnal cycle with
height.
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rt ís suggested thatr âs an anticyclonic circu-
lation system $¡as present, the higher inversion persisted.
through the radiatíve heating period, because it was more

significantly j.nfruenced by the atmospheric process of
subsidence. with initial radiative cooring of the lower
air layer, the d.ownward extension of the higher layer
inversion was effected.

Bayton et al. (1965, p. 509) reported that in
areas where subsidence inversions are frequently based in
the lower few hundred feet by day, very little cooling is
required to convert an inversion aloft to a surface based

inversi.on. speaking of the Arctic, Jen-hu chang (Lg7z,
p. 250) commented that, the radiation inversion may be

reinforced by the subsid.ence inversion to a height of 4

kilometers with a temperature gradient of zsoc in winter.
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4.2.2. (a) (2) Decay of Case 11

The Arctic front was werr to the south along the
Gulf of Mexico coast on January 15 when inversion case 11

decayed,. southern Manitoba was dominated by a northerly
flow of cold, clear Arctic air (cA) from a strong rid,ge
of high pressure (1040 m.b.). A warming trend accompanied

by cloud with snow spread eastward. from a deep and in-
tense cyclone (960 m.b.) off the southern British Columbia

coast. The cyclonically-controlled Maritime polar



$/esterly air pushed the ridge eastward., and eventuaLly
excluded the ArcÈic air from the weather making scene

(Figure 4.4) .

Winnipeg|s weather was described. as "Very
co1d. sunny becoming cloud,y in the afternoon. snow

10:52 p.m. continued. rce fog in the morning. smoke in
the evening" (AÈmos. Environ. servi-ce, Monthly Meteor.

Summary, Jan. 15, l97l).
Table 4.3 presents the hourly synoptic condi_

tions for a d.ecay period from 0500 to 1g0o hours. A 3.3
m.b. rise to the inversion decay hour was followed, by a

fall in pressure with sharpest decline of 1.4 m.b.

between 1200 and, 1300 hours. cloud. cover, which was less
5,/10th's prior to the farl in pressure, increased.. As

much of the wind, data are missirg, little viable remarks

can be mad,e in connection with its role in the synoptic
scene. wind speed, at both'the 35 and g1o feet levels
appeared to decrease with approach of the decay hour.

only 4.1 hours of sunshine out of a possibre 9.5
hours were recorded on the decay day. The amounted

received directs attenÈion to the ice fog condiÈions

that were present in the period, og00 to 1ro0 hours, dur-
ing which time visibility was red.uced. to less than 5 miles.

Ice fog usually occurs in clear, ca1m, very cold,

weather at high latit.udes. rt is rarely encount,ered. with

9s



SYNOPTIC SITUATION

SURFACE WEATHER MAP AT 0600 HOURS

FIGURE 4.4

ON DAY OF DECAY OF INVERSION CASE 11
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temperatures warmer than -20oF and increases in frequency

with decreasing temperature (Bilello, L974, p. ZZ).

Stringer (L972, p. 113) reported that the extent of ice
fog in Alaska depends on the strength and, height of the
Iow level inversion; and the downward transport of ice
particles causes low horizontal visibility at ground.

level. Eurther information on ice fog can be found. ín
Robinson et al. (LgS7) and Benson (1970).

The temperature variations during the decay

períod (Figure 4.5) are not only controlled by radiation
but also by changing synoptic condiÈions. At the 35 feet
lever temperature increased by roughry 9.ooF in the period
0800 to 1300 hours. The increase was inconsid,erable prior
to 1000 hours, but steepened. thereafter with a g.2oF

change in three hours. A short period of slight cooling
to 1500 hours was Ëhen folrowed. by a period of warming.

The 200 feet, level temperature variations were similar
in trend to the former, but lesser in amplitud,e. Temper-

atures at the 810 feet level behaved d,ifferently to those
at the lower levels and fluctuated in a narrow l.ooF
range throughout the decay period.

The ice fog was eventually broken down by sorar
heating, and this break down afford,ed greater d.irect, solar
heating of the surface. The earth's surface plays the
most important parÈ in the midday heat exchange, and, the
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ïemperoture ond Sunshine Voriotions During

Decoy Period of Cqse I I

Figure 4.5
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air layer near the ground is the part of the atmosphere

that, is most directly affected by the temperature cond,i-

tions at the surface (Geiger, L950).

The d.issipation of the ice fog and, the rad.iative
heating of the air layer in contact with the surface are

the important factors thaÈ induced the 35-200 feet inver-
sion of case rl to d,ecay at l2o0 hours. williamson (Lg73,

p. 181) has aptly described this process. He stated that,
after sunrise the fog usually lifts as solar radiation
penetrates to warm the ground, and the vertical convect,íon

of sensible heat breaks the inversion.

!,lith decline of the sun angle, the effective out-
going radiation, that controls the exchange of heat at
night, become important. Rad.iationar cooling caused the

formation of another inversion at 14oo hours. However,

with the change from low sky obscurity to overcast skíes
which included, smoke at 200-500 feet, the cloud cover

absorbed the emitted longr,,rave radiation from the surface

and re-radiated part of this energy back d.ownwards. The

posit,ive rong'wave balance caused the destruction of this
inversion at 1500 hours, even with the approach of a

nocturnal period.

The associated. higher 35-Bl0 feet layer inversion
continued to persist until 0300 hours the following day,

presumabry because the weather processes that d.íssipated

r00



the inversions were less effective at greater heights.

4 .2.2.

The analysis performed on the st,ructural behaviour
of inversion case 16 yielded results that are, for the
most part, consistent with inversion case rr. The 35-2oo
feet inversion structure is more closely rerated to the
diurnal effect,s of solar radiation; whi1e, the higher 35_

810 feet inversion appears to be influenced more by the
atmospheric process of subsíd,ence. Anarysis attributed,
the dissipation of the ínversions in both layers, espec-
ially the higher inversion, to an exchange in air mass

types due to a change in synoptic systems.

Preliminary ÍnvesÈigatíon reveared that the in-
versions in each layer actually developed simurtaneously
at 2000 hours on January 1r. The lower layer inversion
however decayed at 1l0o hours the next day, and thenr rê-
developed at 1600 hours as case 16. This 2O-hour fluration
inversi-on case decayed at ll0o hours. The assocíated
higher layer inversion 

'/as sustained for 42 hours, and

dissipated two hours after the lower inversion at l3o0
hours.

Inversion Case 16

101

Since the inversion that preced.ed

in accordance wi-th the fundamenÈal features
described ín Ch. 2, it seems reasonable to

Case 16 behaved

of the model

regard the



inversion case as an extension of it.

4.2.2. (b) (1) Development of Case 16

The Atmospheric EnvironmenÈ service d.escribed
$rinnipeg's weather on the llth January as ,,Normal temper-
ature. Sunny with light snow 2 a.m., 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.,,.
And on the LZLh January "Cold and sunny with 1ight winds,,
(Monthly Meteor. Summary, 1970). With respect to the for_
mer $¡eather sulnmary, it is again detected that the actual
development of the inversions in both layers at 2000 hours
coincided with the time when snowfarl concrud.ed.

A 1o1¡¡ pressure system thaÈ brought moderate temp-
eratures and cloudy skies with snow to southern Manitoba,
r^¡as replaced by an anticyclonic (1032 m.b. ) circuLation of
cold, clear .A,rctic air (ce¡. A well-defined rid.ge extended
well to the south with the Arctic front off the Gulf of
Mexico coast. To the west of the area of high pressure
was a south-eastward moving weak disturbance from southern
British Columbia to the Dakotas (F,igure 4.6),

winnipeg under the influence of an Arctic high
experienced c1ear, sunny skies with gentle winds during a

development period from 10oo to 1700 hours (Table 4.4).
High sky obscurity gave way to less 4/10th's cloud, cover
of the cl Èype from r30o hours. Also from this time, wind
directions changed at both the 35 and g1o feet levers.
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FIGURE 4.6

SYNOPTIC SITUATION ON DAY OF DEVELOPMENT OF INVERSION CASE 16
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southerry replaced westerly winds at the lower 1evel, whire
westerly replaced. north-westerly winds at the higher level.
These winds !./ere especially slight: at the lower level_

not exceeding 6 m.p.h., and at the higher revel not
exceeding 13 m.p.h. Relatively 10w speed shear d.ropped, to
less 5 m.p.h. prior to the development hour. pressure

though rising, practically stabirized at 1030 m.b.

under row sky obscurity, 7.9 hours of sunshine
out of a possible 8.4 hours were received on the develop-
ment day. sunshine began at o9o0 hours following which
time there was maximum hourly sunshine until 1600 hours.
As the amount of sr:nshine diminished, inversion case 16

developed.

During the deveropment period temperature strati-
fication below 910 feet (Figure 4.7) showed. a significant
reduction in the temperature variation and. a temporal
shift of the temperature $¡ave with increasing height. At
the 35 feet level temperat,ure increased by 10.3oF to 1600

hours. rnversion case 16 d.eveloped as the temperature
commenced to fa11. A slight cooríng of 0.4oF prior to
1200 hours at the 200 feet rever was followed by a warming
of 6.zoF. The 810 feet level temperatures varÍed. within
a 2.7o8 range which includ,ed regular increases from 13oo

to 1500 hours.

The daily rhythm of rad,iative heating and cooring
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Temperoture qnd Sunshine Voriqtions During

Development Period of Cqse I ó

Figure 4.7
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functioned efficíently. As the sun lowered. in the sky,
the i-ncrease in opticar mass reduced d.irect sorar heat,ing,
and albedo increased at this time. rn the presence of
the cold Arctic air, the surface and, the adjacent air
layer quickly cooled radiativery; and, the 3s-zo0 feet
layer inversion Case 16 developed..

The associated higher 35-g10 feet layer inversion,
perhaps influenced more by atmospheric subsidence rather
than radiation, continued to persist.

Though decay times of the inversions in both layers
are in accordance with the'mode1 (Ch. 2) , preliminary
analysis raised dor-rbts as to Ëhe functional relaÈion
between the d.iurnar effects of solar heating and the in-
version decay structure. with only z.s hours of sunshine
out of a possible 8.5 hours, temperature at the rowest
level increased by 13.BoF in six hours.

clearr cord, Arctic weather in association with a

high pressure cell (1032 m.b. ) dominated. southern Manitoba
early on the decay day. The Arctic induced, weather was

sr¡.bd.ued as a weak ,ilísturbance involving warm and moist
Maritime Polar southwesterly air passed south of wínnipeg
to the Dakotas (Figure 4.9). This disturbance effected
increased cloud amounts with snow and. mod.eration in
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temperature. The weather was described as -- "very co1d.

rce fog and smoke 7 a.m. to noon. cloud with frurries
5:30 p.R. continued" (Atmos. Environ. Servíce, Monthly

Meteor. Summary, Jan. 13, 1970).

From the foregoing, a feature emerges that is
worth emphasizing. The morning ice fog cond.itions ind,uced

by row temperature is noted herer ês it, was in inversion
Case 11. Ice fog and smoke, seperately or in union,

frequently occur with extremely low temperature during

anticyclonic weather (U.S. Dept, of Commerce, L97O).

Hourly synoptic conditions for a decay period.

between 04OO and 1500 hours (Table 4.5) reflect these

developments in the synoptic systems. Following a grad,ual

1.r m.b. rise to 1100 hours, pressure commenced Èo falr.
This d,evelopment was accompanied by increased cloud

amounts of greater than 7,/10thts cover, and changes in
wind direction at both the 35 and 810 feet levels. At

the lower level easterry replaced north-easterly winds,

while at the higher level south-easterly repraced east-
erly wÍnd.s. Wind speeds were retratívely light: at the

lower level Ìess than 11 m.p.h., and at the higher revel
less than 17 m.p,h. Though speed shear was slight, it
intensÍfied to L2-L3 m.p.h. around Èhe decay time.

In the early portion of the decay period. the

temperature profile (Figure 4.9) showed a sharp boundary
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Table 4._5

Case 16

O5OO -47.9 -LL.Z 50 6 BO LZ 6 -2L.6 -13.2 -13.O O None 1032.3 A 15 o
0600 -56.5 -11.6 40 I gO LZ 4 -22.9 -13.6 -13.9 O None 1032.6 A t5 O

OTOO -52'4 -11.4 40 10 80 L4 4 -23.2 -I4.5 -I4.3 O None 1032.7 A 04 O

osoo -60-8 -Lz.e 40 I Bo t4 6 -24.7 -ta.7 -r4.s 3 F,rr,er glt:$.ro32.e A oo.7 o
oeoo -64.6 -14-e so 81oo 10 2 -zs.a -1s.1 -i¿.2 4 F,t-F,ct gr¿:8'to33.t A oo.s o
looo -48.9 -rr.7 70 6 rro 14 I -23.0 -rs.o _r3.9 4 F,rP,cr 9gt!8.ro33.2 A oo.7 o z.s B.slloo* -17.8 -7.s Bo I rlo 16 I -L9.4 -L6.4 -13.s 2 F,rp,cl ggt:8.ro33.4 A oo.7 4
1200 5.1 -3-3 90 I 120 14 13 -16.0 -16.8 -r3.4 ? cI 20.o 1033.0 A 10 7
1300* 4.9 -t-o 80 - 120 L2 L2 -L4.2 -15.0 -13.4 9 cl 20.o 1032.6 A 10 I
1400 4.3 1-4 lto 1 130 10 9 -L2.7 -13.4 -L3.8 9 ct 20.0 1032.3 A tO 6
t500 5.0 1.4 90 - 150 I I -r2.1 -I3.O -13.2 10 cl 20.o 1032.4 A 10 0

ts
tso*rnversion decayed at 11oo hours in the 35-2oo feet layer and at 13oo hours In ttre 35-g1o feet layer.
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between Èhe lowest lever and the two higher levels. At
the lower 35 feet revel temperatuie continually ferl by
4.7o8 to a low of -25.BoF at 0900 hours. This was fol-
J-owed by a steep 13.7oF increase. Temperatures at the
200 feet level indicated a cooring trend to Lzoo hours
followÍng which time there was a rise in temperature.
The 810 feet lever temperatures were virtuarly isothermal
at roughly -13.5oF.

The j.ce fog and smoke began to dissipate as

solar radiation penetrated to warm Èhe surface, and ver-
tical convection of sensible heaÈ broke d.own the 35-2oo

feet inversion of Case 16 at 1100 hours

The speed shear attained a maximurm amount of
speed around the decay time (f300 hours) of the 35_gI0

feet layer inversion. under this type of circumstance,
turbulence is caused by sÈronger wind shear which develops
within an inversion and which is capable of supplyÍng
sufficient turbulent energy to overcome the stability
(Blackadar, 1957, p. 2g6). Zobel (1965) has suggested

that upward daytime convection can penetrate the subsid,ence

inversion and that this is compensated by the downward

movement, of air of higher potential temperature. The air
layers above are cooled. because the air transferred up-
wards will be colder than the surrounding air once it has

penetrated the inversion.

l.L2



The passage of a weak disturbance south of
l'Iinnipeg to the Dakotas should not be discounted as an

important factor, if not the most im¡lortant, in causing

the d.ecay of the inversion.

Maritime Polar southwesterly air was associated

with this synoptic feature. This air mass type is .rela-
t,ively mild, and laden with moisture, and when it moves

ínland, the surface has a strong tendency to adapt itself
to the temperature of the invad.ing air (Bryson, L966).

The commencement of snow flurries from 1700 hours may

indicate a higher mixing ratio at that time. Water

vapour absorbs longnrrave rad.iation emitted from the surface

and. a change in water. vapour content would, alter all rad.-

iation components (vowinchel and orvig, 1964). The decay

of the inversions in each layer, especially the higher
Layer inversion, may have been caused by a change in air
mass conditions and behaviour.
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4.2.3 Sum¡narv

during

led by

ing.

Cases

The structural behavÍour of Cluster 2 inversions

their d,evelopment and decay is apparently control-
diurnal varíations in radiative heating and cool-

This is indicated by the analysis of inversion
1l and

The

16.

ínversions in the 35-200 feet layer developed



during rad,iation cooling when outgoing exceed,ed incoming
solar radiation. They decayed after solar rad,iation
breaks down the ice fog, notabry in the period, of greatest
solar radj-ation receipt. The díurnaL radiation effects
arer however, less significant when these inversions are
studied in the 35-gro feet rayer. These deeper inversions
appear to be influenced more by atmospheric sr¡bsidence or
change in airflow type, than are the shallower ínversions.

Analysis d,etected, that prior to the devel0pment
of Cluster 2 inversions in the 35_200 feet layer, the
inversions in both layers formed, simultaneously when snov¡_
falI end'ed. As the decay behaviour of the preced,ing in-
versions are predictable according to the diurnal effects
of solar heating, the inversion cases are considered as
extensions of them. Viewed, in this perspective, both
the lower and the higher layer inversions are of similar
durations; but the former are subject to temporary day-
time decay.

These 
'nversi-ons 

are associated with an anti-
cyclonic circulation of cold, clear Arctic air (cA).
With Ëhe Arctic front well to the south, these systems
effect weather cond,itions that are favourabre to the,
cyclical component of d.íurnal temperature variation which
is a function of sorar radiation heaÈing. AlÈhough decay
of the rower inversions are marked by the dissipation of
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ice fog through the agency of
important factor that ind,uces

the inversions in the lowest

air process.

4.3 Cluster 4

4. 3. I, Preliminary Remarks

In the radiative group of inversions, Cluster 4

is the most closely related to Cluster 2 (Ctr. 3). This

cluster was identified by Bell (L974) as a rad.iation
cruster because ít is associated, with north, north-west
and west winds. rn comparative terms (see Table 3,5),
cluster 4 is of a shorter duratÍon, lower intensity and

pressure, but higher wind speed,, wínd shear, sky ob-

scurity and temperature than the average inversion.
Tabre 4.6 provides the average properties of each of the
28 inversion cases in Cluster 4.

ft is worth emphasizing the large size of this
cluster. The 28 cases include armost harf (47 per cent)
of the total 60 cases in the six selected. clusters. rt
transpires that this inversion type occurs most frequent,ly

in winter in the winnípeg area. on a monthly frequency

distribution basis, the cluster disprays it close relation
to cluster 2. over 55 per cent of its inversions occurred

in January, as opposed to a meagre lo per cent ín December.

solar heating, the most

complete d.estruction of
810 feet is a change in
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Table 4.6
Àverage Properties of Inversion Cases fn Cluster 4
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Table 4.6
Average PropertLes of Inversion Cases ln Cluster 4
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cluster 4 inversions developed in a comparative-
ly long period from 1200 to 0200 hours. rn accordance

with the model (Ch. 2) however, inversion development

prior to 1400 hours is anomolous. Only one case

developed. at the abnormal time of 1200 hours, and this
rras of the longest duration 26 hours. None of the other
inversions developed before 1600 hours or were of dura-
tion greater than 20 hours. The gz per cent assembled

in the period, from 1600 to 2000 hours hrere, for the most

part, of longer duratíon than those that formed rater.
rn the radiative heat gaín period between 0g0o

and 1400 hours, 78 per cent of the inversions decayed.

These inversions were mainry of longer duration than

those that decayed in the earlier period from 0200 hours.

The structures of cluster 4 inversions follow
definite pat,terns. The rower 35-200 feet layer inver-
sions frequently d,everoped before the associaÈed 35-gr0
feet layer inversions, and in the remaining cases they
both developed símultaneousry, rn instances where the
lower inversions deveroped first, a time lag of up to 3

hours was required for the formation of the higher inver-
sions. The lower inversions usually decayed, before the
associated higher inversions, and in the remaining cases

they both decayed at the same time. A time lag of the
same magnitude d.escribed above was required for the decay
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of the hÍgher inversion íf the lower decayed first
The plausibility of the two hours factor used

to ad,just the model with respect to the diurnal distribu-
tion of 35-810 feet layer inversions (Ch. 2) is indicated.

by this lag.

The higher inversions followed the structural
behaviour of the lower inversions, and, so both were of
similar duration. Be1l (1974) found that the 35-gr0

feet inversion frequency is strongly influenced by the

lower 35-200 feet inversion, and that the former folrow
the ratter with a lag of approximately 75 minutes through-
out the evening period. A significant feature is the

period, of positive lapses lasting at least 5 hours that
preceded and forlowed the occurrence of cluster 4 inver-
sions.
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4,3.2 SelecÈed Inversíon Cases

rnversion cases 28 and 36 are chosen for detailed
analysis of their structural behaviour during development

and decay. The forrirer is the median case of the cl,uster.
rt developed one hour after sunset, was maintained for
18 hours, and decayed at the primary time of shar¡:est

change in temperature. The latter case, which is of
almost the same d.uration, developed one hour prior to
sunset and, decayed at the expected time of sunrise.



Not$rithstandingr the selecËion procedure took into con-
sideration the different time lags Ínvolved, in the struc-
tural behaviour of the inversions.

4.3.2.
preliminary investigation indicated that both

inversion cases may be studied together. Firstly this
Ís because their temporal properties are in congruity
with the postulations of the mod.el (Ch. Zl . And second,ly
because, the relationship between the different time rags
required for the processes of development and, decay to
propogate to higher leveIs is brought out more clearly.

The 35-200 feet rayer inversions developed and

decayed before their associated 35-gl0 feet layer inver-
sions. case 2g developed. at rg0o hours, and the higher
inversion formed three hours rater. The inversions in
both layers decayed simultaneously at 1lo0 hours. case

36 developed at 1600 hours in the 35-200 feet layer and at
1700 hours in the 35-B1o feet layer. This case decayed

at 0800 hours in the 35-200 feet layer and, two hours
later in the 35-810 feet layer.

Both inversion cases are of similar durations,
but different time lags are required, for the processes of
development and decay to extent from the lower to the
higher inversions. Bell (Lg74) found that once the 35-2OO

(a Inversion Cases ZA and 36
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feet layer inversion
propogate upwards to
by solar radiation in
radiation fLuxr or by

4.3.2. (a) (I) Development of Cases 2g and 36

on the development day of case zg the weather was
described as "cord croudy tilr the afternoon. Frurries
12204 p.m. till 3244 p.m.¡ 4252 to 5:16 p.m.,, (Feb. !4,
l-970). on the development day of case 36 the weaÈher was
described as "cord. croudy in the morning then mostry
sunny. Snow in the a.m, " (Jan . 27, 197I) (Atmos. Environ.
Service, Monthly Meteor. Summary) .

on the morning of the development day of case 29,
a minor disturbance brought cloud with light sno$¡ flurries
to saskatcheg¡an and spread these conditions to southern
ManiÈoba as it progressed eastward.. From the northr ê.
area of high pressure (LOZL m.b. ) pushed south in the
wake of the disturbance bringÍng clear, cold weather to
the eastern prairie provinces (Figure 4.10a).

on the deveropment day of case 36, increased
cloud amounts and moderate temperatures associated with a

minor disturbance that had moved, inland via Montana-
Dakotars influenced the weather scene. strong Maritime
Polar westerly winds brought chinook conditions to the

reach a critical intensíty they
higher levels. They are destroyed

the mornirg, by changing longwave

changing synoptic situatj.on.
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prairie provinces, and these were especially d.ominanÈ in
Alberta, The cloud.y cond.itions gradually cleared. from

the eastern prairie provinces as cold. north-westerly
Arctíc air pushed south under the control of an anti-
cyclonic system (Fiþure 4.10b).

For Cases 28 and 36, hourly synoptic conditíons
are províded for Èheir d,everopment periods of lr00 to 2zoo

hours, and. 0900 to 1800 hours respectively (Tables 4.7a and.

4-7b1. Basic similarities and differences in synoptic
cond,itions are observed between the inversion cases. The

similarities will be examined first, and the differences
later.

As the hÍghs pushed south, pressure rose graduarly
and irregurarly on both occassions. rnitialry high sky

obscurities declined with approach of the d.everopment hours,

after which lower obscurities of cr and AC cloud types pre-
vailed. Though some of the wind data are missirg, there
appears to have been changes in wind velocity at both the

35 and 810 feet levels around the times snowfalr culmin-
ated and the skies cleared.

Basic differences in synoptic conditions pertain
to the time when snow flurries ended and to the wind. speed

profiles. rn case 28, wind speed proEressively declined
until around. 2000 hours: at the 35 feet level it reduced

from 18 Eo 2 m.p.h., and. at the Blo feet revel from zz to
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Table 4.7 a

SynoptLc Condltions During Development, period of
Case 28
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Table 4.7 b
SynoptLc CondLtions Duríng Development leriod of

Case 36
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2 m.p.h. However wind speed increased, especially at
the hÍgher reve1, following development of the higher
inversion' As expected, this event ind.uced a stronger
speed shear. with the d,evelopment of the 3s-200 feet
inversion case 36, wind speed at the higher lever mark-

edry increased, A change from zero speed shear to 9-10

m.p.h. v¡as observed. at this time. case zg developed

immediately after sno!{ flurries ended at r7o0 hours, but
case 36 developed four hours preceding a simirar event.

On the development day of Case Zg, sunshine was

recorded for only 1,6 hours out of a possible 10.0 hours.
Meanwhile temperatures at the 35 feet level increased by

5'4oF from 1100 to 1600 hours and, thereafter, a continuous
7.30î d.ecrease occurred. The lower inversion deveLoped at
1800 hours when the cooling amounted. to l.soP, and the
higher inversion formed three hours later after a further
cooling of 2.6oî. The 200 feet level temperatures changed

simiS-arly. rn fact, the same rate of increase of 5,4oF

per five hours was observed. Although the glo feet level
temperatures changedirregularly over a 3.goF range, yet
they showed a generar ten,ilency to fall and rise opposite
to the trend at the lower levels (Figure 4.11a),

Sunshíne was recorded for 4.3 hours out of a

possible 9.0 hours on the development day of case 36. rn
the d.evelopment period,, temperaturJ at the 3s feet level
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Temperoture ond Wind Voriqtions During

Development Period of Cose 28

Figure 4.1lo
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continually increased by only 2.zoî to r5o0 hours. IitiÈh

initiar fall in temperature the rower rayer inversion
developed. One hour later, with a 1.BoF cooling, the

higher layer inversion formed. The 200 feet 1evel

experienced a 3.4oF warmi.ng throughout this period. At

the 810 feet level temperature variations were irregular
over a 2.6oF range (Figure 4.llb).

Since the temperature profiles are significantly
influenced by the overcast, snowy cond,itions some back-

ground material should be provided to aid assessment.

Precipitation generally mod.ifies surface temper-

atures since it usually originates in overryíng layers
that are warmer or cold.er than surface 1ayers (Geiger,

1950). A thick cloud cover rad,iates almost as a black
body with a temperat,ure roughly equal to that at the base

of the cloud,. The d,evelopment of a cloud. sheet generally
changes net radiation replacing an energy loss into
energy income. The temperature of the air and the surface

therefore increases, and any inversion tends to d.isappear.

The snow surface, the cloud base, and the air between,

attain roughly the same temperature, because the radiation
is trapped between the cLoud base and the snow surface
(tiljequist, 1956).

Albedo varies with the age of sno\^r. Fresh snov¡

may reflecË most of the solar radiation received at the
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surface, while o1d snow may absorb as much as half of
the incident rad.iation. over fresh snow albedos are 7s-

95 per cent, and over snor¡r that has lain for a few days

albed.os are 40-70 per cent (Sellers , Lg6S, p. ZL).

The early ending of snowfall, accompaníed by the

clearing of the sky, resulted in a reLatively large amount

of sunshine in Case 36. As the sun altitude lowered, the

surface rapidly cooled radíatively because of the high

emissivity of the new fallen snow and the row sky obscurity.
with the radiative cooling of the surface, the lower atmos-

phere in contact with the surface, lost sensible heat

through cond.uction, convection and especially rad.iation.
rn case 36 the inversion deveroped in the 35-200 feeË layer
at 1600 hours whíre the assocíated 35-810 feet layer inver-
sion developed one hour later. rt is postulated that the

increase ín speed shear facil-itated the quick upward propoga-

tíon of the lower inversion surface by turbulent transfer.
Radiational cooling occurs near the surface first,

and its effects gradually peneÈrate upwards. As the lower

rayer inversion st,rengthens, the higher layer eventually
respond,s to the cooling. Thus, the cooling may be

thought of as a vertícally propogating wave (Goff and

Hudson, L972, p. 18). Blackadar (1957, p. 2g6) reported

thaÈ, in some cases, when nocturnal cooling above the

height of about a meter is too large to be accounted for
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by radiational or convective fluxes, the rate of upward

propogation of the inversion surface is chiefly control-
led by turbulent transfer. The character of the wind

speed profÍle is import,ant in d.eterminíng whether the

upward growth of the nocturnal inversion is orderly and,

controlled, or whether it is chaoticr or perhaps entirely
absent.

The 35-200 feet inversion of Case 28 developed

at 1800 hours when snowfall concluded and sky obscurity
decreased. The surface and the air layer near the surface

cooled guickly, due partly to the fresh fal1en snow and

partly to the time of day. However, the rate of vertical
penetration of this cooling was not large as the winds

vrere slight in the lowest 810 feet until 2000 hours.

As they increased, the lower inversion surface was propo-

gated upwards Èo the higher layer by turbulent transfer.
With a time lag of 3 hours the associated 35-910 feet
layer inversion formed at 21OO hours.

L32

4.3.2 (a)

The weather on the decay day of Case 28 was

described, as "very cold. Sunny with light winds" (Feb.

15, f970). On the decay day of Case 36 Èhe weather was

"CoId. Mostly cloudy. Snow 11: 15 ê;nr. to 2:35 p.m. , 5:10

p.m. continued" (Jan. 28, I97L) (Atmos. Environ. Service,

Deca of Cases 28 and 36



Monthly Meteor. Summary). The weather situation of the

former case, unrike the latter, is favourably conducive

to inversion decay through the agency of radiation heat-
ing.

On the decay d,ay of inversion Case 2g, southern

Manitoba under the ínfluence of a sharlow Arctic high
pressure system (1028 m.b.) experienced. clear, cold
weather. On the wesÈern bound.ary of the area of high
pressure lras a south-eastward extending deep trough

from a 1ow pressure system off the northern gritish col-
uqbia coast. Associated with this system was a distur-
bance that moved, rapidly eastward to the Dakotas. lrlarm

and moíst Maritime Polar southwesterry air was involved,
and caused moderate temperatures and increased croud.

amounts in the Winnipeg area (Figure 4.12a).

An intense 1ow pressure system off the British
corumbia coast on the decay d.ay of case 36, gave chínook

conditions particularly to the province of Arberta.
Large amounts of cloud persísted over the prairie pro-
vinces from the Rockies to western Manitoba. over the

eastern prairies cord northerry air flowed southward in
a shallow rid.ge of high pressure. The Arctic front
passed through British columbia and ran along the eastern
border of Alberta (Figure 4.12b). under such a weather

scene the prairie provinces experienced contrasting
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FIGURT 4,T2 ¡
SYNOPTIC SITUATION ON DAY OF DECAY OF INVERSION CASE 28

SURFACE WEATHER MAP AT 0600 HOURS C.S.T'
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SYNOPTIC SITUATION ON

WEATHER MAP AT 0600 HOURS

FIGURE 4,L2 B
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temperatures with a warm west and a cool east. The warm

western provinces were under hear,ryr cloud cover with sno$¡-

fall, whire the coorer eastern province of Manitoba

received only patchy cloud with light snow flurries.
The basic difference in hourly synoptíc condi-

tions observed. in the decay periods of cases 2g (0500 Èo

1400 hours) and 36 (0300 to 1200 hours), is the magni-

tude of sky obscurity (Tables 4.Ba and 4.gb). The former

case had low sky obscurity of ress 4/l0th's cloud cover;
while, clear skies gave $/ay to overcast cond.itions from

t'he decay hour of the latter case. Though both cases

eventually showed a fall in pressure, this only occurred

after the decay hour in case 28, and, prior to that time
pressure rose continualry. wind velocity at both the 35

and 810 feet levels, and speed shear reduced. in intensity
with the approach of the decay hours of both cases. The

latter variabre however, increased slightly around the

expected time of sunrise in case 36. At both revels, the

changes in aír mass Èype were effected around the decay

times of the inversion cases.

The temperature trends during these two decay

perÍods are dissimilar to those observed, in the deverop-

ment periods. The d.ecay periods are both marked by

warming trends. rn general terms, this warming is caused

by the advance of warm air masses to replace cold air masses.
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Table 4.8 b

Synoptlc Condltlons During Decay perlod of
Case 36
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On the d,ecay d.ay of Case 28 sunshíne was recorded

for 6.3 hours out of a possible tO.l hours. A rapíd L2.7oî

warming occurred. from 0800 hours at the 35 feet level. The

2OO feet level temperatures also increased but by a smal-

ler amount of -1.9oî. The 810 feet temperatures increased

by 4.8oF from 0900 hours (Figure 4.13a).

No sunshine was recorded. on the decay day of
Case 36. In the decay period, a 14,0oF temperature in-
crease was observed at the 35 feet level. Temperat,ure

likewise continually increased at the 2OO feet level by

6.9oF from 0400 hours. At the higher 810 feet level
temperature changed differently. After a 3,9oF j.ncrease

to 1000 hours, temperature fell (Figure 4.13b). The higher

layer inversion decayed at the beginning of this coolíng.

The decay of these inversions was caused primarily

by an exchange in air mass types. The simultaneous decay

of inversion Case 28 in the 35-200 feet layeri and in the

35-810 feet layer at 1100 hours, apart from being func-

Lional of the above factor, depended t,o some measure on

the direct solar heating afforded by the low sky obscurity,

On the other hand under overcast skies, the decay of

inversion Case 36 in the 35-200 feet layer at 0800 hours

and in the 35-810 feet layer at 1000 hours, depended

principally on the air mass interchange. Furthermore,

turbulent mixing through increased speed shear may have
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Temperoture ond Sunshine Vqríqtions During

Decoy Period of Cose 28
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Temperature qnd Wind Voriotions During

Decoy Period of Cose 3ó

Figure 4.13b
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played an important role.

Treídl (1970, p. 155) reported that in the

presence of an energy source, such as strong vertical
wind shear, the damping effect of stabitity may be over-

come by turbulent mixing. From Cedar Hill tower obser-

vations, Izumi (1963) determined that turbulent mixíng

which intensifies at or soon after sunrise apparently
plays a significant rore in the breakdown of the nocturnal
inversion, The mixing process starts at the surface and

proceeds upwards in a systematic manner.

4.3.3 Summary

' The inversi-on cases studíed indicate that the

structural behaviour of cruster 4 inversions is basically
determined by solar radiation heatíng. The sun initiatly
heats the ground and it is mainly from the ground that Èhe

atmosphere is heated. The lower 35-200 feet layer inver-
sions usually develop and decay first, and the processes

are generally observed with a lag of up to 3 hours in the

35-810 feet layer.

The above process however, is significantly
affected by other meteorological parameters. During in-
versÍon development, snowfall and the wind speed profile
are important. A change in air mass cond.itions and

behaviour is critical in the decay process.
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!^fith the development of the inversions, cold

Arctic air r¡nder the control of an anticyclonic system

replace vrarm, moj.st aír, so that, snow flurries end and

sky obscurity lowers. The earlier in the day these events

happen, the earlíer in the nocturnal period. the inver-
sÍons develop. As the sun angle lowers, the surface

cools rapÍdly because of the high reflectivity and high

emissivity of a newfallen snow covered. surface. The

lower 35-200 feeÈ layer inversion forms and strengthens

quickly. With increased. speed shear, the vertical pro-

pogation of the lower inversion surface by turbulent
transfer is accelerated. Analysis detected that a lag of
up to 3 hours is required for propogation to the higher

35-810 feet layer.

The decay structure of the inversions is usually

favoured by an air mass change in which cold air is
replaced by cyclonicalllr-controlled mild Maritime Polar

air. If this process is complemented by direct solar heat-

irg, the decay of the inversions in both layers is simul-

taneous. If the latter component is absent or negligible,
the relative times of d.ecay are determined princípally by

the time air masses interchange.
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4.4 Cluster 7

4. 4.L Prelíminary Remarks

Great care and caution must be exercised in the

analysís and interpretation of the structural behaviour

of Cluster 7 inversions. This cluster is regarded as

transitional between the radi,at.ive and advective cluster
groups (Ch. 3). fn this context, inversions may either
be of the radiative or advective type, or a combination

of both. Bell (L974) identified these inversions as of
the radiative type, but cautioned that they may be a mis-

fit. Cluster 7 is quite unlike other clusters of the

radiative group, since none of its seven inversions

occurred in January, while 70 per cent occured in December.

Accord.ing to the averages of the seven d.iagnostic

properties (see Ch. 3), Cluster 7 is of a relatively long

duration, high wind shear, sky obscurity, pressure and

intensity, but Low wind. speed and temperature. Average

properties of each inversion case in the cluster are given

in Tab1e 4.9 .

Inversions of the cluster developed between 1500

and, 1800 hours and decayed between 0900 and 1300 hours.

They were maintained. for durations ranging from 18 to 22

hours. However, Case 77 transgressed. It was of a much

shorter duratíon, 11 hours, and decayed at the unconforming

time, 0300 hours. This inversion developed on November 30
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Table 4.9
Average PropertLesjf Inversion Çeges in Cluster ?
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but decayed in the core winter period. Apart from this
case, the described development and. decay times are in
agreement with the model (Ch. 2).

On an average, positive lapses for a lO-hour

period in the 35-200 feet layer preceded. the d,evelopment

of Cluster 7 ínversions. The structural behaviour of
these inversions are of a composite character. That is,
the lower layer inversions developed either before, after,
or simultaneous with the associated higher layer inversions.
A notable feature nonetheless, is that irrespective of the

development structure, a one hour 1ag is required.

The decay structure of these ínversions are better
defined. The lower inversions decayed before the higher

inversions. AparÈ from this howeverr Do definitive state-
ments can be made as to the time lag involved. In some

instances, the hígher inversion decayed one hour latert Ín

others, it was maintained, ten hours longer.
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4.4.2 Selected Inversion Cases

Inversion Cases 20 and 2I are chosen for d.etailed

development and decay structure analysis. Since virtually
all the cases are consistent with the model, the major

factor that influenced. selection was the difference between

their d.evelopment structures. Case 2l developed first in
the 35-810 feet layer and one hour later in the 35-200 feet



layer, whereas Case 20 developed first in Èhe 35-200 feet
layer and one hour later in the 35-810 feet, layer.

4.4.2. (a) Inversion Case 2L

Though development, and decay times of this inver-
sion case are ín accordance with the mod.el, yêt, its
structural behaviour is in discord. This ind.icates that
the diurnal effects of solar radiation heating do not

control the inversion structure.

Eleven hours of positÍve lapses ,in the 35-200

feeL layer preceded the d,evelopment of Case 2l at 1600

hours. The 35-810 feet, Iayer inversion developed one

hour earlier. The inversion in the lower layer persisted.

for 19 hours before it decayed, at 1000 hours. The higher

inversion v¡as sustained for 25 hours until 1700 hours when

data became missing.
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4.4.2. (a) (1) Development of Case 2L

A couple of days prior to the development day

(December 26) , mild Marit,ime Polar westerly air from a

low pressure system sprea,il chinook conditions over the

southern portion of the prairie provinces. An elongated

north-south weak ridge of high pressure (1020 m.b. )

dominated the weather scene in southern Manitoba. This

synoptic feature was flanked on both the right and left



sides by low pressure areas (Figure 4.14).

Winnipeg's weather on the development day was

described as "Near normar temperatures. cloud.y with
light snow till earJ.y afternoon,' (Atmos. Envinon. Servíce,
Monthly Meteor. Summary, Dec. 26, f969) .

Synoptic conditions for a development period
from 1oo0 to 1700 hours are presented in Table 4.10. snow-

fall concluded at 1200 hours as the weak ridge d.ominated,

and pressure rose gradually from L400 hours. rt was at
this time that overcast skies gave \Á¡ay to less 3/l0th's
cover of higher clouds. A south-easÈerly flow was

gradually established at the 35 feet level around develop-

ment hour of the lower inversion. southerly air prevailed,

at the higher 810 feet lever. Though winds were stight at
both levers, they gained momentum from 1600 hours at the

higher Ievel.

On the development day sunshine was recorded for
2.9 hours out of a possible B.l hours. As snowflurries
ended and sunshine was received, temperature at the lowest

lever continually dropped by 5.BoF. This cooring was pro-
nounced until the lower inversion developed. A,t the 200

feet revel temperature d.ecreased by 3.2oF to 1500 hours

following which time the:ie was a warming trend. The 910

feet lever temperatures varied in a l.3oF range throughout

the development, period (Figure 4.15).
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Over freshly fallen snow surface albedo is greatly

enhanced. The snow surface, even in the presence of max-

imum hourly sr¡nshine, quickly cooled radiatively. Heat

was transported d.ownwards towards the surface in the form

of sensible fluxes. As the overlying air lost heat both

upwards and. downwards, the lower 35-200 feet inversion

Case 21 developed at 1600 hours. Rider and Robinson

(1951, p. 375) attributed, the formation of many surface

inversions at nighË largely to the turbulent transfer of
heat downwards to the ground which is being cooled radia-
tively, though direct radiative cooling of the air layer

themselves also play a part.

The associated 35-810 feet inversion developed

one hour earlier at 1500 hours. At the 810 feet level,
temperature variations were mod.erate as warm southerly air
advected. As soon as sky obscurity red.uced. to 2/L0th's

cover, temperature at the level near the surface fell
sharply by 2.OoF between 1400-1500 hours. This set up a

thermal stratificat,ion which prod.uced a stable condition.

L52

4.4.2. (a) (2) Decay of Case 2L

Preliminary analysis indicated that the presence

of fog on the morning of the decay day is the single most

important factor controlling the inversion structure.
Stringer (L972, p. 113) has remarked that fogs are



cornmonly associated wíth inversions, and that, under such

a weather cond.ition, there is usually a very shallow in-
version at the ground, with a nearly isothermal layer

above extend,ing to the fog top, then a steep inversion

layer above the fog.

On the decay day (Ðecember 27), a weak high

pressure area (L024 m.b.) was located to the immediate

east of Winnípeg. To the south-west, was a broad,, well-
defined low pressure system associated with a southerly

airflow. Southern Manitoba was therefore und.er the

influence of cyclonic and anticyclonic airflows (Figure

4.16). The weather at Winnipeg was described. as

"Temperature below normal. Most cloudy with ice prisms

or ice fog till 7 p.m." (Atmos. Environ. Service, Monthly

Meteor. Summary, 1969) .

The synoptic condítions for a decay period from

0400 to 1300 hours are given in Table 4.11. Warm southerly

wind,s of dimínishing strength affected the 810 feet level,
while at the lower 35 feet level south-easterly winds of
slight velocity were d,ominant. Pressure rose to attain a

maximum of 1025.6 m.b. at 1200 hours. Lo!'r sky obscurity

gave way to greater than 6/10th's cloud cover of the ST

type at roughl-y 300 feet from OSOO hours. Visibility was

reduced to 4 miles as a result of fog.

At the end of a cloudless night in areas of
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FIGURE 4.16

SYNOPTIC SITUATION ON DAY OF DECAY OF INVERSION CASE 21

SURFACE WEATHER MAP AT 0600 HOURS C.S.T. SATURDAY, DECEMBER 27, 1969
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Table 4.11

Synoptic CondLtions During Decay perlod of
Case 2l
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190 19 tl -8.8 -3.8
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190 18 11 -5.4 -3.4
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stagnant air rad.iative fogs often form. After sunseL the

earÈh's surface loses heat and cools below the aír t,emp-

erature, Heat is therefore transferred. from the over-

lying air to the surface. The water vapour pressure of

the air does not change at first, but when the tem¡lerature

of the surface layer drops below the dew point, condensa-

tion of the wãter vapour begins (Ame1in, L967, p. 101) .

This process likely accounted for the fog formation from

0800 hours.

With the clouding-over, longruave radiation from

the surface is re-radiated back downwards. Net lonEuave

radiation exchange is a simple functíon of temperature

difference between ground and cloud. If the cloud base

temperature is greater than that of the ground the snow

surface will experience a net heat gain. ?his physical

process produces radiative warming of the snow surface

(Oke, l.970, p. 81) .

The temperature profile (Figure 4.17 ) d.emon-

strate that the above process took place in the lower

200 feet. In the decay period, temperaÈure at the 35

feet level continually increased by 8.0oF from 0800 hours.

One hour later, the 200 feet level acted, similarly but

for a smaller amplitude of 5.0oF. Initially, temperature

at. the former level was lower than that at the latter.
Energy was therefore radiated downwards until an almost
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isothermal layer was formed with both the s'r.rrface and

the fog Èop radíating equally. During this process

the thermal structure changed towards a more unstable

condition; and the 35-200 feet layer inversion of

Case 2L decayed at 1000 hours.

A two layer temperature structure was imple-

mented by the low layer cloud cover. With warm southerly

air advecting at the 810 feet level, sharp temperature

differences existed between this level and the 200 feet

level. Temperature differences of greater than 10.0oF

were observed. The 35-8I0 feet layer ínversion continued

to persist until 1700 hours when data became missing.

Williamson (1973, p. 181) reported that since

the upper layers of fog (a1so stratus clouds) radiate

their energy into the air above, the top layers of the

fog cool- with respect to the overlying air, and an

elevated inversion is thus formed. This stable layer

acts as a lid to confine the fog and íÈs burden of

pollutants.
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4,4.2 . (b)

Nine hours

Iayer preceded the

1800 hours. After

hours. With a one

fnversion Case

of positive lapses in the 35-200 feet

d.evelopment of inversíon Case 20 at

a l9-hour duration it d.ecayed at 12OO

hour lag to the above times, the

20



associated 35-810 feet layer j-nversion correspondingly

d.eveloped and decay. The structural behaviour of this
inversion follows the pattern predicted by the mod,e1

(Ch. 2). In factr the actual times of development and

d,ecay of this Ínversion are practically the same as the

times of greatest average frequency of d.eveLopment and

decay.

4.4.2. (b) (1) Devel0pment of case 20

On the development day (February 20), a broad,

weak high pressure area stretched across the southern

portion of the prairie provinces. Eastward advancing

Maritime Polar westerly air, in combination with a

northward flow of GuIf air, excluded Arctic air from

the southern prairies (Figure 4.18). With the Arctic
front well to the north, Winnipegrs weather was des-

cribed. as "Above normal temperatures. Mostly sunny

with light winds" (Atmos. Environ. Service, Monthly

Meteor. Summary, 1971) .

This weather situation was favourable to the

formation of nocturnal radiative type inversions. Meteoro-

logists expect clear skies and light winds at night to
favour inversions of rad.iatíve and, nocturnal origin.

In the development period from 1200 to 2100 hours

(fable 4.12) , pressure fell initially and then gradually
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FIGURE 4.18

SYNOPTIC SITUATION ON DAY OF DEVELOPMENT OF INVERSION CASE 20

SURFACE WEATHER MAP AT 0600 HOURS C.S.T. SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 20, I97I
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Table 4.12

Synoptic Conditl-ons During Development Period

of Case 2O
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rose by 1.5 m.b. from 1600 hours. The general direction
of wind movement was north-westerly at both the 35 and,

810 feet levels. These winds, particularly those at the

lower level, red.uced in speed with the approach of the

development hour. Speed shear, ât an average I m.p.h.,

was mod.erate. Low sky obscurity of less 3/L}thrs cover

from 1500 hours was mainly of the Cl cloud type at

27,000 feet.
A striking feature of Case 20, when compared to

the other cases studied thus far, is it,s high tempera-

ture. Out of a possible 10.4 hours of sunshiner the

devêlopment day received 8,9 hours, most of whích occur-

red. between 0900 and 1600 hours. The temperature changes

(Figure 4.Lg) indicate a strong relat,ion with the sun-

shine record.

At, all three levels temperature íncreased as

long maximum hourly sunshine v/as received. The 35 feet

level temperature increased by 6.2o1 until 1600 hours,

after which time a sharp 10.4oF cooling occurred.

Similar temperature variations were observed at the 200

feet Ievel, but the decrease \^ras of a lesser magnitud.e.

At the 810 feet level, temperatures rose by 4.20F. to

13.6oF at 1600 hours, after which, temperature virtually
remained constant.

The cyclical diurnal effects of solar radíation
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heating and longr,,rave radiatÍon cooling is the important

control of the inversíon structure during development.

Cold north-westerly air was heat,ed from below by the

radiatively heated surface. However as the sun angle

lowered, the surface and. adjacent air layer cooled

quickly through outward radiation under low sky ob-

scurit,y. At the time of sunset (1700 hours) , a 3.OoF

falI in temperature was noted at the level nearest ttie
surface. The inversion developed in the 35-200 feet
layer at 1800 hours. The 35-810 feet layer inversion
developed one hour laterr âs temperature at the 35 feet
leve1 continued to falI sharply while at, the 810 feet
level ít virtually stabilized.

4.4.2. (b) (2) Decay of Case 20

L64

On the decay day (Eebruary 2J-), a broad, weak

high pressure area (1028 m.b.) that stretched across the

Great Plains and the Midwest infruence the weather scene

in southern Manitoba. A minor trough located over

southern Alberta d,rifted easÈward (Figure 4.201 . with

the Arctic front to the north, Winnipeg's weather was

d.escribed as "Mild and sunny with light winds" (Atmos.

Environ. Service, Monthly Meteor. Sumnaryt L97I).

Table 4.13 presents the hourly synoptic condi-

tions for a decay perÍod from 0600 to 1500 hours. Though



FIGURE 4,20

SYNOPTIC SITUATION ON DAY OF DECAY OF INVERSION CASE 20

SURFACE WEATHER MAP AT 0600 HOURS C.S.T. SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1977
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some of the wind data are missing, it appears that an

exchange in airflows took place around the decay time.

At the 35 feet level southerly replaced. westerly winds,

whereas at the higher 810 feet level south-westerly

replaced north-westerly winds. Wind speed and speed

shear were slight, with neither exceed.ing II m.p.h.

Inítially pressure rose to 1030.5 m.b. at, 1000 hours

after which time iÈ gradually felI. Sky obscurity vras
I

low with less 3rl10th's cloud cover.

On the decay day 7.3 hours of sunshine !,¡ere

recorded out of a possibre 10.4 hours. seven consecutive

hours of maximum hourry sunshine were received from rl00
to 1700 hours.

In the decay period, a steep, continuous warming

of 17.OoF was observed at. the 35 feet level. The 2OO

feet level temperature behaved similarly, except for an

irregularity at 1100 hours. After a 2.708 increase, this
hour experienced, a 2.0oF faIl in temperature, after which

a continuous 8.6oF increase occurred.. A regular temper-

ature increase of 4.4oF throughout the period was ex-

hibited at the 810 feet level.
The temperature changes (Figure 4.2!) are the

integrated result of rad.iation and exchange in airflow
types. Though air temperatures increased. markedty durÍng

the period of sunshine, especially at the lowest level,
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warming $ras initiated well before the sunshine commenced.

Moreover, analysis detected (see Section 4.2.2) that, the

810 feet level is less significantly influenced by the

diurnal effects of solar radiation heatíng sj-nce convec-

tive mixing is a slow process

Based. on the above results it is proposed that,
the decay structure of the inversion was significantly
controlled by solar radiation heating, and the inter-
change ín aírflow types contributed in the decay process.

The inversion in the 35-200 feet layer decayed at l20O

hours and with a 1ag of one hour the 35-810 feet layer
inversion decayed.

4.4.3 Summary

At the outset of this investigation the structural
behaviour of cruster 7 inversions during development and

decay appeared by the haphazard. This cluster was re-
garded. as transitional between the rad.iaÈive and ad.vective

cluster groups. Perceived in this framework, it is
possible to better appreciate the variations in the

strucÈural behaviour of the inversion cases anaÌyzed as

they responded Èo d.if ferent weather processes.

The inversion cases stud,ied ind.icate that the

structural behaviour of cluster 7 inversions are control-
Ied by both radiative and advectj.ve processes. Depending
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on the synoptic situation, these processes may fr-rnct,ion

individ.ually and/or collectively in determining the

inversion structure.

lrfhen the ad.vectíve process is operatj-ng, diurnal
temperature variatj.ons are irregular. The temperature

stratifícation ís largely a functÍon of changes in
synoptic conditions associated with airflows of cont,rast-

ing propert,ies. Under this círcumstances, the 35-810

feet layer inversion develops shortly before and, d.ecays

long after the 35-200 feet layer inversion.

Solar radiation heating occurs at the surface

first, and its effects gradually penetrate upward.s. The

diurnal effects are significant when the lower inversion
develops and decays before the higher inversion. A

lag of one hour is involved. However, as the bound.ary

layers at higher elevations are less significantly
affected by radiation processesr ârr important contribu-
tion is mad.e by advective processes in the inversion

structural behaviour.
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CHAPTER V

Structural Behaviour of Inversions

5.1 Introduction

Basically, the same analytical approach and

meÈhod used in the preceding chapter, are employed in
the investígat,ion of the structural behaviour of

inversions in the advective clusters during their devel-

opment and decay. Once the structure of the inversion

case is identífied wíth a synoptic situation, an attempt

is then made to assess the results in terms of weather

processes. In the assessment of related weather pro-

cesses, greater emphasis is placed on the roles of air-
flow type and character of the wind speed profile.

An important factor influencing lapse rate

character arises from ad.vective heating and cooling

induced by air mass movement. Ad,vective processes may

be a particularly important cause of temperature change

at Winnipeg because of its 50o parallel sÍtuation ín
the ínterior of a continent, its location within the

gently undulatíng Great P1ains, and its proximity to the

common positíon of the Arctic front in winter (Bryson, L966).

L7L
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In a wider geographical and climatological
cont,ext, Hare and Thomas (I974) stressed the importance

to Canadars climaÈes of atmospheric advectio,n by the

variable westerly wind systems that import and export
heat and moi.sture from the oceans. This caìrses the pro-

ducts of the local energy balance to be redistributed,
and consequently make large differences to local climates.

The frequent exchange of migrating weather

systems embedded in the westerlies can cause rapse rates

to vary considerably both spatially and temporally.

Generally speaking, according to Bell (L974) , it is
expected that in wínter at l^Iinnipeg warm westerly, south-

westerly and southerly air that crosses over flat snov/

covered arable land would favour strong advective inver-
sions. This arises because these winds are moving from

a warmer source region into progressively colder areas

and frequently circulate in 1ow pressure features, thereby

acquiring cyclonic rotation and uplift.
The mod.el (Ch. 2) $/as formulated irrespective of

the irregular component of diurnal temperat,ure variation
induced. through ad.vective influences. rt is therefore
conceívable that the moder may be less readily applicable
to the study of ínversions ín the advective clusters. rt
should be borne in mind, however, that most ad.vective

inversions are acted upon by nocturnal radiation.
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Analysís determined that the diurnal cyclical
component of solar radiation heating is the salient
control of inversíon structures in the radiative cluster z.

As cluster distance increased (variegated. shades) from

this cluster, Ëhe diurnal effects became íncreasíngly ress

conspicuous (see Ch. 4). fn Èhis perspective, a similar
relation to the structural behaviour of inversions is
anticipated in Èhe advective clusters. Briefly stated,
this means that atmospheric ad.vection may be the most

important control of inversion structures ín Cluster 1.

This process is modified and punctuated by other meteoro-

logical parameters in the context of the structural
behaviour of Cluster 8 inversions, and especíally sor for
the labelled transitíonal Cluster 3.
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5.2 Cluster 1

5.2.1 Preliminary Remarks

Of the advectj-ve clusters, Cluster I is distínctíve.
Its distinctiveness is apparent in that it has the longest

duratj,on, highesË wind speed, wind shear, pressure and

especially temperature (Ch. 3). Averages of these proper-

ties are presented for each of five inversions in cluster I
in Table 5.1. This cluster includ.es 25 per cent of the

inversions in the advective group. Of these, two are

assembled in each of the winter months December and
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February. The oÈher case occurred in the latter part of
the cold.est month January

All the inversions v/ere of duration not less

Èhan 20 hours. They d.eveloped in the period f rom 1200

to 1600 hours and d,ecayed between 0500 and 1400 hours.

The stronger, persÍstent inversions lasting at least 30

hours (Z cases), developed. at the latesË time 1600 hours

but decayed. early at 0500 and 0900 hours. These inver-
sions, therefore, are not well-adapted to the main

features of the model descríbed in Ch. 2.

The structures of Cluster I Ínversions may be

divided into two classes. The longer duration inversions
(not less than 30 hours) developed some two to three hours

earlier in the 35-200 feet layer than in the 35-810 feet
layer. Both layer inversions decayed simultaneously. It
is noticed, that, unlike the persisting lower inversions,

the accompanying higher inversions were irregularly inter-
rupted for brief one hour periods.

The other three cases exhibited structures similar
to that ascertaíned, for Cluster 2. That, is, the lower

layer inversions developed after and, decayed before their
higher layer counterparts. As two of the lower inversions

occurred. in proximity, they lvere encompassed in a higher

inversion of duration 61 hours. The other case was encom-

passed in a higher inversion that persisted for an
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unusually long period of I3B hours.

5.2.2

rnversion casæ z and L2 are chosen for detaired
analysis of development and, decay structures. The former

case represents the class of inversions lastíng not less
than 30 hours. rt d.eveloped at 1600 hours in the 35-200

feet layer and three hours later in the 35-910 feet
layer. Both layer inversions d,ecayed, simultaneously in
the early morning at 0500 hours. The latter case rep-
resents the class of the other three inversions. This

23-hour duratÍon inversion, d,eveloped, at l4o0 hours and,

decayed at 1200 hours in the 35-2OO feet layer. The

assocíated, 35-810 feet layer inversion lasted 13g hours,
developing long before and, d,ecayÍng long after the 35-

200 feet layer inversion.

Selected Inversion Cases
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5.2.2. (a) Inversion Case 2

This i-nversÍon case clearly demonstrates that
the mod,el (Ch. 2') cannot saÈisfactoril.y account for the
structural behaviour of al1 winter inversions lasting
not less than 10 hours. The irregurar component of
d,iurnal temperature variation, Èhrough the agency of ad-

vective heating and. cooling induced by air mass movement,

is domi.nant. The structural deveropment and d.ecay of



inversion Case 2 are related. to the aÈmospheric process

of advection.

After four hours of positive lapses in the 35-2OO

feet layerr âD inversion developed in this layer at 1600

hours. Three hours laÈer the associated 35-810 feet,

layer developed. The inversion case was maintained for
38 hours, and decayed simultaneously in both layers at
0500 hours. For the balance of that day positive lapses

were established.

A prominent feature of the accompanying higher

inversion was its brief, temporary one hour decay at 1400

hours. Even if this break in continuity is disregarded.,

the higher inversion lasted for a comparatively short
period of 35 hours.
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5t2.2, (a) (1) Development of case 2

The Atmospheric Envj-ronment, Service, d,escribed

[,iinnipegrs weather on development d.ay as "Mild,. Cloudy

late morning to late evening. Very Iight, flurries 10 a.m.

to 4 p.m. " (Monthly Meteor. Summary, Dec. L6, 1969) .

Att,ention is drawn to the now commonly observed relatíon
between snowfall and lapse rate character. As snowfall

ended the lower inversion developed, but the higher inver-
sion did not form until three hours later.

This weather was connected wiÈh the passage of an



Alberta low slightly to the north of Winnipeg. This

depression r^ras associated with Maritime polar (mp) westerly

airflow thaË had crossed the southern British Columbia

coast and moved inland via southern Alberta. Frontal dis-
turbances accompanied this cyclonic wave circulation
system (figure 5.1) .

Accord,ing to Matthewman (1955, p. 15) , the identi-
fication and location of frontal bor-indaries may be uncer-

tain and arbítrary because modification of air temperatures

near the surface presents some difficulty in deciding the

most probable location of frontal zones.

Hourly synoptic conditions for a development

period from O5O0 to 2000 hours are displayed in Tab1e 5.2.

The period began wíth the backing of fairly strong south-

erly winds while a hrarm frontal surface crossed Winnipeg

from 0600 to 09OO hours. Pressure though falling,
practically stabilized at 1013.8 m.b. Low sky obscurity
gave way to overcast skies of the SC cloud type at roughly

2,000 feet from 0600 hours, 
,

As the frontal boundary crossed, the wind veered,

and a westerly flow became dominant in the lowest 810

feet. !'find speed at the 35 feet level reduced slightly
to less than l8 ft.p.h., while high speeds of 27-40 m.p.h.

were maíntained at the 8I0 feet level. As is expected

from such speed d.ifferences, speed shear was high.
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SYNOPTIC SITUATION ON

SURFACE WEATHER MAP AT 0600 HOURS

FIGURT 5,1

DAY OF DEVELOPIVIENT OF

C. S, T,

INVERSION CASE 2

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 16, 1969
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Table 5.2

SynoptLc Condltions Durlng Development perlod

of Case 2
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0900 -2.4 2.O 280 13

1000 -1.0 2.9 280 16

1100 -o.5 3.5 270 13

1200 1.3 4.O 27Ú L7

1300 2.3 4.3 270 18

1400 I.5 3.9 270 15

t500 1.I 3.4 280 I8
1600t -o.5 3.2 280 11

1700 -I.2 2.6 280 L2

1800 -2.O 2.O 260 L2

1900* -I7.5 -2.4 250 11

2000 -37.o -2.a 230 9

240 35 19 L5.2 19.6 32.L

240 37 17 t9.2 2L.9 32.8

250 40 22 24.6 28.5 32.?

260 31 19 25.8 29.O 31.7

260 28 15 32.2 32.6 30.7

270 34 18 33.6 33.7 31.3

260 27 L4 33.4 33.5 30.7
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260 36 18 34.3 33.9 30.9
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270 40 22 32.7 32.5 30.O
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*fnvergion developed at, 1600 hours in the 35-2OO feet layer and at 19OO hours |n the 35-810 feet layer.



Pressure rose gradually by 2.4 m.b. from 0900 hours.

Sky obscurity remained unaltered., and snow flurries
started at 1000 hours. As the latter event conclud.ed

at 1500 hours, the wind subsided to less than 13 m.p.h.

at the lower level, and the inversion d.eveloped. in the

35-200 feet layer.

No sunshine was recorded on the development

day. Temperature stratification is shown in Figure S.z

and apparently responded, to ad.vective influences and the

sequence of weather associated with passage of the Alberta
Low.

During the period of frontal passage from 0500 to
0900 hours, temperatures at the two lower levets increased

pronouncedly. A rapid 17.0oF warming at the 35 feet level,
with a 13.OoF warming at the 200 feet level, were observed.

The 810 feet, leve1 temperatures indicated a cooling trend

which amounted to roughly 1.0oF.

Once the frontal surface had passed through,

lapse rates became positive. This happened first in the

higher layer at 0900 hours, and with a lag of three hours

the lower layer followed. lemperature continued to
increase but slightly in the lower 200 feet until about,

1300 hours. Thereafter, it decreased.. The decrease was

especially sharp from 1800 hours at the lowest level. The

8I0 feet level lacked. a systematic temperature trend as
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Temperoture ond Wind Vqriotions During

Development Period of Cqse 2

Figure 5.2
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temperatures varied over a narrolv 2.3oF range in the

development period. An interesting feat,ure observed at
this level was the virtual stabilizat,ion of temperature

around, 29.4oI. from the tíme snovr flurries ended..

lfarm westerly air ad.vecting over freshly fal-len

snow undergoes rapid cooling from below. Most of the

advective heat is transported downwards towards the snow

surface in the form of sensible and latent heat fluxes.
Treidl (1970, p. 165) reported that when warm air advects

over snow cover of considerable thickness large quanti-
ties of heat may be extracted from the air mass by edd.y

d.iffusion of heat and water vapour.

The possible loss of sensible heat is determined

by Èhe temperature excess of the advective air above the

temperature of the sùrface over whích the air is advected,

rather than, by its absolute temperature (vowinckel, L964,

P. 7',) .

As the warm MarÍtime Polar westerly air current,s

passed over the coorer snow surface, downward. sensible and

IaÈent heat fluxes occurred. The near surface aír layer
cooled; and the 35-200 feet layer inversion developed at
1600 hours. !{illiamson (1973, p. 159-f60) attributed. the

formation of ground-based. ad.vective inversions to convec-

tive cooling of the lowest layer of air as warm air flows

over a cold surface.
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Three hours later the associated 35-810 feet
layer inversion developed at 1900 hours, It is worth

emphasizlng that, one hour prior to development, tempera-

tures at Èhe lowest level conmenced to decline sharply.

The depth and rate of cooling of the overlying air d.epends

mainly on the horizontal wind speed, the presence of high

wind shear, and the vertical temperature gradient.

Wind speed at the lower level subsided to less

than 13 m.p.h. from 1600 hours. The horizontal displace-

menÈ of the warm ad.vecting westerly air thus diminished;

that is, it remained longer over a given area. The longer

the stay of an air mass over a relatíve1y uniform under-

lying surface, the more completeJ-y it acquires ne$t

properties characteristic of the area. The larger the

temperature difference between the air and the underlying

surface, the faster the air fs heated or cooled (Pogosyan,

1965, p. 139).

It is expected that with high wind speeds at the

810 feet l-eveI, speed shear would. transfer momentum from

the level of strong wind.s to the level of light winds.

That is, downwards. Bryers (1959, p. 333) has shown Èhat

Èhe amount of mixing or momentum transfer is influenced

by the temperature stratification of the lower atmosphere.

In the period. under survey, the lower air layer cooled.

sufficiently to form a stable stratum which preclud.ed
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vertical mixÍng. Sellers (1965, p. LS2) explained. that
under stable conditions there is relativellz líËtle verti-
cal exchange, though turbulence is still present but
weak. The momentum of the fast moving ai.r at the higher
layers is not easily transferred to the slower-movíng

layers.

Earlier turbulence which caused mixing of the
air ín the lowest 810 feet became weaker after 1600 hours.
As the lower level wind speed. srrbsided., the d.epth and

rate of cooling of the overlying air i.ncreased. while
temperatures fell quickly at Èhe 35 feet level due to
the downward, transport of heat to the cooler surface, air
temperatures at the 810 feet level virtually stabiLized,.
This v¡as probabry because air situated ín the higher
layers did not have sufficient time to cool down to the
same extent as the ai.r close to the surface. Th,ree hours
proceed,Íng case 2 development in the 35-200 feet layer,
the associated 35-810 feet layer inversion developed. at
1900 hours.

18?

5.2.2. (a) (2) Decay of Case z

On the decay

fluenced the weather

to the north-east and

over the Hud.son Bay.

day, the Alberta low that had in-
scene on the development day, shifted
the depression centre was located,

A broad, weak high pressure area



associated with a circulation of cool north-westerly air
moved. eastward to dominate the weather scene (Figure 5.3).
lfinnipeg's weather was d.escribed as uMild. Mostly

cloud,y with light winds. Very light f lurries noon to

5 p.m." (Atmos. Environ. Service, Monthly Meteor. Summary,

Dec, 18, 1969).

The hourly synoptic conditions for a decay period

from 2100 to 08OO hours (Table 5.3) ind,icate that from

0300 hours the weather was increasingly influenced by the

exchange in syno¡ltic syst,ems.

As the high advanced, pressure rose steadity by

4.4 m.b. from 0200 hours with a sharp change of 1m.b. at

the decay hour. Westerly winds were replaced by north-
westerly and the change-over became significant from

around 0300 hours. Prior to decay, winds at the 35 feet
leve1 were slight (1ess than LZ m.p.h. ) but were strong

(greater than 20 m.p.h.) at the 810 feet level. As

expected, speed, shear was high ranging between 13-23 m.p.h.

For the most part, skies !¡ere overcast with SC cloud at
1200-1600 feet.

The temperature profile (Figure 5.4) showed rapid

shifts in the temperature wave with time and the largest

rate of cooling at the highest leveI. After an initial
5.4oF increase at the 35 feet level, temperature fell by

6.0oF between 0000 and 0400 hours. A few hours of warming
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Synoptfc ÇonditLons Duríng Decay period

of Case 2
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*rnversion decayed at o5oo hours in the 35-2oo and 35-glo feet layer.



Temperqture ond Wind Voriqtions During

Decoy Period of Cose 2

Figure 5.4
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was then followed by cooling. The 200 feet level Èemper-

aÈure warmed up by 5.4oF between 0000 and 0500 hours,

after which time temperature behaved similarly to the

lower leveI. The temperature behaviour at the glo feet
level was different, as a continuous LZ.7oî cooling
began at 2200 hours

These temperature profiles are the integrated
result of slow vertical motion connected with the synoptic

change in air mass types.

To appreciate the generation and release of in-
stability it is necessary to consider the dynamical factors
associated with synoptic systems as werl as the vertical
structure of the air mass observed at a given time (parmên

and Newton, 1969, p. 396).

The sno\^/ surface was heated by the downward fluxes
of sensibre and. Latent heat, as warm westerry air advected.

rn the period under survey, air masses of d,issimilar pro-
perties $¡ere interchanged -- cool north-westerly replaced

the warm westerly air. Although low level temperature

changes were dominated by the horizontar advection of the

cool north-westerly, they were modified by advective

heating due to proximity to the warmer surface. This

process is suppressed at higher levels in the boundary

layer, with distance from the surface qualifying the magni-

tude of the process activity.
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From the above, it is apparent that the effects
of advection will vary in the lowest 810 feet. Differ-
ential temperature advection, expLained Jarvis (1969), is
an important destabilizing mechanism for stability will
decrease if cold, air advection increases with height, t or

if warm air advection decreases with height, It should.

be noted. however, that horizontal advection does not

release instability. Rather, the upward motion leading

to such release tends to be associated with areas where

dífferential advection contributes to growth of potentiat
instability (Pdlmên and Newton, 1969).

The presence of the strong 35-810 feet layer

inversion prevented large-scale convective uplift. None-

thel-ess, the early morning strong speed shear (greater

than 13 m.p.h.) could have initiated slow vertical motion

in the lower atmosphere. Izumi (1963, p. 81) found that

even in the presence of an inversion, when the wind shear

becomes sufficiently 1arge, turbulent energy can be trans-
ported vertically and, turbulent mixing can occur within
the sÈable layer.

It is postulated that, ín the inversion layer

convective lifting of the air beneath resulted. in the

formation of overcasÈ low leve1 ST cloud which produced.

snow flurries at 1200 hours. Jarvis and. Kagawa (1969)

attributed. the formation of low layer clouds in winter to
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an up!,rard moisture flux from below the base revel. hlith
no vertical motion regard.less of the magnitude of advec-

tion or evaporation, latent heat is not released. And

even with vertical motion, release occurs only if ascent
is strong enough to lift the air above condensation

level (Vowinckel, 1964) .

The mechanism causing the simultaneous decay of
the inversions in both rayers at 0500 hours, is the slow
vertical motion connected. with change in synoptic circula-
tions and, the result,ant advective heating. Blackadar
(1957) found that in the lower atmosphere ad.vection is
strongest in the early morning when low rever jet streams

are best d.eveloped. potential instabiríty can thus be

generated duríng this period,. As convective overturning
took place, early morning generated. potential instability
may have been released; and the inversion in the 1owest

810 feet thus destroyed. This occurred even though the
ad.d,itional agency of solar heating whj.ch favours d,aytime

onset of convecti.on was absent.

L92

This inversion case provídes an exampre of the
effects of sorar rad.iation heating on the structural
behaviour of inversions in the presence of advective pro-
cesses. The behaviour of the 35-200 feet rayer inversion



depends mainly, though not entírely on diurnal effects.
The 35-810 feeÈ layer inversion is influenced more by

atmospheric advection, rather than radiation.
Six hours of positive lapses in the 35-200 feet

layer $rere followed by the development of inversion Case

12 at 1400 hours. After persisting for 23 hours it
d,ecayed at 1200 hours. The associated 35-810 feet layer

inversion formed four days earlier on November 27 at

1500 hours, persisted for 138 hours and, d.ecayed at 0800

hours on December 3. Though the 35-200 feet layer inver-
sion case was of a much shorter duration, inversion in
this layer were present, during the period of the higher

inversion maintainence, but these temporarily decayed on

some days mainly in the period between 0800 and 1400

hours.
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5.2.2. (b) (1) Development of Case L2

On the development day of Case L2, a broad, weak

high pressure system over most of the U,S.A. extended to

cover south-ea"t"rrr Manitoba. Fast westerlies from

south of the GuIf of Alaska low split into two segrments

producing a blocking type pattern. Ahead. of the low

pressure segrment to the south of the Alaskan coast was a

warm front that was locaÈed. west of Winnipeg (Figure 5.5).
l{eather at Winnipeg was described as "Near normal
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temperatures. cloud,y in the morning then sunny. Flurries
3:45 to 1I:2I a.m. Occasional gusty south winds" (Atmos.

Environ. Service, Monthly Meteor. Summary, Dec. I, 1971).

Table 5.4 presents the hourly synoptic conditÍons

for a development period from 0700 to 1600 hours. Ä,s the

weak trough advanced and the anticyclone moved south east-
ward, pressure felr slowly from 1030.1 m.b. at 1000 hours

to 1028.5 m.b. Fairly strong southerly winds rangíng in
velocity from 14 to 18 m.p.h. influenced the 35 feet
Ievel; while, at the 8lO feet level south-westerly winds

varied in strength between 19 and 26 m.p.h. Relatively
row speed shear maximized to lt m.p.h. at the deveropment

hour. overcast skies with snow flurries gave way to less
than 4rl10th's cloud cover at 1400 hours.

In the development period, the magnítude of
temperature increase is similar at the three Ievels in the

lowest 8l-0 feet (Figure 5.6). There is present however a

basic difference. Temperatures at the 810 feet level are

much higher than the closely related temperatures at the

two lower levels.

At the 35 feet level, a warmíng of 9.7ot to 1500

hours was followed by a fall in temperature. A continuous

increase of almost lr.ooF occu:ired at the 200 feet lever.
The 810 feet level temperatures increased by 9.5oF to
1300 hours, and. includ.ed was a steep 5.5oF warming between
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Table 5.4
Synoptl-c Condltions Durlng Development period

of Case 12

0700 -.r.9 . -9.6
0800 2.4 -9.3
0900 2.4 -IO.8
1000 4.6 -10.3
lroo 5.6 -8.9
1200 3.4 -6.8
1300 2.4 -1r.L
1400* -0.4 -6.9
lsoo -1.9 -7.4
1600 -r2.o -8.3

18 2IO 2L 3

l8 220 25 7

18 230 22 4

L7 240 19 2

16 230 'I9 3

15 230 2L 6

14 230 2A 6

L4 220 25 11

14 220 22 I
15 2lO 26 tl

180

180

180

180

180

180

180

180

180

180

L2.6 L2.9 20.O 9 sc 3.4 Lo29.9 A

13.7 L3.3 20.9 I SC 3.0 LO29.9 A

L4.7 14.3 23.1 I SC 2.8 1029.9 P

15.6 14.8 23.6 10 sc 3.t 1030.1 P

L7.2 16.3 24.L 9 SC 3.I 1030.1 P

18.7 18.2 24.O 5 sc 2.9 1029.3 A

20.9 20.5 29.5 9 sc 2.5 1029.3 A

22.3 22.3 27 -6 3 sc 2.5 1028.7 A

22.3 22.7 28.1 2 sc,cr 2.5-25.o 1028.5 A
21.8 23.8 28.3 2 cT 25.O 1028.5 A

Iso
150
L20
100
060
159
l'22
t26
15 rO

15 IO

4.43.7

*rnversion developed at 14oo hours in the 35-2oo feet layer.
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1200-1300 hours when snowfalL ended. A 1.9oF cooling in
the next hour was followed by warming.

These events may possibly be accounted for by

Treid.l's (L970, p. L62') reasoning regarding the heating

of a column of air by condensation. His reasoning follows.

The cooling of an air column is effected. mainly

by the removal of heat through turbulent d.ownward, flux
and to a lesser degree through radiative flux dÍvergence.

When saturation is attained, condensation liberates the

latent heat which slows the cooling process. Thus, the

cooling of a column of air is effected by the removal of
water vapour from the atmosphere and subsequently Èhe

boundary layer specific humidity is lowered,. The released

Iatent heat j-s brought to the snow surface together wiÈh

sensíble heat by the process of turbulent mixing.

As snowfall concluded, the 35 feet level wind

speed lowered slightly. The warm southerly air was thus

Iess quickly displaced horizontally, and t,he 1owèr air
layer acquired., through turbulent d.iffusion and other

vertical-exchange processes, some of the physical proper-

ties of the newfallen sno$¡. The high albedo of the snow

surface caused ít to cool even in the presence of an

increasing amount of sunshine. WiÈh increased speed shear,

the rate of cooling of the overlying air was enhanced. and

the downward t,ransfer of heat was facilitaÈed,, This led
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to the development of the inversíon in the 35-200 feet,

Iayer at 1400 hours

An interesting feature of this Ínversion case

was the maintainence of the deeper 35-810 feet layer in-
version d,uring the d.uration of snowfall. This circum-

stance represents a deviatÍon from the now commonly

observed, circumstance that the 35-810 feet layer inversion

development and. decay are associated with snowfall termina-

tion and commencement respectively.

5.2.2. (b) (2) Decay of Case L2

On the decay day of Case L2, while Alberta was

cloudy r¡nd.er the influence of a trough of low pressure,

southern Manitoba was predominantly sunny with mild

temperatures. A broad high pressure system influenced

the weather scene. The centre of this anticyclone was

grad.ually d.isplaced south-eastward from over the Great

Lakes. The Arctíc front was well to the north (Figure 5.7).

lVeather at Winnipeg was descríbed as "Above normal

temperatures. Mostly sunny, Drifting snow" (Atmos.

Environ. Service, Monthly MeÈeor. Summary, Dec. 2, 1971).

Hourly synoptic condiÈÍons for a decay period

from 0500 to 1600 hours are provided in Table 5.5. As the

centre of the anticyclone moved further away, pressure

fell from 1027,2 to !022.5 m.b. with a sharp change of

i-9?



FIGURE 5.7

SYNOPTIC SITUATION ON DAY OF DECAY OF INVERSION CASE 12

SURFACE WEATHER MAP AT 0600 HOURS C.S.T. THURSDAY, DECEMBER 2, 7977
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Table 5.5
Synoptlc Conditions DurLng Decay period

of Case 12
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I m.b. between 1100-1200 hours. Initiatly low sky ob-

scurity increased to greaÈer than 6/10th's cover of the

CI cloud, type, but at l-500 hours reverted to its initial
obscurity. Relatively brisk southerry winds of velocity
11-19 m.p.h. $¡ere dominanË at the 1ower 1evel; whiIe, ât
the higher level fast-moving south-westerly winds (20-40

m.p.h. ) showed a tendency to increase with approach of
the decay hour, Speed shear was high, and was 21 m.p.h.

when the inversíon broke down.

On the decay day 6.5 hours of sunshine were

recorded out of a possible 8.4 hours. The temperature

stratification (Figure 5.8) is a function of sorar radia-
tion heating, but is not so1e1y controlled. by it.

In the decay period, temperatures at the 35 feet
level increased by 15.2oF from the beginning of sunshine

receipt at 0900 hours. The 200 feet level temperatures

behaved. in much the same wây, but the warming was smaller
(12.4"F) and began at 1000 hours. A steep 3.5oF increase

between 0700-0800 hours at the 810 feet level coíncided

with a 3.1oF cooling at the intermediate level. In the

period from O9O0 to 1400 hours temperatures markedly

decreased by r0.8oF at the highest level, and this cooling
period was concurrent with the sharp warming periods

observed at the lower levels.
Apprecíation of the temperature profile is
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Ternperoture ond Wind Voríotions During

Decoy Period of Cose 12

Figure 5.8
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enhanced by regarding the vertical temperature grad,ients.

T\¿o hours prior to the dissipation of the inversion,

temperature d.ifference was roughly 24.OoF between the

Iower levels and the highest level. Although the magni-

tude of this difference diminished substantially thereafter,
yet it was always in excess of 5.OoF. The maximum differ-
ence between the two lower levels was 9.1oF, and this
occurred prior to sunrise. During the duration of sunshine

temperature d,ifferences were significantly diminished.

The vertÍcal temperature grad.ient ís the integrated

result of two factors, namely, turbulent mixing and radia-

tive transfer (Munn, L966, p. 89) . Turbulent mixing

transfers heat to and from the lower layers because the

turbulent structure in the atmosphere depend.s rrpon many

factors including the thermal structure of the atmosphere

(Best et aI., 1952, p. 31). On this d.ecay day, solar

heating aided by the turbulent transport of heat downwards

caused the decay of the 35-200 feet layer inversion Case 12

at 1200 hours.

Although temperatures noticeably decreased at the

highest level, particularly when speed shear was in excess

of 20 m.p.h., yet high temperatures were maintained

because of the warm south-westerly air ad.vection. The

35-810 feet layer inversíon was therefore sustained.
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5.2.3 Summary

The mean daily range of temperature is made up

of two largely independent components. That is, the

true diurnar temperature range which is a function of the

daily rhythm of rad,iative heating and cooling; and, the

effects of advection which may bring in warmer or cooler

air at any time in the díurnal cycle. Thus, the passage

of a front usually causes large shifts in temperature.

The structures of Cluster 1 inversions were

divided into two classes inversions lasting not less

than 30 hours behaved d.ifferently to those maintained

for shorter periods. The inversion cases analyzed

indicated thatr. the d.ifference in structural behaviour

during development and decay can be assessed in terms of
the more effective operation of either one of the two

components in the weather process.

The inversions that are maintained for at least
30 hours are associated with the advecti-on of warm Mari-

time Polar westerly air under the control of cyclonic
circulations (usually Alberta low). Since temperature

varíation in these cases are not controlled by solar heat-

i*9, the strucÈural behaviour of these inversions are not

díurnalIy rhythmic.

These inversions d.evelo¡> in the 35-200 feet layer
due to basal chilling of the warm air stream as it flows
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over the cold winter continental surface. Analysis
ascertained that a time Iag of 3 hours is required for
the development process to exÈend to the deeper 35-910

feet layer. The lag of time depends on the rate and

depth of cooling of the air neqr the surface and is a

function of the wind, speed and. temperat,ure profiles.
rnversions in both layers decay simultaneously in the

early morning when the increase in speed of lower atmos-

phere ad,vection is favoured. potential instabitity ís
thus probably generaÈed. The mechanism causing its rerease

is slow vertical motion with respect to d,ifferentiar advec-

tion associated with change in synoptic circurati-ons.
The structural behaviour of inversíons lasting

less than 30 hours is related to the diurnar effects of
solar radiation heating in the presence of ad,vective

influences. The behaviour of the 35-200 feet rayer inver-
sions depend mainly, though not entirely on d.iurnal effects.
since the 35-810 feet layer inversíons are more significantly
influenced by atmospheric ad,vection rather than radiation,
they are strongr, intense Ínversions that develop long

before and decay long after the lower layer inversions.
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5.3 Cluster 3

5. 3.1 Preliminary Remarks

Cluster 3 has been delimited as transitional,
and forms, with Clust,er 7 , the merging zone between the

advective and rad,iative cluster groups (see Ch. 3). The

average properties of the cluster =no* that Cluster 3 is
of the shortest duration, lowest intensíty, lowest temp-

erature, and highest sky obscurity. TabLe 5.6 provides

the average properties for each of the eleven inversions

in the cluster.
This cluster contained 55 per cent of all twenty

inversions in the advective clusters. December and Janu-

ary each included 27 per cent of the inversions, and 46

per cent occurred in February.

The límits of the periods of development and

decay of these ínversions were I700-0300 hours and 0200-

I300 hours respectively. The inversíons which developed

early (1700-1900 hours) were generally of longer duration

than Èhose that d.eveloped later. Thirty-six per cent of

these inversions decayed before sunrise and these were

mainly of shorter duration than the 64 per cent that
decayed thereafter. Inversions of the eluster commonly

decayed during the earl-y morning nocturnal period. None

of the inversions $/ere of durat,ion greater than 20 hours.

Cluster 3 inversions have distinctive structures
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at development and decay. The 35-200 feet layer inversion

usually d.eveloped. first, and the associated. 35-810 feet
layer inversion usually followed with a time lag of up to
3 hours. However, in rare instances, development is simul-

taneous in the two layers. Usually these inversions

decayed simultaneously in both layers but in some cases the

35-810 feet layer ínversíon decayed a few hours later. The

inversions in both layers are of símilar durations.

From informal discussíon with Bellr ân import,ant

and interesting point emerges. This cruster was labelled
transitionalr âs was Cluster 7¡ yet, general indications
are that the former cluster closely resembles Cluster 4 in
several respects. Inversions in these clusters developed

and decayed, within wide time limits, though Cluster 3 has

a slightly larger percentage of d.ecays in the nocturnal

period. Their cluster sizes are the largest in their
respective groups. None of the inversions are maintained

for greater than 20 hours. The lag factor detected for
d.evelopment and decay processes to extend. to the deeper

35-8L0 feet layer is the same.
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Cases 88 and 78 are chosen for detailed analysis of
development, and. decay structures. The former is an

interquartile case of duration 10 hours. It developed

at 1700 hours in the 35-200 feet layer and at l8o0 hours

in the 35-810 feet lalzer. Both layer inversions d.ecayed

simultaneously in the early morning at, 0200 hours. Case

78 lasted lL hours and developed simultaneously in
both layers at 0100 hours. The d.ecay structure of this
case represents a rare departure from the expectedr ês

the lower inversion d.ecayed one hour after the higher at
1100 hours.

5.3.2. (a) Inversion Case 88

The earliest. development and d,ecay hours of
Cluster 3 inversions are exemplified in this case. Eight

hours of positive lapses in the 35-810 f,eet rayer preceded

the development of inversion Case 88 in the 35-200 feet
layer aÈ 1700 hours. The associated 35-810 feet 1ayer

inversion formed one hour later. The inversion lasted to

hours and decayed simultaneously in both layers at 0200

hours. In brief, the development hour is in accordance

$rith the model, but the decay hour j-s anomalous as it
happens in the nocturnal period.
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5.3.2, (a) (1) Development of Case 88

On the development day, cool Maritime polar (mp)

northwesterly air from northern British colu¡nbia and the

Yukon spread southward under the contror of a high pressure

system over wesiern canada. A fast-movirg, werl-d,efined,

int,ense depression from the Gurf of Mexico advanced north-
wards to the Hud.son Bay. In its migration this system

passed over the Great Lakes (F'igure 5.9). Winnipeg's

weather was described as "Normal temperatures. partly

cloudly. Ice crystals in the a.m. Flurries 11:15 p.m.

continued. Blowing snow 10:10 to LL¿20 a.m. " (Atmos.

Environ. Service, Monthly Meteor. Summary, Feb. S, 1971).

Hourly synoptic conditions for a development

period from 1200 to 2000 hours are provided in Table 5.7.
As the high strengthened, pressure rose gradually under a

cloudless sky. strong, north-westerly winds lvere dominant

at both the 35 and 810 feet levels. In general, wind

speed rowered with the approach of the development hour;

though high speed.s were maintained at the 810 feet lever.
Relatively high speed shear attained. maximum strength of
16 m.p.h. at the formation hour.

The d,evelopment day received, 7 .8 hours of sunshine

out of a possible 9.5 hours. seven hours of maximum hourly
sunshine vrere received. until 1600 hours. As sunshine

reduced to 30 minutes in the next hour, the ínversíon
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FIGURE 5.9

SYNOPTIC SITUATION ON DAY OF DEVELOPMTNT OF INVERSION CASE 88

SURFACE WEATHER MAP AT 0600 HOURS C.S.T. FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 5, IïTI
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Table 5.7
Synoptic Condftions During Development period

of Case 88
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developed in the 35-200 feet Iayer.
A notable feature of the development period

temperature profile (Figure 5.ro) is the smarrness of
the increases observed at the three levels. ThÍs is
curious, especially for the level near the surface, in
víew of the amount of sunshine received, The 35 feet
level experienced a 3.5oF warming to 1600 hours after
which time a 4.708 cooling occurred. Temperatures at the
200 feet lever increased by 4.1oF to rgoo hours. A con-

tinuous 3.3oF warmíng throughout this period was observed

at the 8I0 feet leveI.
In the lower atmosphere turbulent kinetic energy

is mostly generated either by wind shear (mechanical tur-
bulence) or an upward, transfer of heat (thermal turbulence).
Mechanical turburence is mainly confined to the surface
layers, and its total rate of energy generation is typicarly
about one-tenth of that of thermal turburence. The rat,ter
occurs in a deeper convectÍve layer and is large scale
(hundreds of meters to kilometers) (gatt, l-960).

under high wind speeds and strong wind shear, tur-
burent. motion generated by mechanical or forced convection

near the surface, is replaced by free or natural convection
(buoyancy forces) at greater heights. Deardoff (L972) has

shown numerically that in unstable conditions eddies pro-
d.uced. by buoyancy become the most important mixing
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Figure 5.10

Temperoture, Sunshine ond Wnd Voríofions

During Development Period of Cose 88
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mechanísm in all but the surface layers. Free convection

is an energy source when temperature decreases with
height and. an energy sink when temperature increases with
height. ïn the former caser â!l air parcel displaced

upward.s will be less d.ense than Íts environment and will
accelerate (Sellers , !965, p. 153) .

Prior to sunset, ín the presence of the coo1,

strong north-westerly wind,s, convection transported heat

upwards almost as fast as it was generated by solar heat-

ing of the ground. As the altitude of the sun angle

lowered, the increase in opticar mass reduced direct solar
heating and albed.o increased. The surface and the air
Iayer near the surface cooled quickly, and the inversion
in the 35-200 feet layer formed at sunset (1200 hours).

With a time lag of one hour the associated 35-810 feet
layer inversion followed. It is postulated that,, the

shallow inversion surface was d.isplaced upward,s to the

deeper layer by Èhe efforts of convective processes.

Goff and lludson (L972, p. 29) found that strong

inversions above 200 meters are arso caused by the rifting
of strong surface inversions by convective processes after
sunrise instead of by radiational cooling. Izumi (1g64,

p. 8f) attributed the lifting of inversíons at the Cedar

Hill tower principally to the combined efforts of mechani-

cal turbulence and heating.
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5.3.2. (a) (2) Decay of Case 88

lfinnipeg's weather on the decay day was d.escribed

as "Below normal temperatures. Cloudy. Flurries to
L2z2Q p.m. Blowing snow 2235 p.m. to 3:40 p.m.'! (Atmos.

Environ. Service, Monthly Meteor. Summary, Feb. 6, 1971).

The anticyclone Èhat was over western Canada on the

development day, continued to strengthen and advance

south-eastward on the decay day. Southern Manítoba exper-

ienced clear, cold weather. These condít,ions v¡ere inter-
rupÈed as cloud accompanied with light snow spread into

the area overnight. Change in the synoptic pattern was

associated with the northward progression of the intense

Iow from the GuLf of Mexico. By 0600 hours, the centre of

this depression had passed to the east of !'Iinnipeg and was

in James Bay (Figure 5.11).

Hourly synoptic conditions for a decay period

from 2100 to 0500 hours are shown in Table 5.8 and are

quite d,issimilar to those reported, for the developmenÈ

period.. Pressure though rising slowly, pract,ically stab-

ilized at 1014.5 m.b. For a few hours, in connection with

the depression passage, cool north-westerly winds \.¡ere

replaced by warm westerly. Wind speed increased. at both

the 35 and 810 feet levels with approach of the decay hour.

Speed shear varied within a 10-16 m.p.h. range and was

strongest when the ínversion dissipated. Sky obscurity
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FIGURT 5.11

SYNOPTIC SITUATION ON DAY OF DECAY OF INVERSION CASE 88

SURFACE WEATHER MAP AT 0600 HOURS C.S,T. SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 6, I97T
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Table 5.8
Synoptic Conditlons During Decay perlod of

Case 88
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increased to a comprete cover of the sc cloud. type. one

hour proceeding the conmencement of snowfalr at oloo hours,

the inversions d.ecayed in both layers.

The decay period temperature profile (Figure 5.12)

reflected the change in synoptic condítions. The 35 feet
level temperatures decrease by 4.6oF to 0000 hours, with
the next hour experiencing a sharp 6.OoF increase as snoÌ¡r

flurries commenced. Thereafter, temperat,ures continued to
increase slowry. A similar 5.loF cooling to 0000 hours at
the 200 feet level was followed by a less regular 2.OoF

temperature fluctuation. At the 810 feet level, a contin-
uous 7.zoP cooling, which steepened d.uring the period, of
snowfall, was observed

It seems reasonable to propose that the inter-
change in synoptic circulations accompanied by snowfarr

caused the simultaneous d.ecay of the inversions in both

layers. The effects produced by snowfall on the thermal

stratification have been dealt wíth previously. Readers

are referred to Ch. 4, Section 4.2.2, and Ch. 5, Section

5.2.2.

The d.evelopment of this inversion was ascribed. to
convective processes; and this, in combination with passage

of the depression over the Great Lakes was what may have

initiated. the formation of the sc croud and snowfall. Ber-

nachi and Medlicott (1969, p. 11) in their study of stratus
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Figure 5.12

Temperoture ond Wind Voriotions During

Decoy Period of Cose 88
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behind cold. fronts in Regina found that, turbulent, mixing

contributes to saturation and that an externar moisture

source contribut,es apprecíably to the formation of stratus
in a cold north-westerly flow.

5.3.2. (b) Inversion Case 78

Preliminary investigation indicated that the

development and decay structures of this inversion case

can best be treated together since this ll-hour inversion

d.eveloped and. decayed on the same day. Moreover, rapid.

changes in weather in a brief period. were experienced.

The dynamic and transient character of the weather associ-

ated with this case complicated the analysis.

The inversion developed, simultaneously in both

layers at 0100 hours. The 35-200 feet layer inversion

decayed one hour after the 35-810 feet layer inversion at
1100 hours. Four hours of positive lapse rates then

followed.
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5.3.2, (b) (f) Development/Decay of Case 78

Since development occurred soon after the preceding

day, the macroscale weather situation of that day is also

considered. Weather for the preceding day was described

as "Temperatures above normal. Cloudy with fog 0039 to

0222 a.m., flurríes 0543 to 1540 p.m." (Feb. 7). On the



development/d,ecay day the weather was described as

"Mii.d. Cloudy with light flurries 10:25 to 11:I0 a.m."

(Feb. 8) (Atmos. Environ. Service, Monthly Meteor.

Summary, 1970), From the foregoing description the

pattern is noted.r âs in Case 88, that the ínversion decay-

ed when snowfall commenced.

A broad, weak anticyclonic system assocíated with

the circulat,ion of mild Maritime Polar westerly air domin-

ated, the weather scene of the Prairie provinces. Overnight

on the 7-8 February however, a minor surge of Arctic air
from the north-west invad.ed southern Manitoba. Patchy

cloudiness and some fog occurred, along the southern

boundary of the cool north-westerly air. This air was

rapidly modified "" the day progressed by the mild Pacific
air mass (Figures 5.13a and 5.13b).

, The d.evelopment and. the decay periods are combíned,

and hourly synoptíc conditions for a period. from 2irOO to

1400 hours are tabulated in Tab1e 5.9. The period began

with the backing of fairly strong southerly winds in the

lowest 810 feet untiL around 0300 hours as the frontal sur-

face approached. Speed shear was not in excess of 6 m.p.h.

d,uring this period. Pressure fell by 3.8 m.b. Èo 0500

hours, with a sharp 3.1 m.b. fall in the period prior to

the development hour. The sky was overcast with SC cloud

at roughly 300 feet until the inversion formed at 0100 hours.
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SYNOPTIC SITUATION ON DAY

SURFACE WEATHER MAP AT 0600 HOURS
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As the frontal boundary crossed, light winds

veered westerly for a few hours at the 35 feet level.
This was replaced by a slighÈly stronger north-westerly
flow from 0900 hours. At the 810 feet level, the ratter
flow was strong (greater than 20 m.p.h,) and became domin-

ant a few hours earlier at O40O hours. Relatively high

speed shear intensified to 20-26 m.p.h. around. the decay

time. Pressure rose by 5.6 m.b. with a sharp change of
I m.b. between 0800-0900 hours. I'or the most part, the

sky remained overcast with low layer sc and, sr croud types.

The temperature profile (Figure 5.14)showed

quick temperature changes and steep thermal gradients

during the period from 2100 to 1400 hours. Temperatures

at the 35 feet level cooled. by L}.ZoF during the period,

from 2300 to 0300 hours, and included was a sharp s.OoF

cooling at the development hour. rn the nine hours that
followed, a sÈeep 19.loF warming was observed and there
were significant temperature changes of 4.6 and 3.6oF at
0800 and tl-00 hours respectively. The 200 feet level
temperatures fell by 5.3oF in the period between 2400 and

0400 hours. Thereafter, in generar, temperatures increased

by roughry 12.ooF with a marked.3.4oF change at 1100 hours.

A cooling trend between 0oo0 and 0300 hours at the Br0 feet
lever was followed by a sharp warming of 6.BoF in the next

hour. During the remaind,er of the period, temperature varied
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Temperolure ond Wind Vqriotions During

Development / Decay Period of Cose 78

Figure 5.14
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over a narro$¡ 4.IoF range.

The períod, und,er survey was a very complicated.

oner and difficulty was encountered in the assessment of
the weather processes responsible for the inversion

development and decay. In general terms, the inversion

structure is related, to frontal dísturbance.

As the frontal boundary approached, the near sur-

face air layer cooled marked,ly due to radiative processes

in the cold dry air. the higher air layers were less

significantly affected as they were influenced by the míld

Pacific air. The inversions in both layers developed

simultaneously at 0100 hours. As the frontal boundary

crossed, air of dissimilar properties flowed subadjacently,

and a zone of strong speed shear (20-26 m.p.h. ) formed

between them. That is, large d.ífferences in velocíty
existed between the lower level and the higher level. Tur-

bulent míxing of the warm air mass induced snowfall. As

the base layer of the cloud descended to 11000 feet and

snowfall started, the inversion in the 35-810 feet layer

decay at 1000 hours. V{ith a lag of one hour the inversíon

in the 35-200 feet layer dissipated. The time lag involved

for the decay process can be presumably explained by the

forward tilt of the warm front at a slight angle, thereby

causing the 810 feet leve1 to be most effectively heated

first.
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Frontal inversions, reported !,iiLlíamson (1973) ,

arise in connection wi.th the interface of two air masses

of different density and temperature. Though the motion

of a cold or $¡arm front ís pri.ncipally horizont,al, an

inversion exists for both. The temperature difference
between Èhe air masses determines the strength of the

inversion; and, the inversion serves to sustain the front
as it forms a branket which prevents the verticar transfer
of heat and moisture between the air masses.

5.3.3 Summary

A striking aspect of the development and decay

of cruster 3 inversions is their temporal variabí1ity ín
the diurnal cycre. This arises because of the dynamic

and the transient character of the weather situation
associated with them. synoptic systems differ markedry

in size and intensity throughouÈ their individ,ual life
cycle and from one sequence to the next, and ÈheÍr pattern
can change quickly at any time of the day or night. The

foregoing is reflected by these short-lived inversions of
duration less than 20 hours.

cluster 3 inversíons developed early in the noctur-
nal period when the weather scene is influenced by anticy-
clonically controlled cool north-westerly air. The

development structure respond.ed to the diurnal effects of
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solar radiation heating. With the development of Èhe

35-200 feet layer inversion, convective processes lift,ed
the ínversion surface with a time lag of up to 3 hours

to the higher 35-810 feet layer. Complications in
structural behaviour arise if fronts are present. These

are caused, by Èheir dynamic activity and thermal proper-

ties. Analysis attributed the simultaneous development

of the inversions in both layers, Iate in the nocturnal
period, to frontal activity.

Complexity in inversion structure and related
weather process is also encountered at decay. Investiga-
tion revealed that the decay structure, in one instance,

was caused by Gulf air as it drifted into the area; and in
another instance, ít was caused by frontal disturbance

associated with a minor surge of Arctic air. Regardless

of the dynamic changes, the notable synoptic condition
when the inversions decay simultaneously in both layers,
is snowfall commencement.

23l.

5.4 Cluster I
5, 4.1 Preliminary Remarks

Cluster 8 inversions $¡ere identified by Bell
(L974) as advectional based upon southerly and south-

westerly air. The average propertíes of this cluster
indicate that it is characterized by the lowest pressure,



wind speed, wind shear and sky obscurity, but the highest

intensity. Rhe latter is the most striking property of
the cluster and ít has a -53.7oF average inversion inten-
sity. Table 5.10 provides the average properties for
each inversion in the cluster.

An assemblage of four inversion cases makes the

cluster síze the smallest of the serected. crusters. This

quantity is equivalent to 20 per cent of the inversions

in the advectíve clusters. A notíceable aspect of three

of the inversions is their temporal proximity they

occurred one after another between the 2L.23 February ]g7L.
For the winter months, in February the sun is highest in
the sky and daytime temperature rise may be considerabre.

The other inversion case occurred late in January.

The three February inversions developed at the

same time (L800 hours), persisted for durations ranging

from 15-18 hours, and decayed ín the period d,elimited by

sunrise (0800 hours) and time of greatest change in
temperature (1100 hours). The January case d.eveloped

rater at 2100 hours, and was sustained for 16 hours before

it decayed at 1200 hours.

Cluster I inversions in the 35-200 feet layer
are of shorter duration than their counterpart in Èhe 35-

810 feet layer. The lower inversions deveLoped either
simultaneously with or after, and decayed before, the
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higher inversions.

5.4.2 Selected Inversion Case

Although Case 49 d.eviated, by developing at a

later hour in Januãty, yet its structurar behaviour and

average properties were símilar to the other inversion
cases. Furthermore, its development and decay times are

in accord.ance with the tenets of the model (crr. 2). rn-
version case 30 is chosen for detailed anarysis, because

it is the median case of the cluster and. is encompassed

by the two other February inversions.

5.4.2. (a) Inversion Case 30

on the day prior to inversion case 30 development,

case 26 had developed at 1800 hours and, after persisting
for 18 hours, it had decayed at rlo0 hours. six hours of
posÍtive lapses in the 35-200 feet rayer were then follow-
ed by the development of case 30 at lgo0 hours. This 19-

hour duration inversion decayed at l1O0 hours. The

associated 35-810 feet layer inversion deveroped one hour

earlier than Case 26, $/as maintained. for 44 hours, and

decayed one hour later than case 30. positive lapses for
six hours then preceded the simurtaneous development of
Case 52 in both layers at 1800 hours.

Mild. and sunny weather prevailed across the
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Prairies throughout this peri-od of time. After the 15

February, Pacific air advanced eastward over the Great

Plains and the Midwest, while GuIf of Mexíco air pushed

northward into the upper south and north-east of the

U.S.A., displacing Arctic air. Fast moving westerlies
across centraL Canad.a excluded Arctic air from the

weather making scener âed southern canada experienced a

warm ten days. rt was not untíl the very end of the month

that a strong northerly stream of air penetrated southward

to change the weather pattern (lrleetherwise, 197I, p. gZ').

5,.4.2 . (a) ( I) Development of Case 30

On the d.evelopment day of Case 30, February 22 ,

the weather scene was very much as that d.escríbed, above.

winnipegrs weather was infruenced by a weak ridge of high
pressure that was slowry being pushed to the north-east.
cyclonicarly controlled Maritime polar (mp) westerry air
in its progression from the southern British Columbía

coast pushed the ridge eastward.. Gulf air associated with
a well-defined depression (990 m.b. ) pushed the ridge to
Èhe north (Figure 5.15). winnÍpegrs weather was described

as "Mild and sunny with fog in the morning and. light
winds" (Atmos. Environ. Service, Monthly Meteor. Summary,

1971).

Hourly synoptíc cond,itions for a d.evelopment
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period from 1000 to 1900 hours (Table 5.1I) were favour-
able for the formaÈion of nocturnal, radiative type

inversions. sky obscurity was r/Loth cloud cover of the

cr type at 25,000 feet. Moderate winds reduced in speed

wíth approach of the development hour. At the 35 feet
leveI, south-easterly winds were less than 13 m.p.h.;
while at the 810 feet leveI, southerly winds hrere not in
excess of 2r m.p.h. Relatively low speed shear dropped

to less than 6 m.p.h. from 1500 hours. A sharp 7 m.b.

pressure fall occurred during this period.

Out of a possible 10.5 hours of sunshine, the

development day received 7.6 hours with an initial
thirty minutes at 1000 hours d.ue to the presence of fog.
seven consecutive hours of maximum hourry sunshine were

then folrowed by a reduction to six minutes at 1900

hours. rt was at thÍs time that the inversion devei_oped.

in the 35-200 feet layer.
The temperature profile (Figure 5.16) showed

marked increases, especially at the near surface Ievel,
during the period of sunshine. At the 35 feet level,
temperatures increased by 16.3oF untir 1600 hours. After
an initial 1.0oF drop in the next hour, the magnitude of
the cooring increased thereafter. A contínuous, weaker

warming of L2.soF was observed at the 2oo feet 1evel.

The 810 feet revel temperature exhibited a similar trend.,
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but the amplitude of warming was smaller amounting to
7.3oF until 1800 hours.

Temperature stratification in the rowest gro

feet is significantLy controlled by the diurnal effects
of solar radiation heating. The sun initiarly heats the
ground and it ís mainly from the ground that the atmos-
phere is heated. Molecular heat transfer (conductive
processes) gives way to convective processes a short dis-
tance above the surface.

As the sun angle lowered, the surface cooled
rad,iatively. To preserve a barance sensible heat from

the overrying warmer air is transferred to the cooler
surface. This process probably caused inversíon case 30

to develop in the 35-200 feet Layer at rg0o hours. since
the 810 feet level was further removed from the surface
and was presumably less significantly influenced by solar
heating, the 35-810 feet layer inversion persisted through
this time.

This physical process has been d,escribed by Ball
(1960, p. 483). He explained that when the ground. is
strongly heated by solar rad.iation, convectíve mixing
occurs in the, lower atmosphere, and while this heating is
in progress there is a shallow rayer, often less than 30

meters deep, which is markedly su¡>eradiabatic. This
shallow mixed layer is often surmounted by a well-d,efined
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stable layer which may have been formed mainry by con-
vectíve mixing of the layers below t ot more frequently
results from the sharpening of Èhe pre-existing inversion
whi.ch has a limited vertÍcal extent in the convective
column.

5. 4 .2 . (a) (2 ) Decay of Case 30

As the decay times of the inversions Ín both
rayers virtually coincided with the hours of greatest d.ecay

frequency (crr. 2), it is antícipated that the decay is
primarily due to solar radiation heating. The sunshine '

record reinforces this assumption, on the decay day 10.2

hours of sr¡nshine out of a possible 10.6 hours were

received

Furthermore, the weather situation at wínnipeg
was favourable to the decay of ínversions in the rad.iative
heat gain period. On the decay day, February 23, the
weather was described as "Mild and sunny with light
winds" (Atmos. Environ. service, Monthry Meteor. summary,

1971).

MaritÍme polar (mp) westerly aír under the control
of a low pressure sysÈem dominated, the weather pattern.
To the south-east of Manitoba was a werl-d.efined cyclonic
system associat,ed with Gulf air that was curving north-
eastward Èo the Atlantic ocean. A t,rowel of Maritime
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Pacific air was to the immediate south-wesÈ of southern

Manitoba (Figure 5.17) .

Hourly synoptic conditions for a decay period
from o5oo to 1400 hours are shown in Tabre s.lz and are

similar to those described for the development period.
Sky obscurity was 1rl10th cloud cover of the CI type at
25,000 feet. Winds were slight: at the 35 feet level
southerly winds v¡ere less than 11 m.p.h., whire at the

810 feet level south-westerry winds were not in excess of
21 m.p.h. As expected, speed shear was reratively low.

As the depression strengthened, pressure ferl graduarly

from 1009.0 to 1006.8 m.b. d,uring this period.

In the early portion of Èhe decay period, prior
to sunshine receipt, large temperature d,ifferences existed
between the 35 feet lever and the two higher levels (Fíg-

ure 5.18). This point is well borne out by the 35-200

feet inversion lapse rate: it was -65.4oF one hour prior
to the decay hour.

A rapíd 20.6oF warming which began at 0gO0 hours

was observed at the 35 feet level. Temperatures at the

200 feet revel after initially flucÈuat.ing over a 4.5oF

range until 1100 hours, continuously warmed up by 7.6oF.

The 810 feet level displayed. a somewhat different tempera-

ture trend. A regular 7.2oî cooling to 1200 hours was

followed by a weak warming.
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FIGURE 5,I7
SYNOPTIC SITUATION ON DAY OF DECAY OF INVERSION CASE 30

SURFACE WEATHER MAP AT 0600 HOURS C.S.T. TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 23, I97I
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Table 5.L2

of Case 3O

0500 -84.1
0600 -79.8
0700 -9I.8
0800 -74.9
0900 -78.3
1000 -65.4
1100* -L3.2
1200* 2.8

1300 2.3
1400 3.1

I90 I
170 1r

180 9

I70 I
I90 I
210 9

200 I
200 5

180 I
180 9

-29 -9

-26.2
-26.3
-22.6

-15.6
-8.5
-0. 5

1.5

3-3

230 2L 10 6.3
240 13 4 't,g

250 r1 3 6.9
25A tl 3 9.7
250 14 5 13.O

230 t3 5 L7.2

240 12 7 22.L

230 12 4 24.A

230 11 2 27.5

O None IOO8.B

O None 1OO9.O

I cl 25.O 1008.9

t cl 25.O 1008.8

I cl 25.0 1008.7

I Cl 25.O 1008.4

I cl 25.0 1008.4

I ct 25.o 1008.0

I cl 2s.o 1007.3

1 cl 25.O 1006.8

23.2

19.5

22.9

19. 3

22.6

23.8

19.4

2L.6

24.4

27 -O

29.7

29.5

28. I
27.3

27.2

25. I
23.8

22.5

23.6

24.9

15

15

t5
l5
15

15

1s

15

l5
15

A

A

À

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

o

o

o

3

10

10

10

10

10

10

9 .4 tO.6

*rnversion decayed at 1r0o hours in tt¡e 35-2oo feet rayer and at l2oo hours in the 35-glo feet layer. N)
È
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Ternperoture ond Sunshíne Voriotions

During Decoy Period of Cose 30

Figure 5.18
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The diurnal effects of solar radiation heating
are the single most important factor responsibre for the
inversion decay. rt is expected that the diurnal effects
would cause the decay of Èhe inversion in the 35-200 feet
layer; but analysis detected that this effect is ress
infruential in the deeper 35-8lo feet layer (see ch. 4,

Section 4.2.2). Enquiry should therefore be focussed on

accounting for the decay of the 35-g1o feet layer inversion
one hour after the 35-200 feet layer.

Radiative heat,ing of the lower atmosphere $/as

aided by the gentre winds. This arisep as the air stayed
longer ín contact with the radiatively heat surface. A

heat reservoir was quickly buirt up at the surface because

large amounts of sunshÍne were received, on several d.ays in
the presence of a warm airflow. rt is only when tempera-

ture d.ifferences occur that heat flow arises. since the
verticar temperature gradient showed large temperature

d,ifferences in the early portíon of the decay period, heat
flow was thus directed downward.s. convective couplíng of
the lower air layer with the higher occurred around 1200

hours; the decay time of the ínversion ín the 35-g10 feet
layer. eoif and. Hudson (L972, p. 20) found. at cenËral
oklahoma that the boundary layer and the free atmosphere

are not coupled untíl 5.5 hours after sunrise t oE around

noon.
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5.4.3 Summary

ïn general cruster 8 inversions are restrictive
in character. They occurred in the latter part of Feb-

ruary, developed at a particular time (1800 hours), were

of similar d,uration, and decayed, in the heat gain period,.

Cyclonic circulations of warm pacific and. Gulf
air exclud.ed Arctic air from the weather making scene

during the period, of cluster I inversions. As warm air
streams cross a cold surface they transfer heat to the

surface. rt seems reasonabLe to suspect a relation
between advective processes and the inversion development

and decay structures. The surface however, is heated. not
only through the agency of atmospheric advection, but also

through direct sorar rad,iation. Analysis determined that
the daily rhythm of radiat,ive heating and cooring is the
important cause of the d.everopment and. decay of 35-2oo

feet layer inversions.

when these inversíons are studied in the deeper

35-810 feet layer, thei.r behaviour is effected, more by

advection. However'when sunshine duration is high over

several days, a heat reservoir is quickly built up at the

surface. coupling of the lower atmosphere with the higher
occurs around noon. The 35-810 feet layer inversion is
then destroyed by the diurnal effects of rad.iation heating
complemented by atmospheric advection.
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CHAPTER VI

Regarding Air pollution potential

6.1 Rad,iative Clusters

varíation in inversion structure arises from varia-
tion in weather process. The important factor that con-
trols the structure of inversions in cluster 2 is the
cyclical component of diurnal temperature variation
which is a function of solar radiation heating. The

structure of the 35-200 feet layer inversions follow a

daily rhythm -- d,eveloping with initial cooling through
loss of lonEøave radiatíon and decaying after several
hours of heating.

These inversions are associated with anticyclonic
circulations of cold., clear Arctic 'aj.r (cA) , Under such

synoptic systems, the associated higher 35-g10 feet layer
inversions very likely respond to the process of srrbsi-
dence, rather than radiat,ion. with decline of the sun

angle, very littre cooling is required, to convert the
subsidence inversion aloft to a surface-based. inversion.

Analysis detected. that the 35-gr0 feet rayer inver-
síons are maintained for the durat,ion of the anticyclonic
system- on an average, they are maintained, for 4s hours.
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The síngle most important factor causing their complete

destruction is an exchange in air mass with conËrasting
properties.

Because of their sr-rbsidence inversions and gentle
winds, anticyclones are cond.ucíve to high concentratÍons

of pollutants at low revers, especially in winter when

rad,iational inversion reinforces this inversion (t¡tilriamson,

1973) . A dorrble inversion with lower, radiation and. upper,

st¡bsidence inversions, can cause extremely heavy accumula-

Èj-on of air pollutants (Stringer, ].'gTZ) .

The d,iurnal rhythmic behaviour of the lower layer
inversions facilitates the establishmenÈ of positive lapse

rates for brief periods notably around noon. This means

that the effective depth of the mixing layer is increased
to 200 feet diurnally. Although this development is brief,
it allows greater ventilation so thaÈ air pollutants can

be dispersed and. diluted more readily. rt is important
to realiøe, however, that during this time Èhe higher in-
version acts as a lid to hold the pollutants within the

mixing layer. The air in this mixing layer becomes incor-
porated in the inversion when the high subsidence inversj_on

base descends close to the ground at níght and, restricts
the depth of the underlying mixing layer.

when attention turns to clusters that are increasingry
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different from the distinct radiative Cluster Z, the

structure of inversions and related weaÈher processes

increase in complexity. The cyclical component due to
solar heating becomes less noticeable as it is progres-

sively dominated by other meteorological elements.

Cluster 4 inversions may be identified as being

of radiative and, nocturnal origin on the basis of their
structural behaviour. The sun initialty heats the ground

and it is'mainly from the ground that the atmosphere is
heated. The inversions in the 35-200 feet layer generarry

develop and. decay first,, and the processes are observed

with a lag of up to 3 hours in the 35-810 feet layer.
The development structure of these inversions is

the integrated result of the diurnal effects, Èhe time

snowfarl ends, and the character of the wind speed profile.
Their development is favoured when cool north-westerry

air under the cont,rol of an anticyclonic system replace

lvarm and moist airr so thatr snow flurries end and. sky

obscurity lowers. The earlier in the day this phenomena

occurs, the earlier Cluster 4 inversions develop in the

nocturnal period. once the lower inversion is establj-shed,

vertj-cal propogation of the inversion surface to the

deeper 35-810 feet layer depends on the wind speed profire.
With increased speed shear, the vertical propogation by

turbulent transfer is accelerated,
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The most important factor responsible for the decay

of the inversions in the lowest Br0 feet is a change in
airflow type in whích cooler air is replaced. by a cyclonic
circulation of '^rarmer air. rf this process is complemented

by direct solar heating, the decay of the inversions in
both rayers is simulÈaneous. rf not, the decay structure
depends principally on the time airflow ínterchange is
effected.

Cluster 4 inversions usually develop and decay

earrier in the 35-200 feet layer than in the 35-g1o feet
layer. rn neither of these layers does the duration of
the inversion exceed 20 hours, presumabty because synoptic
systems with dissímilar airflows change fairly rapidly.
Positive lapses last,ing more than 5 hours occur before and

after cluster 4 inversions. These two features together
indicate that the hazard of pot,ential air pollution accumula-

tion is not great. rt is instructive to note that this
inversion type occurs most frequentry in winter in the
Wínnipeg area.

The results of this analysis justified the identi-
fication of cruster 7 inversions as transiti_onal between

the rad.iative and advective cluster groups. consequentry,

it was comparatively difficurt to assess the weather ¡>ro-

cesses rerated to the deveropment and decay of these
inversions. This is because such processes as radiation
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and advection act seperately or collectÍvely.to control
these inversions.

when the advective process is operating, the 35-

810 feet layer inversions deverop before and, decay after
the 35-200 feet layer inversions. These inversions are
frequently connected with weak cycronic circulations of
hrarm Maritime Polar air. !,rhen the rower inversions d.evelop

and decay before their higher layer eounterparts, the
diurnal effects of solar heating are more influentiar.
However, since this process is less significant in higher
portions of the boundary rayer, ad.vective influences play
a critical role in the structure of the higher layer
inversions. rrrespective of the weather process, a one

hour lag is requíred, for the d,evelopment process to extend
to either the lower or the higher layer.

Postive lapses rasting an average of r0 hours,
precede and follow cluster 7 inversions which have a d.ura-

tion of less than Z0 hours. When the lower layer inversion
develops first, pollution accumulation is greater as the
d,epth of the mixing layer is reduced, earlíer. However,

because of theír brevity and their alternation with positi.ve
lapses, these inversions are not cond.ucive to a hígh con-
centratíon of air pollutants.

In sum, the structural behaviour of inversions in
the distinct radiative cluster 2 is conducive to the highest
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air pollution accumulation hazard. care should. therefore
be exercised in the emission of pollutants in the atmos-

phere when the weather scene is dominated by an anti-
cyclonic system associated with the circulation of cold.,

clear Arctic air. In the presence of such a system, the

time best suited to the emission of pollutants is around.

noon when the scale of the effective mixi_ng layer is
increased to 200 feet for a limited period.

6.2 Advective Clusters

The structures of the inversions in the ad.vective

clusters are significantly related to the irregular com-

ponent of diurnal temperature var:iation. This component

arises from the effects of advective heating and cooling

induced by air mass movemenÈ. In partj-cular the passage

of a front usually causes large shifts in temperature.

The d,ynamic nature of the irregular component provokes

comprexities with respect to the structure of these inver-
sions and related weather processes.

Even Cluster L, the distinctively advective cluster,
demonstrates a composite structure, This cluster j.s com-

posed of two structure classes inversions last,ing not

less than 30 hours behaved. differently to those maíntained

for shorter periods. Although they are both largely
generated by atmospherÍc ad,vection, when solar radiative
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heating and nocturnal cooling are ef fect,ive, d.iurnally
rhythmic behavíour is observed in the 35-200 feet layer.

Typically the development of these inversions are

rerated to the advection of vrarm Maritime polar westerly
air r¡nder the control of cyclonic circulatíons (usually

Alberta low). These inversions develop in the 35-200

feet layer due to basal chillíng of the warm air stream

as ít crosses over the cold winter continental surface.
A lag of up to 3 hours is required for the development,

process to extend to the deeper 35-810 feet layer. This

time rag depends on the rate and depth of cooling of the

overlying air and is a functi-on of the wind. speed and

ternperature profiles.
Usually these inversions decay símultaneously in

both layers in the earry morning during which time the

increase in speed of lower atmosphere ad.vection is favoured,

Potential instability is thus probabry generated. The

mechanism causing its release is slow verticar mot,ion

induced through differential temperaËure advection associ-
ated with change ín synoptic circulations.

As these inversions are related to the dynamic

action of long-lasting synoptíc systems, they are intense,
persistent inversions. The inversions lasting not ress

Èhan 30. hours are especially conducive to high pollution
concent,ration. It is worth emphasizing however, that
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strong winds are characteristic of Cluster 1 inversions.

Thus, although the effective depth of the míxing layer
is not subject to temporary daytime increase when the

ad,vective process is operating, yet it is possíble for
air pollutants to be horizontally dispersed by the strong

winds.

A strikíng feature of Cluster 3 is the diurnal
variability of the time of inversion development and decay.

fn general, this arises because the inversions are related
to frontal dísturbances which can occur at any time of the

day or night. Nevertheless, these inversions are also

related to the diurnal effects of radiatíon heating.

When the weather scene is influenced by anticyloni-
cally controlled cool north-westerly air, Cluster 3

inversions develop early in the nocturnal period. In such

circumstances, inversions are structured in accordance with

the basic principle of solar heating. The 35-200 feet
layer inversions develop first, and less than 3 hours

Iater convective processes lift the inversion surface to

the 35-810 feet layer. In instances where frontal activity
is encountered,, the inversions in both layers develop

simultaneously and this occurrence usually takes ptace late
in the nocturnal period.

The decay of Cluster 3 inversions is largely a

function of frontal passage. The occurrence of this
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phenomena is composite in character as it arises through

a variety of weather patterns at any time of the day or

night. Nevertheless, a coÍrmon synoptíc cond,ítion

accompanying frontal activíty at decay time is the pre-

sence of snowfall. fhe inversions in both layers decay

at the same time when snowfall commences.

These inversions are associated. with rapídly chang-

íng weather and, consequently, they are short-lived. In

view of Èhis, and the long period of posítive lapses thaÈ

alternate with these inversíons, the hazard of air pollu-
tion accumulation is minímal. !ìIitlíamson (I973, p. 159)

reported. that, unfortunately, little is known about the

importance of frontal ínversion for local aír poll.ution

because it is poorly documented due to its transient

nature. Strong wind.s and. turbulence induced by rapid

pressure changes in a front usually encourage good horizon-

tal ventilation Èo compensate for the limited vertical
mixing layer.

Cluster I inversions are associated with cyclonic

circulations of warm Pacific and GuIf ai-r. The inversion
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behaviour results from an interplay of the írregular
componenÈ of atmospheric advection with the cyclical com-

ponent of solar heating. The lower 35-200 feet layer

inversions respond to the latter component,, while the

former is more influential in the deeper 35-810 feet layer.



Thus the higher 1a1rer inversion behaviour is noË diurnally
cyclic,

A heat reservoir is quickly built up at the surface

if near maximum possibre total sr-rnshine is received on

several successive days. This condition, in the presence

of advective influences, induces coupling of the lower

atmosphere with the higher around noon. The higher layer
inversion then decays one hour after the lower layer
inversion.

One of the two components in the process of inver-
sion formation aid.s in reducing the hazard. of high air
pollution accumulation. The cycrical component prod.uces

an increase in the depth of the underlying mixing layer
as positj-ve lapse rates are establj-shed in the lower 200

feet, for 6 hours. the risk of pollution accumulation is
reduced as more pollutants can be dispersed and diluted
in a larger vertical depth.

rnversions in cruster I are conducive to the greatest

concentration of potential aír pollutants. rf solar heat-
ing is absent or negligible, the d.epth of the ef fective
mixing layer is not increased d,uring the inversíon period.

A criticar feature however, ís the strong winds associated.

wÍth these inversions which can aid in the horizontal d.is-

persion of aír pollutants. This is a necessaÍy, though

not sufficient, factor in alleviating the hazard of air
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pollution accumulation.

6.3 General Conclusions

This thesis has investigated the development and,

decay structures of wínter inversions not less than 10 hours

in the lowest 810 feet near Winnipeg. It seemed d.esirable

to perform a climatological survey of this kind on two major

counts: a) the temporal distribution of inversions, espec-

ially in the transitional periods corresponding to sunrise

and sunset, warrants further investigation; b) the relation-
ship of lapse rates to synoptic systems, especially for
particular areas, is not ad.equately understood.

a) The first question was successfully investigated

using a fundamental model based on the diurnal cyclical com-

ponent of solar rad,iation heating. The core feature of the

model is the times of the day relative to sunrise and sunset,

when the surface layer is adjusting to the add.ition of and

loss of solar radiant energy. 
'

(i) Virtually all (96 per cent) of the 35-200 feet
layer inversions in the winter sampling period developed in

the radiative heat loss period, from 1500 to 0700 hours. Most

developments occurred, from 15OO to 1900 hours. At the mean

time of sunset (1700 hours) a peak hourly frequency of 30

per cent was observed,.
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(ii) Though all inversions decayed in the period. from

0100 to 1400 hours, a majority of 72 per cent decayed in the

ratliative heat gain period ffom O80O to 14OO hours. The

peak hourly decay frequency occurred at 1100 hours; that is,
3 hours after the average time of sunrise.

(iii) The model was adjusted by a 2-hour factor to
accomodate the temporal d.istríbution of inversions in the

deeper 35-810 feet layer.

b) The descriptive analytical approach utilízing
selected, case studies to investigate the structural behavio,rt

of inversions d,uring development and decay, in relation to

weather processes, served to identífy some of the rêIation-
ships of lapse rates to synoptic systems in a continental

environment. Since the behaviour of air pollutants is mainly

dependent on weather processes, the present work is of
practical value in air pollution potential studies.

(i) In winter, Winnipeg may occassionally be subjected

to intense and persistent inversions associated. with long-

lasting:-synoptic systems. This circumstance, presents the

greatest hazard to air pollution accumulation.

Intense advective universions in the lowest 810 feet
are connected, with \^¡arrn üraritime Polar (me¡ westerly air und.er

control of eyclonic systems (usually Alberta low). A feature

characteristic of these inversions is strong winds. Even ín

the presence of low level inversions these wínds will aid the
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horizontal dispersion of air pollutants. Intense inversions
of the rad,iatÍve type are associated with, anticyclonic circu-
lations of cold, cJ-ear Arctic air (cA) from the north.,Though

these inversions are assocíated with light winds, the 35-200

feet layer inversions are subjected to temporary d,aytime decay

around noon. This will facilitate an increase in the depth

of the effective mixing layer so that porlutants can be more

readily dispersed and diluted.

6.4 Suggestio+s for_Future Research

This field of study is important climatologically but
it is seldom considered, and. the literature in this field is
generally sparse. rts limit,ed scope militates against
detailed, discussion and definitive conclusions.

Lapse rates vary both spatially and temporally and the

acquisition of more detailed information will facilitate their
interpret,ation and understanding. The period of observation
and the number of variables used can be expanded.. rnstead of
hourly averages, the use of lO-mi.nute averages would provide

a clearer insight into these processes.

The study of the relatíonship of lapse rate to air masses

can be improved by using the method.s of synoptic climatology.
rnversion data can then be stratified according to types of air
masses and. synoptic situations. rnversion structures may be

stud.ied in a step-wise progression. That is, r^¡ith the 35-2oo
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feet layer as the initial block, structures can be determined

for the 200-400 feet layer, then the 400-600 feet layer, and

fÍnally for the 600-810 feet 1ayer.

The main inversion features of intensity, duration
and frequency can be integrated with the ascertained

structural behaviour of inversions d.uring development and

decay. Results may then be used to establish an inver-
sion index that would enable more definitive statements

to be made of air pollution potential ín the Winnipeg

area. rt is expected that this will greatly contribute
to corrent knowledge of inversÍon character in a contin-
ental environment.
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AIl units of measurement used, in this study are

imperiar. Tha.t is, t,emperature is measured. in degrees

Fahrenheit, wind in miles per hour, and. height in feet.
This ís a result of the fact that the meteorological
tower is part of the canadian mÍcrometeorological tower

network which utilized imperiar units at the time of
observation. Furthermore, due to the difficurty involved
and the considerable loss of precision that can result,
it seemed inappropriate to convert the units. conversion

tables are provided to facílitate interconversion between

the imperial system and the metric system.

APPEND]X 1

Conversion Tables
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Temperature

Temperature in
Temperature in
Temperature in

oc

oF

oK

-50 -45.6

-40 -40.0
-30 -34.4

-20 -28.9
-10 -23.3
- 0 -17.8
+ 0 -17.8
10 -L2.2
20 - 6.7

30 - l.t
40 4.4

50 10.0

60. 15.6

70 21.1

80 26.7

90 32.2

100 37.8

II0 43.3

5/9 (temperature

9/5 (temperature

Fahrenheit scale to centigrade

= temperature in oC

-46.1 -46.7

-40.6 -4I.1
-35.0 -35.6
-29.4 -30.0
-23.9 -24.4
-I8.3 -18.9
-L7 .2 -L6.7
-LL.7 -11.1
- 6.1 - 5.6

- 0.6 0.0
5 .0 5.6

10.6 11. r
16.1 t6.7
2L.7 22.2

27.2 27 .8

32.8 33. 3

38.3 38.9

43.9 44.4

in oF -32o)

in oC) +32o

+ 27 3 .150

-47.2 -47 .8 -48.3
-4L.7 -42.2 -42.8
-36.r -36.7 -37.2
-30.6 -31. I -3L.7
-25.0 -25.6 -26.r
-19.4 -20.0 -20.6
-16.1 -Is.6 -ls.0
-10.6 -10.0 - 9.4

- 5.0 - 4.4 - 3.9

0.6 I. t 1.7

6.1_ 6.7 7.2

11.7 L2.2 12.8

I72. I7.8 18.3

22.8 23.3 23.9

28.3 28 .9 29 .4

33.9 34.4 35.0

39.4 40.0 40.6

45.0 45.6 46.1
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-48.9 -49.4
-43. 3 -43.9
-37.8 -38.3
-32.2 -32.8
-26.7 -27 .2

-21. r -2L.7
-L4.4 -13.9
- 8.9 - 8.3

- 3.3 - 2.8

2.2 2.8

7.8 8.3

13.3 13.9

18.9 19.4

24.4 25 .O

30.0 30.6

35 .6 36. I
4r.1 4L.7

46.7 47.2

-50.0 -50.6

-44.4 -45.0
-38.9 -39.4
-33.3 -33.9
-27.8 -28.3
-22.2 -22.8
-13.3 -12.8
- 7.8 - 7.2

- 2.2 - L.7

3.3 3.9

8.9 9.4

14.4 15.0

2g.o 20.6

25 .6 26.I
31.1 31. 7

36.7 37.2

42.2 42.8

47 .8 48. 3



Speed

meter per second = 3.281 feet per second

meter per second = 3.6 kilometers per hour = 2.237
miles per hour

kilometer per hour = 0.62 mile per hour

knot - I nautical mite pêr hour = l.r5r miles per hour

Conversion of speeds

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

20

30

40

50

L.2
2.3
3.5
4.6
5.8
6.9
8.1
9.2

10.4
11. s

23.0
34.5
46.L
57 .6

0.5
1.0
1.5
2.L
2.6
3.1
3.6
4.1
4.6
5.1

10. 3

ls.4
20 .6
25.7

264

60

70

80

90

100

110

120

130

140

150

160

L70

180

190

200

69.1
80.6
92.I

103.6
1I5 .2
L26.7
138.2
L49.7
L6L.2
L72.7
I84.2
195.9
207 .3
218.8
230.3

30.9
36.0
4r.2
46. 3

51. 5
56.6
61.8
66.9
72.L
77.2
82.4
87.5
92.7
97.g

103.0



Length

kílometer = 1,000 meters = 0.6214 mile = 3tzgr feet
meter = 100 centimeters = 1.0936 yards = 3.29r feet =39.37 inches

centimeter = 10 millÍrneters = 0.3937 inch
. -Ã -A.micron = 1o-o meter = 1o-* centimeter = 3.937 x 10-5 inch

Conversion of stature
Statute miles

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

miles to nautical miles
Nautical miles

0.87
L.7 4
2 .60
3.47
4.34
5.2t
6.08
6.9s
7 .82
8.69

L7.37
26.05
34.7 4

43.42
52.10
60.79
69 .47
78.16

265

and kilometers
Kilometers

1.6
3.2
4.8
6.4
8.0
9.7

11. 3

L2.g
14. s
16. I
32 .2
48.3
64.4
80.5
g6 .6

L12.7
L28.7
144. I
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